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Couple seeks quiet afternoon of research;
elevator malfunction brings high adventure
By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
Students Adrienne Simmons and Tony
Thomas picked the wrong day to get stuck in the
Clark library elevator.
What was intended to be a short elevator
ride to the fifth floor of Clark library turned into
a 11/4-hour ordeal Saturday, largely because the
University Police Department couldn’t find anyone to tree the two friends.

During the week, under normal circumstances, the problem would have been flied
within a few minutes. said &1St Chief Engineer
Donald Skyberg. who was eventually called at
home to free the couple.
But because it happened on the weekend
and there were no qualified engineers on campus. and because the U.S. Elevator ser% ice representative was 50 miles from SJSU, the couple
was stranded between the fourth and fifth floors

from 2:55 11, 4 22 p.m
The couple was "a little worried. at first.
"hut, as time progressed we calmed down."
said Thomas, a junior majoring in political sdl.
ence at Laney College in Oakland.
"A little is an understatement. We didn’t
want that sucker to drop. countered Simmons.
an SJSU junior majoring in industrial technol.
ogy who came to the library on Saturday at.
ternoon to do research for a term paper. "We

were upset
Alter stepping into the east eleator ear.
Simmons and Thomas had a smooth. uninterrupted ride until it came to a sudden stop after
nassing the fourth floor.
The inner doors opened. Thomas said. hut
the outer doors, which were over the couple’s
heads. remained 1.111\1..d
Th,,mas said by reaching up. he was able to
crack the outer doors using his lingers and could

’A little (worried) is an
understatement. We didn’t
want that sucker to drop. We
were upset.’
Adrienne Simmons,
SJSU industrial technology junior

see the car was stuck about five feet below the
fifth floor.
He then called UPD from the car’s enter
gency telephone and was told a U S. Elevator
sem ice representative would he sent to the
scene
‘,
I
k pug.

Laborers
walk thin
picket line
Union demonstrators
protest carpenters

Irapher
%lemhers of the San Jose State University Aletnamese Student Association Chorus, conducted by Vien-Phuong. sing in comme

at

f the fall of Saigon.

Remembering the fall of Saigon
Event relived
with song, dance
By Oscar Cuerra
Daily staff writer ,
nisi forces
On April 30. 1975. C
routed the South Vietnamese government
this was the day Saigon fell.
After that day, the United States accepted more than 165.000 South Vietnamese refugees who came by the plane-, shipand boatloads, running for freedom as a
bird fits away nist as the hunter gets ready
to cast his net.
Twelve years later. local Vietnamese
young and old commemorated the historic
date with songs, dances and a play to give
them the hope that someday they will be
able to return to reclaim their now-foreign
homeland.
About 400 people attended the show
Saturday night in Morris Dailey. Auditorium, sponsored by the Vietnamese Student Association
Instead of being somber, the event
was upbeat, inspiring, and was planned to
give the Vietnamese. particularly the

milli, a message of pride and loyalty lo
MCI( country.
The program began with a chorus
made up of 30 Vietnamese SJSU students
who sang what was, and still is. their nil
tional anthem. A minute of silence lid
lowed for the more than 200,000 South
Vietnamese who died for their country.
Solo singers and dancers then entertained the crowd with lyrics telling them
someday they will
not to give up hope
he able to go back
peo
We want to educate the
ple about the culture." said Khoi Nguven.
’’We
been
have
VSA.
of
the
president
vice
here tin 12 years. Some were five or sly
(when they arrived) or born in the (I.& and
don’t remember their culture.
’We also want to remind the people
we might go back someday and fight to
gain our freedom back
Nguyen said the show has been put on
in different parts of San Jose every year
since the fall of Saigon. San Jose is where
many of the refugees from South Vietnam
resettled. An estimated 70.1100 Vietnamese
reside in the Bay Area, according to the
Vietnamese Chamber of Commerce of
Santa Clara County.
See VIkTNAMESE. back pit e

Dorm residents ’adopt’
foster children for a day
By Paige C. Rorgel
Daily staff writer
Balloons and banners welcomed 70
dorm residents and 70 foster children
Saturday to the third "Adopt -A -Kid"
Jay at SJSU.
Both the children and their adoptive
big brothers and sisters from the residence halls participated in foot races, a
barbecue and crafts, ending their day
with a campfire and sing -along in the
Student Union Ampitheater, said dorm
resident Jayne Davis.
Davis, a behavioral science junior.
organneil the event, held front 3 to 10
p. m.
Davis, who has worked with children at the YMCA for eight years. said
the event has been done on a smaller

scale in Hoover Hall for the past two
years, involving about half as many kids
and dorm residents.
"But I wanted to do the event) on a
larger level, involving more kids and residents,’’ she said.
The children participating in the day
were from Erienils Outside and The Children’s Shelter, said Morgen Kimbell. a
library science graduate student whit
helped Davis organin, the event.
Both orgamiations are "fostertype" homes for abused and neglected
children taken from their families, and
children front single -parent homes in
which the parent is no longer able to care
for the child, Kimbell said.
See CHILDREN. back page

Nancy Nadel Daily

stall photographer

Qui Pham, left, and his family. from left to right, daughter Thanhnga. sons Nlinhtam,
N1inhtri. Minhdoa enjoy the sunny afternoon as the SJSU
ietnamese Festis al. Pham
was a teacher of philosophy in % ietnam for 20 years before leasing in 1982.

Dormitory
wrestling
turns dirty
By Larry Aragon
Daily staff writer
Dorm residents. Jell 1)
ding tournament last SCMCSACI is
such a hit they decided to do it
again this semester. Only this
time, they wrestled in mud.
About 150 people turned out
Eriday to watch the festivities on
the lawn in front of Royce Hall,
several getting thrown into the
mud pool amidst howls from fellow students.
See WRESTLING. page 05

By Julie I ,afTrenzen
Daily stall writer
A "wildcat strike" by laborers from Local Labor Union
Hall 270 greeted students strolling by the Rec Center construe him site on San Carlos Street Monday morning.
The stikers were protesting against Concrete FOMIS Coniiuctors. one of six contractors working on the site Monday.
They claimed the Los Altos-based company was doing
labor work with carpenters that was supposed to have been
done by the labor union. said Jim Price, California State University chancellor’s office representative for the Student Union
Recreation and Events Center project.
Concrete FOTIII% Constructors, who has been working on
the Rec Center for 2. months, denied the accusations hy the
!Asir union, Price said.
the carpenters were just doing their iob. he said.
Carpenters are used to pull down wood support forms after
cement has been poured. Price said.
Ben Contreras, project supcnntendent tor Roethclen
gineering Inc.. the contractor for the Kee Center prow. said
the whole thing was a misunderstanding on the part in the
union.
"Ii was a laborer’s dispute. They were upset and they
overreacted." he said. "’they were one hundred percent
wrong .
The strike came as a c
piety surprise to everyone from
Roebbelen and to the union laborers themselves. Price said.
"We had no idea this was going to happen IThe union)
obviously planned this because they hail the signs made up."
Price said. "But the laborers didn’t know it was going to hap.
pen Price added that many of the laborers, who had no choice
but to go along with the demonstration because they are union
members, were angry because they lost a day’s work
The demonstration lasted from 8:15 to II:18 a. m.. ending
when laborers and the foreman from Concrete Forms Constructors, Leonard Ilemande,, worked out the misunderstanding.
Price said.
Since the strike was unexpected. the reasons for it were
vague and the explanations for it were hearsay . he said.
Apparently, use of the carpenters was only pan of the dispute, Contreras said.
Since he felt the union was in the wrong, he declined to
mention their other complaints -- all of which were settled by
11:15 a.m.
"If they hadn’t pulled their people oft at that time, they
would have gotten into big trouble and they knew it." Contreras said.
The 54 demonstrating strikers each earned a sign stating
with a picture of a tat.
"Concrete Forms is a . .
"These are not sanctioned picket signs." said Tom
Shields. project engineer with Roebbelen.
See WORKIIRS, hack page

Peace march draws more than
50,000 demonstrators to S.F.
Illy Diane NI. Bejaranii
Daily staff writer
More than 50,00(1 1,eiiple marched
up Market Street in San lrancisco to the
Civic Center Plant in protest of the Reagan administration’s policies in Central
America and South Africa.
This is the third year the Mobilirnnon for Peace. Jobs and Justice has Ton.
sored the march. It’s becoming an annual
event. said Alex Forman. program director for the nuclear nem campaign and
march coordinator.
Hie march was bigger this year, he
said. last year there were about 20.000
marchers.
"No one act can change things
overnight, but (politics in this country I

’We believe in thc right of
the people to gather.
Marching has proven to
he a formidable tactic.’
Al Roosma,
SiSt1 alum and march organizer
works like a pendulum. Right now it is
swinging to the right. We want to be the
first contingent of those moving the
country’ in the other direction, by orga-

tilling by lawful means:* said Al
Roosma. a carpenter who was a march
coordinator.
The Mobilinition for Peace. Jobs
and Justice attracted people from as far
away as Utah, Nevada, Washington and
N icaragua.
A diverse group. the marchers
ranged from earned infants to a large coalition of senior citnens. One seniors’
group held signs that read, "Elders back
from Nicaragua expose Reagan’s lies,’’
Police estimated that the line was
over a mile long and that about 50.000 to
70,000 people participated in the march.
"There are well over 50.000,
See MARCH. hack page
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Editorial

The student credit union should
fight for eventual on -campus location
student credit union Is caught in a
22- situation. It can’t open on
-Catch
T’’c
campus because of a California State University rule. but the national agency that charters credit unions won’t allow it to comply.
CSU General Counsel Mayer Chapman
considers the student credit union a banking
service, said Michael McLennan, credit union
director. Therefore. because of a 1973 CSU
board of trustees resolution which states that
any on -campus hank must serve everybody, the
credit union was forCed off campus.
Hut the student credit union is not allowed
to ot lei serx ices to SJSU faculty and employees
the California
because the have their own
State Employee Credit Union. The National
Credit t ’nion Association will not allow members to belong to two overlapping credit
unions, so the student credit union has no
choice but to exclude faculty and employees.
I union’s hoard of directors was
The
in danger ot having its charter revoked by the
.ind could W ait no longer to open! The
NCt ’
union got its charter in October and the hoard
visas heitic ii CsslIrCli hy the NCUA to either use
it or lose it, so the Washington Square FePeral
hut at the,UniCredit Union finally opened
versitv Club. on the corner of Eighth and San

streets.
Establishing a credit union on campus
would have been more convenient for students.
Business will suffer at its off-campus location
because it is less accessible.
By denying the credit union space on campus, SJSU is being denied a chance to be a
precedent setter. Part of the allure of the union
was the prestige it would bring to this university. SJSU would be looked to as a leader
within the CSU system.
Salvador

But, just because we lost round one to the
CSU bureaucrats, doesn’t mean we have to roll
over and die.
The credit union board of directors can
and should ask for an exemption from the CSU
policy. The exemption would be on the basis
that the credit union is different from other
banking services because it is student-run and
the membership and focus of the service is different. The board can also ask the NCUA for an
exemption from the overlapping policy, by explaining its "Catch 22" dilemma.
We wish the credit union the best at its
present location, but we urge that the board of
directors not give up hope of eventually opening on campus.

Women reduced to merchandise
in mail-order personal classifieds
homily lush the has k it a popular maganne, on,
finds elassified i,Is insl iiersonal ads. Here. one can res m,
mail-order in odus Is. how-to books, pen pals and women
Adias pitt to riot le poster and guitar sales. one
ads disguised as personal ad,
gl111111e
Asian ss omen desne romance!"
"%leo Philippine Vu omen!"
" 51,-et I ,iy ely
lona’ I ashes!"
’ I io els ( ’Mimed I. hientals Seek lasting Romance "
"Ite.iiiiiiiilI n Is. All I ’ominous. Want (!orrespondence
friendship
these ale all nom MO.:rent ads. all saying the same thin),
’I ley i y
some sort in letish tor an Asian woman.
WI lie hi I’ () Hos
no problem o e II cet y
mom, !ht. old stereotypes of Asian women as
I lw
mmir ,ffluseiy ient sL. 11,11 anti e%iitic, and eager to latch onto an
moo an man hie um’ lust imagine the poor Asian woman
minig alone iii het honk- tinny . longing and waiting for a let lei limn an neysciei in an ad
ui ski ti, ii.o omen tie depicted as mail-order merchanomise o ishdultillment. even dream -fulfilth,
lment
’These ads are so common, yet
so demeaning. What has happened
to progress for women’s rights and
then eunialit p I hese ads are sexist and racist ’They demean
women and [teat them as objects to be obtained.
loo can anv,ine really believe these businesses are legitimate. e lean and upright ’ They are dating services which depict
the persons as merchandise. describing them in detail, as if
mail-order
AVallable
Dies ne dew:ohne. dehumaninng and disgusting.
The crux in the ads focus on the physical descriptions of
the osmium. and not on the pen pal that one can get.
the ads arc misleading and deceptive. disguising themselves is perSi,r1:11 ads and pen -pal agencies. There are legitimate sere is es promoting triendship rather than those that try to
unxtuce men out iii their 1110Iie
fileSt’ ad’, are not personal ads. but are placed through
agencies. Sonic ads :as. placed by the women themselves, describing their personalities Nun hopes of meeting a person with
similar interests These ads are placed by the agency, giving
physical des, iptisms Ja the wonond

Viewpoint

Lisa
Bobadilla

" WELL, THIS -TIME 114E 34.PNJESE 14 AVE GGINIE -tbd

Forum Policy
The forum page offers an importunity to eviress
views MI important AMU’S.
The Sparnm Daily eill’Otiragl’A readers to write letters to the editor, All letters must bear the nrirer’., name,
major. phone moodier and class kiwi. Phone numbers
and Will11.1111(111.1 letters will not he printed.
Deliver letters hi the Daily office on the second floor
of Dwight Hemel Halt or to the Student Union information desk.
The Spartan Wily reserves dm right to edit letter,
for libel, length, taste and clarity.
Unsigned editorials, appearing in the upper-left
corner. iire the opinions of the Spartan Daily editorial
hoard.
ttttt appearing on a rotatWeekly columns and
ing basis are written by Dads editor s and reflect their individual opinions.
Nhiti
in
Pieces labeled Viewpoint ori
writers and are also the opini tttt A I,/
The fartom page also perks/it oils natures imitation
written hy activo’ members of the university
tttttttt ay.
and appear under the heading Community Perspective.

Letters to the Editor
It these are pen -pal ago% ies. then why are the is
listed as "beautiful" and "lovely?" For correspondcii,
wouldn’t it suffice to state that they are literate? And they arc
also described as "cultured" - surely many "cultured"
women seek pen pals through agencies.
These ads differ greatly from the ads staling, "Make interesting pen friends worldwide" or "Penfriends in F.ngland.
USA to write to you." At least these ads sound legitimate. giving no teasing descriptions of the available pen friends.
The agencies listed as the mediators are businesses that
supposedly operate as dating services or pen -pal services. but
actually operate on sick nale fetishes. The ads practically guarantee a woman in the mailbox.
Only desperate men would unlit,: the "service."
What sort of legitimate business advertises women as merchandise? The agencies are businesses, therefore, they charge
some son ot tee.
The ads list phone numbers for the agencies, but an attenipt to contact them is futile. One gets a buinng line instead.
Similar "recruitment agencies" offer not only ads, but
catalogs of women
creating a flesh market. One such infaMOUS catalog offers photos and descriptions of the women.
Some of the magasine ads even offer videotapes of the women.
One can only imagine the process of recruiting women for
these businesses. Surely women in other countries do not wander into agencies seeking overseas pen pals. There are other
agencies with less suggestive titles which provide this service.
The ads themselves are oppressive: they offer women, not
as pen friends, but as merchandise. It’s sickening to see a supposedly progressive publication, such as Rolling Stone, accept
such degrading. uncivilind ads.

Chief Shatz cooperative with media
Editor.
ui
DepiltillIelli need a publis
Does the l
formation officer.’ In sour editorial, you say Chief less Schat,
is too busy and is not always available for infinmation. I dis
agree.
As a campus reporter for Update News, I have found
Schat7 to be readily available to all campus media groups. He
regularly holds press conferences, returns telephone calls
promptly, and is available for comments.
He is a busy man as you state, but so are campus administrators. Spartan Daily editors, and news makers
you can’t
expect everybody to be available at one’s whim.
’In your editorial, you say "serious types of offenses have
gone unreported or unnoticed." I think reporting these serious
offenses should be the responsibility of the campus media, including the Spartan Daily.
From speaking with some faculty members and students.
the former UPI) chief and public information officer were rarely available to campus media, and in many instances, were not
’very helpful.
I have found Schat7 an excellent spokesman for t IPD.
A new public information officer would certainly have a
tough act to follow. I think you’ll agree that it is better to speak
with the newsmaker than a public information officer.
’Mist() R. 11anrique,
tie ii ii,
,1011r11:11k111. KaitiiiTele% ki(111

Mr. Cop’s wonderful fix-it tickets a pain for students

F
;

4

4
J

students sthisi ulu se beat -up old cars im the stieet,
tom
of Caitlin nia should be oary
s ups ale on the lookout for any minor violation.
Intuit a missing front Mono. plate to a dim Wight.
cops. desperate tot their monthly quota of tickets, will
ship at nothing to get Mem, even if it means citing less-thanwell- off drivers and their aging cars for minor violations.
When an intim init slily et. in a beat -up ear driving the legal
speed limit while eiimplciely sober, is pulled over for no apparent reason, tlic oilatii in is most likely it cop’s dream: the "fix tt ticket
l’huise %solidi:1.Ni little pieces of paper give any sop the license to pull over the unsuspecting
striver and hand her a list of
V
usually conflicting with
iewpomt things
her schedule of school, work and
to lit in her **spare tunic.’’
newspaper reporting
These tickets not only cost the less -than -wealthy dnver
valuable time
her
cost
also
money. kit
Take this situation fir instance
A do, , minding her own business, traveling belfry the
speed limit on a residential street at 10 a.m. on a Wediksday
has a cop pullout in front ot her.
Rather peeved, the driver maintain’, a legal dusts/ice of
she ’s goint, 30miles per hour - behind
three car lengths
the 10.:al pollee vehicle. ’
At a ’snip sign. both Mr. Cop and the driver make a right
tmini onto a throfe-lont rood The dnver stays behind Mr Cop in
the middle lane until she’s forced ii, 11111Ve into the left lane to
make a left turn
Using her signal. the dnver moves into the left lane and
stays slightly behind Mr Cop, who is 1111W to the right ot her
No warner has out driver switched lanes than Mr Cop
pulls behind her, turns on flashing lights and hlanng siren, and

Paige
Borgel

pulls the already -late -to-class -driver over to the side of tbs.
road.
The driver parks her car, mumbles several curies out loud,
turns off her radio and awaits Mr. Cop’s arrival.
Mr. Cop gets out of his car and walks slowly around the
driver’s car making notes in his policeman’s notebook through
reflective sunglasses.
After several minutes and many time checks by the late
driver, Mr. Cop knocks on her window.
"Can 1 see your license and registration please?" Mr. Cop
asks.
"Sure." the driver says, "What’s the problem, sir?"
take off your sunglasses." he says, glanng through his
oiler present cop’s sunglasses.
Hc checks the picture on the license against the the face in
the car. Satisfied he asks, "Do you realise your left brake light
us dimmer than your nght?’’
"Really? I hadn’t noticed." the driver says, checking her
watch and sighing.
"And do you realise that’s it’s very difficult to read the
June on your registration decal on your rear license plate?’
The car is ten years old," she says, getting more impatient with even, passing minute.

’The DIMV doesn’t send a new month sticker ever)
year,’’ she says.
"And do you also realise you have no fmnt license.
plate?" Mr. Cop asks.
"You noticed all that when you were behind me for three
seconds’?" the driver asks.
Mr. Cop doesn’t answer because at that point another cop
pulls in behind the first one, lights flashinc. but no siren.
Mr. Cop No. I excuses himself and goes to speak with’ Mr
Cop No.2.
While they exchange pleasantries and discuss the status ot
their sons’ baseball teams, the driver checks her watch and realrtes she’s been sitting there for twenty minutes and non: she’s
not only missed her first class, but is late for her second.
She curses again and, hearing her name called by Mr. Cop
No. I, gets out of her car and walks to where the two cops arc.
"How’s it goin’?" Mr. Cop No.2 asks
"Fine until you guys showed up." she says.
Roth cops laugh, thinking she’s kidding. .
"I’ll only site you for the brakelight and front license
plate." Mr. Cop No.1 says generously. "Sign here."
"Sure,’’ the driver says, signing her name and taking ho
ticket hack to her car.
"You have 30 days to fix those violations." Mr. Cop
No.1 says.
’Thanks II
she says, mentally going over her list of
tests, papers and stories due in the next 30 days
"Have a nice day." Mr. Cop No.2 yells as she starts tip
her engine.
The driver doesn’t answer and, checking her watch again.
decides she can’t make her second class. So, making sure the
cops have gone, she makes an illegal U-turn and heads hack
home.

Waiting for an Echo

Scott G.

A new kind of junkie
you can’t avoid death and taxes. but
They say
they’re only partially right. No matter how hard
you try, you just can’t get away from the media.
1 challenge anyone to escape them for one short
week I tried earlier, this month. And I failed miserably
A life without media contact means no sport, --, . nes.
no Sunday tunnies and no "American ’I tip 40. - Is
Mean, MI Playboy centerfolds and no "Pee Wee’,
Playhouse’. on Saturday mornings.
Waving such adversity. I set out for spring break
vvith every intention lid spending it on the wagon. I
wanted to go cold turkev.
My intentions were true and my planning good.
Heading for Yosemite. I brought with me nothing more
than necessities for a week’s worth of sun, fresh air, bccr,
gu77.1ing and rigorous, soul -cleansing day hikes.
On a whim. 1 packed my tape deck. too. There was
no telling if the guys might want SOW tunes to
accompany the campfire’s popping. Music wasn’t a real
threat. I figured. Hut the buck stopped there.
was all so perfect when we arrived. Snow capped
Itthe peaks surrounding the valley, defying the sun that
tanned our skin and kept the daytime temperatures
comfortably in the 70s.
After a gimid hike the first day, our camp was more
welcoming than any couch and television could ever be
Just chatting with the guys. downing some cold beers,
staring up at the stars . . . at which point urns’ of the
geniuses in our party brought up the Giants,Padres game,
And didn’t We have a radio?
Well, of course we did. And what could add more to
our male bonding patterns than a hall game’? ’The radio
went on.
Some time later, under moderate intoxication and
with diminished principles. I decided to hit the tent,
laying in my bag and beginning to drift off, my
mind wandered back to a night 1 once spent in Malibu
scanning the shortwave hands of my radio. Slam I was
pulling in stations from Europe and beyond.
Upon waking the next morning. I felt frustrated at
my weakness I swore renewed dedication to my cause.
But time. it seemed. was not on my side. Finding my
fellow campers crow-dot around the table. I stepped right
up. ’The excitement wasn’t about breakfast. It was about
the copy ot the I .sis Angeles Times that another traitor
had picked up on a run into the village.
I tried not to bend. I looked up at the clear sky. I
breathed in the fresh air. I clawed my nails into my
palms. But it was the Times. The Cadillac of newspapers
The pot of guild at the end of any self-respecting
niumalist’s rainbow.
Forging a Faustian deal with myself like a fat lady in
an ice cream parlor. I limited my sinful activities to the
sports and feature sections.
For the rest of the day we hiked, bicycled and
relaxed. And that night the radio went on again.
There were other slips that week.
The Examiner with alum Kim Komeni, is ,
photo splashed across the front mysteriously found
it. %say back to camp. The secondhand news that I got
I rom other campers about slides in the park - I never
decided if they were infractions. But thc king of them all
was the 30-second "Wheel of Fortune’’ blip I copped
while browsing in the mountaineering shop.
I was so strung out when (got back to San Jose that I
even slipped up and took in 15 minutes of MTV before I
realind what I was doing.
With all the hype right now about dependency on
drugs, maybe we’re overlooking a more common
problem. There are housewives trashed out on "All My
Children" and the National Enquirer Kids suffering
withdrawal sympt
without "Thundercats.’’ And guys
like nie who go to pieces without Monday Night Football
and Reggae Sounds Sunday nights sin KFJC.
I’m not taking any chances. My bags are already
packed. I )wight Gooden may be checking out of
Smithers Treatment Center. but I’m checking in. I’m not
taking any chances.
I just hope lean get my subscription to Rolling
Stuns’ hirwardeul
Scott G. Hamilton is the editor. Ile can’t wait for
the end of the semester, at w hieh time he will lose
himself in the,, ilderness if that’s what it takes for him
to give up "Per Wee’s Play house."
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Campus service fraternity cycles
for parent, children organization
By Paige C. Borgel
Daily stall wnter
SJSU Alpha Phi Omega SCIA lid fraternity and the Mosquitos Eastsi,k Action Club pedaled for dollars Saturday.
raising $400 for lox Mosquitos,
Thirteen riders participated in the
event. 10 from Al’O and three children
from I.os Mosquitos. said Mitch Dahood, campus relation% officer for APO.
Los Mosquitos. a United Way
Agency, has mitered recreation, counseling and expertise geared toward single
parents and youths since 1969.
The club serves minority children
and parents from ages two to 45.
The bikc-a-thon was started in 1984
by an Al’O member who is a biking fanatic, said Marcia Rut, vice president in
charge of services for APO.
The bike-a-thon wasn’t just a
charity event APO organized for Los
Mosquitos." said Monica Reyes. program coordinator for In. Mosquitos and
an SJSU gruJuate student.
"We worked with them to make the

event possible:. she said.
The event began at 10:30 a.m and
ended at 4:30 p m.
Participants in the event were

’We worked with (APO)
to make the event
possible.’
Monica Reyes,
Los Mosquitos coordinator
pledged money by sponsors for each lap
completed on the half-mile course. Da hood said.
Arrows and signs led the bikers
through the route, which started at the
university barbecue pits. continued down
the path between the Student Union and
Art Building and then out to San Fernando Street.
Riders then turned down -1 enth
Street. rode to San Carlos Street and
down Seventh Street, ending up Ira k at
the barbecue pits.

Alter the race. the hard -pedaling
riders were treated to a barbecue sponsored by APO. Rut said.
Proceeds from the event will go to
buy summer supplies for the 104 members of I ars Mosquitos. Reyes said.
She said the children participating
in the eYent will use some of the money
Mr a day trip.
Recipients of the money raised by
the event are chosen by APO members.
she said.
Last year’s recipients, the Francis
Gulland Child Care Center on campus
and a local senior citizen center, both received $100, Rut’ said. Al’O members
contributed the money themselves when
the event was rained out.
One trophy will be awarded to the
individual or group who earns the most
money in pledges and another to the individual or group who rode the most laps:
Ruf said.
111i: trophies are scheduled to be
awarded at the next APO meeting May
Dahood said.

Ad club wins high-flying awards
All expenses paid for 13/PAA’s trip to Florida convention
By Gene C. Johnson, Jr.
Daily stall writer
In a national competition against 10 other schools. SJSU’s
chapter of the Business/Professional Advertising Association
was awarded first place, winning air fare and hotel accommodations and the chance to participate in 114/PAA’s 65th annual
national convention.
This was the first national competition for SJSU’s chapter
of the student organization. said Cliff Asher. chapter president.
The six -member team id SJSU students will fly to Boca
Rotan. Ha. to take part in ads cuisine and high-tech marketing
seminars and other convention events, said Marshall Raines,
adviser to the group and associate professor, journalism and
mass communications.
"Last year (H/PA A1 said we were the best student chapter
and (now) we proved it. ’ Raines said.
According to the liTAA student chapter competition
rules, the winning entry will be presented at the Boca Raton
Hotel and Club on June 17.
Each chapter mailed a 20-minute videotape of an advertising campaign for a fictitious product to the New York national
chapter of H/PA A. Raines said.
SJSU’s chapter chose to do its campaign about a talking.

v oice-activatedconiputer called "Speakeasy .
llte object of the advertising campaign was to cater the
computer to the needs of small businesses and professional
people such as lawyers and doctors. said Roxann Jenkins, a se
nior advertising major and a member of
A.
Each entry was judged on market situation, media strategy
and creative approach to advertising.
Although videotapes were submitted April 3 and the results announced April 15. SJSU was not notified as winner
until Asher called the national chapter in New York
Then: was a mailing mix-up in which the notification letter was sent to a dormitory on campus. Asher said.
Michigan State University. the University of Texas.
Wayne State University and the City College of New York
were some of the schools and universities in the competition.
Raines said.
Advertising seniors Jenkins. Barbara Hanscom. Veronica Alverez. Susan Reich and advertising sophomores Rob
Heiner and Glenn Yajko comprised the six -member team from
SJSU.
IBM, the sponsor of CMP publications, publisher of various high tech and computer magazines, and B l’A A were
some of the judges in the competition. Raines said

SJSU offers new 20-month MBA program
By Rosa Tong
Daily stall writer
SJSU may not be the only university on the West Coast offering a degree
in Master of Business Administration,
but it is the only one to offer an MBA
program that may be tailored to students’
needs.
What is different about SJSU’s
School of Business is the "Accelerated
MBA Program" in which students can
complete the degree in as little as 20
months.
"This is a growing business
things happen.
school we make
which does not happen everywhere."
Jerre, said.
No other university in Northern
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’a litornia offers an accelerated MBA
Jerrel said.
Courses in the accelerated program
are covered in an eight -week period.
"What I like about this is that a
class is over in eight weeks." Geralynn
Patellar, a graduate adviser for the
MBA program, said. "You sink your
teeth into it, you flush it out, and then
it’s over."
Most of the estimated 500 enrolled
in the School of Business graduate programs are not business majors, and about
300 are full-time professionals.
"I don’t think you can mention a
major that we don’t have in the MBA
program," said Lee Jerrel, director of
SJSU MBA program.
Patellar received a B.A. in Spanish from SJSU in 1978. She enrolled in
the accelerated MBA program in 1984 as
a part-time student while working as a
senior marketing director for Pacific
Bell.
After receiving his degree in psychology from Utah State, Jerre’ received
an MBA from California State Universoy at long Beach and then a doctorate
trim Stanford University.
One of the requirements for an
MBA degree from SJSU includes a minimum of 30 course work units, 21 of
these being interdisciplinary courses to
give students a general scope of the business environment.
Although the curricula for both the
accelerated and the traditional MBA program are the Same, a student can concentrate on one course at a time in the accelerated pmgram. said Bill Campsey,
SJSU accounting and finance professor
who taught at an AT&T branch in Sunnyvale last semester.
Most of the classes for the accelerated program are held in private companies that provide a conference room after
office hours as a community service. Jerre! said.
Classes have been held at Lockheed. AT&T. Tandem Computers. Hewlett-Packard and the San Jose Mercury
News.
Holding classes at various sites
makes commuting easier for these students, Patellar said.
program,

"We’re going off-campus to meet
their needs," Campsey said.
The program offers more flexibility. as students attend only one session a
week off-campus and come to SJSU one
Saturday morning during the period for
one session, Patellar. said.
Because of the varied background
and interests of MBA students. Jerrel
said there has been changes in the program. allowing more electives to meet
students’ individual needs.
One of these changes is a new
course, "Managing the Multicultural
Workforce," emphasizing the cultural
diversity of the Bay Area’s workforce.
"San Jose is pan of the international business world." Jerre! said.
"Our courses are (oriented) more and
more toward that direction." he said.
"When you’re out on the job,
you’re not dealing only with Amen cans:’ Patellar said.
SJSU has a good rapport with many
companies. Jerrel said. "We’re wellconnected. SJSU is a major influence in
the area."
"We’re really the business school
the community
in San Jose we’re
school. We are the state university." he
said
Both the accelerated and the traditional MBA programs are accredited by
the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business. What makes SJSU
even more competitive is that every instructor has a doctorate degree. Jerre!
said.
"We have a streamline of professors that is perceived as being very
strong," Campsey said.
"I’m proud of teaching in the finance and accounting area," Campsey
added.
Tuition for the accelerated program
is $525 fir a three-unit course and $39
for registration. Costs for the traditional
MBA program follow those stipulated by
the California State Univers y system.
Students who are interested in obtaining more information about SJSU
MBA programs can attend an open house
at the School of Business Graduate Studies office today from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. in
the Business Tower, Room 250.
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Business terms need defining
NEW 1 I )14 K lAPi
John S. R Shad’s $30-million
light might lx
gift tub liars aids business school so th
shed on business ethics suggests other shady areas id business and investing that also need illumination.
What is insider trading? How is wealth created’ How
is it nn:asUred What determines a company ’ success’
What is the impact ot tax pirlic and federal Reserve act
ityl What is prir ate prOpeM and %Ito owns corporations.’
An understanding ot such W10.110115 has massive implications for society, hut to a great extent they aren’t tu Ily unor else the original understanding has become
derstood
clouded by developments.
While cracking down on insider trading 01 securities.
for example. Shad’s Securities and Exchange Cu llllll ussion
he is chairman
has been without a full definition of
the UMW Ask a dozen investors and you get 12 different answers
In tact. Rudolph W. Giuliani. the U S attorney thin
has prosecuted the biggest of the insider cases
in which
traders sought to obtain an advantage by use of infOrmation
not divulged to the public
still seeks a definition.
Giuliani recently supported efforts in Congress lir
come up vvith a statutory definition ot the term, a position
some law enforcement id ho us have avoided because ot
fears that it could lima the enforcement powers. Meanwhile. uncertainty rules
The same cloudiness befuddles business and the public
when it seeks to determine who has ownership rights in corporations Shareholders theoretically own the company but
rarely have they the power to exercise their rights.
Based tin actions in providing themselves with lucrative contracts lest they get tired, and with other benefits and
bonuses that have little relation Iii performance, managers
have demonstrated that they have control.
But etfective control doesn’t mean other groups, such
as employees and communities, have no rights. Is a large
employer tree to move or close suddenly . leaving a dependent ctintilltinity in distress’? ’lhe argument continues

Candidate sincerity doubted
WASHING ION (AP) --- ’there will be a lot ot tsktsking in the months to come about presidential candidates
pandering to voters in the early primary. states (Amity mug
family farms in Iowa. berating Japanese imports in ’Michigan. whistling Dixie in Dixie
.411,4..14.1.701’1es 01 this betray 10/
One of the less mitt
is the candidates’ compulsion to da1111 5111411r Prith citizens
of a key precinct. Already. Sen. Paul Simimn has set a new
standard for identifying with out-of-state voters.
Simon is among half-a -dozen Democrats v, ho pale beside Gary Hart in the early polls. and to sury IS he must
cony ince viler. in the early states that lie is sy inpathetic
vs ith their v allies and C01151:Ells I Id Is searching. VIM, uardl> . tor a %kill ii claim advantage nom his unusual
urban -rural bac k g r,
lie was stressing his hes to the South:
th, scot yu who may know Illinois, my home is
south of Carbondale My home is 175 miles trom the Mississippi border, it is 3.1 I miles trom Chicago My home is
south of R ichmond. south ot I .1 WI %VII le
On Wednesday. Simon 55:1S reminiscing in Council
Bluffs, Iowa.
I had a couple of dates with a girl from
"Years ago
Council Bluffs:* he told reporters. Sir I lull’vs something
about Council Bluffs."

Ich /tin em (\rum:it Mutter ?
Die Rev Jesse Jackson has been meeting with Jewish
leaders seeking to eliminate the distrust from his 1984 cam
paign
Cuomo said "legitimate points to he pursued" during
the campaign to come include Jackson’s future ties, it any.
to Nation of Islam leader I arms 1- arrakhan and Libya’s
Moammar Gadhati

Jews honor local man
SAN FRANCISCO (API
A San Anselmo man has
been honored fir his efforts to hide Jews during World War
II as part ot the Czechoslovakian resistance.
The Jewish Community Relations Council on Sunday
presented Ono Springer, 79. Null a plaque commemorating
his heroism.
Springer re,:ently received the title of "Righteous Gentile** trom the government ot Israel.
At least 15 Jews sury ived the Holocaust through the
actions of Springer and his compatriots.
"II was my intention to accept this great honor with
humility . hut as I stand before you I must COMPss I feel
proud . he said.
"I am not going to tell you it was easy or that I was just
during my duty." he said, "It was very difficult and very
dangerous."
The service honoring Springer was held at Congregation 1-iimianu-E1 where hundreds of school children joined
stirs isms tit Nazi death camps to remember the millions of
Jews killed in the Holocaust.

State bird counts dropping
POINT REYES NM IONAI. SEASHORE (API A
steep drop in the bird population here and possibly elsewhere in Northern California is expected this spring due to a
mysterious reproductive failure last year. experts say.
’Nornial weather factors do not seem to explain the
widespread decline in the reproductive success." said
David DeSante. an ornithologist at Point Reyes Bird ObserVatory . "It Is a tOtal mystery."
DeSante and others have been studying 51 species of
birds at Point Reyes for II years. The timing of the decrease
in young birds suggests that the onset of reproductive failure
occurred last year in mid -May, well after the nesting season
began.
DeSante and ornithologist Geoffrey Geupel believe
there may be a link between the huge decline in baby birds
and radioactivity from the Chernobyl nuclear disaster in the
Soviet Union on April 26, 19146, although numerous experts
disagree. On May 6. 1986. rain that tell over Northern California contained low radiation Itnels limn Chernobyl.
Researchers in the Sierra. according to DeSante, have
found that the number of baby chickadees produced on the
west side of the range w here the rain fell was significantly
lower than on the east side.
DeSante stressed that he is not an expert on the effects
of radiation and that his explanation of the phenomenon,
which he has presented to various ornithological groups, is
hypothetical.
1 Lehr linsbin, an expert on the effects of low -level
rad iat ion On wildlife at the Savannah Riser t-cology 1.aborah irr or South Carolina. said there mx 1,, data 1,, support the
hypothesis

Spartaguide
The Child Des elopillent (lids will
have a "Disco% cry toy " party nom
10:3(1 a.m. to 3 p.m. today and tomorrow at the barbecue pits. Call Miriam
Iiiegun at 2147-3543 for information.
Hillel Jewish Student Organization
will hold a "lunch and learn" at noon
today at the Campus Ministry . Prof.
George Sicular will speak on 1 he German Military Role in Paying the Way for
Hitler. The cost for lunch is $2. Call
Sandy Silver at 294-14311 for information.
Community Committee for International Students will hold its conversation -in-English groups for all international students TRIM 1:30 Iti ; 311 p.m.
today in the Administration Building.
Room 222. (-all Muriel And’s.% s at 271)4575 for inform:1’14M
The masters of business administration programs office will hold an open
house from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. today: in
the Business Tower, Room 250. Call
Geralynn Patellar at 277-3208 for information.
MEChA will hold its nomination
meeting at 5:30 p.m. today in the Chicano Resource library. Call Carmelita
or Martha at 298-2531 for information.
SIMS-SJSU Students International
Meditation Society will hold a transcendental meditation lecture from 7 to 9
p.m. tonight and from 1 to 3 p.m. and 9
to 10:45 p.m. tomorrovv in the Student
Union Montalvo Room. Call Bruce
Smith at 247-8968 firr information.

College Republiv ans will hold its
p in tomorrow
weekly meeting at 1.7’
in the Student Union Guadalupe Room.
Call Jill Cisow ski at 358-1061 for information.
Theatre Arts Department will hold
the finals of the 82nd Dorothy Kaucher
(’mutest tirr excellence in Oral Interpretation at 12:30 p.m tOnlinTOW in the Hugh
Gillis Hall Studio Theatre. Call Bridget
Kowalczyk at 277-7773 Mr information
The Re-Entry Advisory Program
will have a brown bag lunch at 12:30
p.m toMorro% in the Student Union Pacheco Room The topic will be "Surviving finals and Planning tor Next Semester." Call Virginia O’Reilly at 277-2(10.5
for information
llooktalk Series will
The
present SJSU School ot Social Work
Prof. Jose Villa, He will speak on Ernesto Galarza’s "Farm Workers and
Agri -Business in California" at 12:30
p nu toniorrow in the University Club al
Eighth and San Salvador streets. Call
David McNeil at 277-2595 for information.
The Akbayan Club will hold a general meeting for nominations at 2 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student Union Almaden
Room. Call Jocelyn Ordanza at 926(1428 after 9 p.m. or 277-2646 afternoons for information.

C. Campbell at 14151967-6747 for information.
The Philosophy Colloquium Series
will present Prof. Peter Hadreas, speaking on "Money" at 3:30 p.m. tomomw
in Faculty Office Building, Room 104.
Call Stephen Voss at 277-2871 for information.
I Al CCIVIC francais will hold club
elections at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Sweeney Hall, Room 315, Call Judith
Richards at 920-2211 for information.

The Business/Professional Advertising Association will hold its last meeting of the semester at 6 p.m tomorrow
in the Student Union Almaden Room,
Call Cliff Asher at 277-3171 for information.
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Sports
SJSU ace has pro hopes

Tuesday. April 2g, IWO/Spartan Daily

Telford’s 10th win ties school record
By Jeff I:oularte
Daily staff writer
STSt l right-hander Anthony .leltiold
won his 10th game of the year Friday . a
4-2 complete game victory over Long
Reach State. to hecome the first Spartan
since Dave Noble 110- 5 in 19791 to reach
that lofty plateau.
IV win enabled the junior, a product ot San Jose’s S64:I Creek High
School, to achieve a long-standing goal.
’It’s great, when you Lan reach a
felford said ’Rehire the season.
noI said I wanted to win 111 games
body had done that tor a tew years. last
year I tell short This year 1 didn’t tall
short.
friday against the 49er, SJSU
coach Sam Pirani said Telford had early
control problems. as I ong Reach scored
one run in the lust off three infield singles
’lie struggled early, lie had trouble
with his breaking ball in the tirst three innings:. Piraro said. " They were sitting
on his tastball.
"But in the fourth inning. he got the
groove on the breaking hall and began to
dominate the game He got stronger as
the game went on. ending up with 13
strikeouts. (Winning 10 games I is a big
achievement. I would equate that to 20
wins m the major leagues
1 Mord hinted that he may. have on
tially underestimated the last -place
49ers.
lion)! Reach) swung the bat better
than I thought. they cilfile out tim play."
Telford said. "I had to hear down and
throw strikes.
"I threw well, and had good breaking stuff, real good breaking stuff that
kept them oft balance when I came in
with the fasthall I jammed a lot of guys
and wi irked in and out. 1 nist tried to
pitch a smart game .’
seven hits, only
Telford’s line
two earned runs, striking out 10 hatters
from the 44er
tom
innings
in the last
contest indicate that’s what he did. Indeed, his season record (10-4, 2.11
ERA. 134 strikeouts’ illustrates just how
smartly the (lime’ pitcher has performed.
The won loss record and stingy
E.RA have helped Telford attract media
attention, hut his propensity for the
strikeout is what could become his meal

tus
protessional baseball
I Mord has led the nation in strikeouts almost trom opening day Yet, he
said he doesn’t necessarily attempt to
overpower the opposition.
"I don’t try and do it," Telford
said "I don’t do anything special, 1 lust
do the hest I can on the mound. Strikeouts lust come along
’I’d like to end up that way las
strikeout king of the nation) now that I
have a chance.’’
Barring injury, Telford should have
the chance to add to his SJSU career -record ol 27 wins. The ace id S.ISt’. staff,
who has struck out at least lii hatters six
times this year, was recently rated as
Baseball America’s 14th -hest collegiate
prospect in the nation
I didn’t expect it. I’m lust down
here playing," Telford said "It that

’I just do the hest I can on
the mound. Strikeouts just
come along.’
Anthony Telford,
SJSU pitcher

stuff conies, then that’s tine and dandy.
it it does or
Hut it doesn’t bother
doesn’t
"It’s flattering that I’m looked on
as being that good. A lot of guys get
rated: not many live up to it. What I’ve
got to do is live up to it."
Poari . whose style of managing
emphasizes a team concept, hesitates
when asked where the 29-21 Spartans
wouldwithout Telford.
"You hate to say one guy is more
significant thin the other," Piraro said.
"Hut there’s no doubt Tony has been instrumental in a lot of our wins."
Telford spas appeared in 20 of
SJSU’s 91 gifhies. 12 as a starter and
eight in relief Over I 10.6h innings, he
has only allowed 1(2 hits and 33 walks,
while completing nine games and saving
one In IAA play. Telford has six of
SJStrs eight victories.
"When he pitches we play better

tktense and a notch above," Nam said
1 don’t know why, probably because
the team feels they have a better chance
ot winning when he’s on the mound."
Fernando Viera, SJSU’s first baseman and leading hitter, likes to play behind ’Telford.
"You like watching him pitch because he’s always going to give 110 percent," Viera said. "You don’t have to
worry about him falling behind or getting
hit all the time.
"At the %Me tune, sometimes
when Tony pitches, we tend to relax
more
thinking hes going to do it all
the time. Now, we Icah,e he can’t do it
himself."
Telford’s contribution to the club is
not limited to when he pitches. though
He said he always tries to stay inyolved.
"On the days I pitch, my role is to
go out and get a win. That’s it
do
whatever I have to do to get a win
’On the days I pitch. my role is to
do
it
go out and get a win. That
whatever I have to do to get ass M.
Telford and his teammates are still
in contention kir an NCAA tournament
at -large hid. But to accomplish that cliii
goal, they will have to fare well against
Fullerton State 113-21. which is running
away with the PCAA title race. Ins coming weekend and (If’ Irvine, currently
tied with SJSt tot second -place with an
8-7 record.
After gaining s ictory No. W. Telford is determined mit Iii rest on his laurels
"Now, there’s nothing wrong with
getting a couple more wins against some
good hall clubs." ’Telford said. "What
we’ve got to do is take two from Eullerion. One no matter what. If we get
swept, our chances are gone.’
Earlier this year. TelfOrd said he
had heard from souls representing 17
major league teams As his season statistics have grown more impressise. the
professional attention has increased. But
Telford won’t deal with hypothetical situations - such as will he stay in school
or turn professional sifter this June’s am Linter draft.
"I’ve heard trim] a less’ scouts."
Mord offers. "I let’s say I June looks
pretty good lune looks pretty good

Spartans tame Long Beach
By Stephen Ellison arid
Jeff Coolant
Daily stall writers
Someone said practice makes per.
feet And whoever it was, must have had
sers t’lose ties hi SJSU baseh..11 coach
SaIll Plum, because he lives by it.
Although the statement may not he
totally true in its context. the Spartans

Baseball
did much to support it this weekend.
with a little guidance from their field
general
following a disappointing 3-1 loss
to long Reach State on Saturday in
which Spartan hatters were not up to par,
Piraro led the team to the batting cages
where they ultimately spent the rest of
the afternoon working on mechanical
flaws
’Hitting on hip of the hall is all we
worked on.’’ Piraro said. "We had 17
17 fly ball
fly hall outs (Saturday)
outs
and they were routine fly halls.
We weren’t happy with that. That’s not
our philosophy..
"It’s an indication that they are trying to do things they’re not capable of
muscle the hall and not staying
doing
within themselves."
So. the Spartans returned to the
field Sunday, magic wands and all, and
started hitting the hall on the ground.
They delivered nine hits in their 5-1 victory over the 49ers, several of which
were very timely.
’No doubt about it, we hit more
balls on the ground today than we’ve
done all year. ’ Pirani said. "(Saturday’s
batting practice) wasn’t a punishment.
We just felt we had to get better. Today.
we made that adiustment."
Eric Nelson was the first ot the
Spartans givCIl the opportunity to display
his renewed hitting stroke In the first inning, the unite third baseman lined a
two-init. bases -loaded single to left field,
scoring Monte Brooks and Fernando
Silatt,ins
’
Viera It) gist-

lead.
In the second inning. Rod Pierce led
off with a double to the left -venter wall
and advanced to third base after 49er left
fielder Adam /Amino misplayed the hall.
Catcher Dan Hewitt followed with a
ground ball single through the right side
of the infield and Pierce crossed the plate
with the third Spartan run.
SJSU starter Dan Archibald held the
49ers to one run On nine hits and struck
out six in his first complete -game victorysince March 22.
"I wasn’t as strong as I wanted to
be." Archibald said "I really didn’t
think I had it today.
"They looked at the breaking hall,
hut laid off it. It was goixl discipline on
their pan. So. I’d come hack with a fast hall when I really needed it .
Piraro thought Archibald hung in
there, despite the umpire’s reluctance to
call strikes on the corner.
"He was frustrated at times because
thc umpire didn’t give him any black all
Pinta, said. "Danny made the key.
day
pitches. though. We played well thehind
Archibald). but Arch gutted it out. He
deserved the win."
Utility man Brooks contributed two
key hits and a stolen base for the Spartans. One of his hits was an RRI single in
the eighth inning.
"I tried to do a little too much."
Brixiks said. "Rut when I get on base
things can happen. I just have to he a
little more patient .
Saturday’s story had a different
ending. Forty-niner pitcher Mark Stride
allowed just six Spartan hits in his 3-1
complete -game win
The Spartans’ Frank Come,, in just
his third start this season held his own
through the first seven innings. Hut in
the eighth, things began to fall apart.
Three singles and two Spartan errors enabled Long Reach to score twice
in the eighth. After a leadoff single by
Mark Eryan in the 49er ninth. GOTI11:7
was replaced by Jeff Knopf.
"I felt good. but I got a little tired
toward the end.’’ Gime/ said "I’ve got

to be happy oh the a .0 Ipitched. hut I
wish 1 could have gone a hit longer."
"G ttttt C7 pitched well enough to
win," Piraro said. "It’s a damn shame
we weren’t able to score for him
"Their guy did a super oh. Ile
made the good pitches when he needed
them."
The only bright spot in Saturday’s
loss came in the ninth inning when right
fielder Todd Eagan hit the first home run
of his college career
"When you’re swinging good, it’ll
come," Eagan said "I’ve been pretty
confident the past two weeks. I’m not a
power hitter. hut if I hit it good, it’ll yo
out.
In Friday’s action. Anthony 1 ell,
won his 10th game of the yea, .0
Spartans defeated the 44ers ui lie series
opener 4-2. It was another impressiy
perfOrmance by the right-handed juniou.
who won his fourth consecutive com
plete game.
Eerriando Viera and Greg Banda
each contributed
RBI to the Spanan
offensive attack.
Piraro was pleased with hoth win
ning pitching efforts.
’Allow: two guys have done an out
standing nib for us all year.’’ Piraro said
"They’re very significant. Tony’s got
more strikeouts and experience. hut
Dan’s done a super job for us all year
"Archibald has pitched just as et,
fectively as Telford. but without the no
lonely and hoopla because he’s not .1
strikeout pitcher."

Joe Gosen

Daily stall photographer

Anthony Telford looks for the sign against Oregon Tech earlier this season. 5.1151 shutout the
Outs WO in the non-league contest. ’Telford. Viho uon his 111th game of the season Friday against Long Beach
Stale lit lie an 5.151 record, leads the nation in strikeouts uith 134 and has a 2.11 earned run aserage.
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Summer Job Opportunity

in the
Spartan
Daily

Positions available for
motivated energetic people
to staff operations at

Great America Park
Weekends Now
Fulltime in Summer
No Experience Necessary
We Will Train You

277-3171

Grasp
This Opportunity
Call Mike at (408) 296-3546

g IT OUP
San Jose State
Ad Club
presents

"Getting your foot
in the door

Nevertheless, Piraro felt the team
should have won all three games of the
series against the PCAA’s weakest team
(4-1 D.

How to get started
in an Ad Agency

"I was really disappointed with OW
performance on Saturday," Piraro said
"Give credit to their pitcher, but if we
had played decently, we would haw won
all three.

6:30 p.m.
Almaden Room, S U

SALE

TONIGHT
Last chance to join!
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Through May 1st
7:30 am - 6:30 pm
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CPA
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70%

110,000 BECKER CPA ALUMNI
HAVE PASSED THE LAST PART Of THE CPA EXAM SINCE 1957

CLASSES STARTING JUNE 8th
FOR YOUR FREE Invitation
TO THE FIRST CLASSES

SAN JOSE call:
(408) 296-7811

In

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS: CALL. 800-423-2470
OR WRITE: 15760 Ventura Blvd., Sta. 1101, Encino, CA 91436

- -0
Appointment Effective May 1987
Applications Available in the Student Activities
and Service Office (Old Cafe)
Call 277-2858
Experience with design, artwork,
and paste-up of printed publicity
Starting rate: $4.65-$5.50 per hour
15-20 hours per week

Merchandise From Most
Departments Reduced
To Clear.

Up To 75% Off
Originally Marked Price

Application Deadline: Friday, May 1, 1987

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
SPARTAN SHOPS bal INC

Funded by: Associated Students
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SJSU loses marathon
match to Huskies 6-3

Spartan defender
has tall feat ahead

4

Michael Burke Daily

staff photographer

Spartan cornerback John Coffee runs a drill during practice at South
Campus. ’Hie 6-3 Coffee is a transfer from Fresno
College.

Mark Foyer
Daily staff writer
It wasn’t until last season’s
fourth football game that Fresno City
College let? cornerback John Coffee.
now attending SJSU. gave opposing
quarterbacks a second thought about
throw ing in his direction.
-The College of Sequoias quar.
terback picked on me and lived to regret it." Coffee said. "I deflected
three passes and intercepted a founh
in the last minute tor the game winner "
"That was the first game in
which he made a Mg play ." said Kiwi
Perry , Coffee’s delensi%e back cimeh
at Fresno City " lhat game psi: 11111)
the confidence for the rest ot the sea
sow.’
last season was his first as a
cornerback. lie was a wide receiver
in his freshman season and did fine
with one small eicception.
"I would catch the hall. run a
lea yards and tumble it." Coffee
said " Atier the season. no head
Coach at l-restio (it!,
called no high school coach i Kandy
Rowel and asked it I was better oft
playing offense or defense. Rowe
said defense."
Musick then went to Coffee and
asked if Colke wanted to play on offense or defense.
"I said that I just wanted to play
football... Coffee said "()uiee I
learned about the sw iteh. I was all set
to be a cornerback.
He didn’t start Eresno
opening game against ( itossmont
College. (liming into the game, he was
third string left cornerback and second string tree safety . .1tter the
game. he was told that he would start
the follow ing week
’1 u as a little nerous when the
game started... Ciittee said
But it
\volt awayas the earn,’ v)cni iii
As the season progressed. Cut .
fee’s confidence increased. Ile got
some ot it m games which the opposing quarterbacks wouldn’t throw in
his area A quarterback would iit’VaS-

er

he
h

mmall

John Nis-kill agteeLl
"Nov. that Fie tried pile hints’. it
ilelinitely the position thai I ’d ’’
most."
the
he said. "51
V"Ill bcl
there iii the inapirs soinec

And you
may ask
yourself,
"Where
is that
beautiful
job?"
Unwersity Typoqraphoc,

tr 1r

tr

1r

277-3171

SJS1 women’s tennis coach
6-4. 3-6, Vultee- thought Ow 111.1c4 well.
especially alter [raffling 1-4 in the sixond
set.
"I miaed in) game up
hitting
more slices and lobs.- %/idle,: said. "In
the third set. I was down 1-4 again. hut
she started to catch on to my strategy
"I had ill change in!, gaine again
and CaIlle back hi within .1-4. hut I
missed an overhand and it was il\cr
Visser thought Vultee gave it her
best shot.
"Pat came hack real well in the second set and had o.er) chance to win in
the third she bust didn’t quite do it."
Visser said.
"Overall. her perhirmance in both
singles and doubles was very good
today. She played just about the hest she
could.’
The Spartans take ion IV Davis
today- at South Campus. SJSU will attempt to avenge an early season 7-2 loss
to the Division II Asps:.
"We didn’t play very well last
time." A’isser said "We should he able
to beat them it we keep up the overall
level of play that we had today. If we
raise it up a notch. we should he successful "

Open Forum Todayl
All faculty, students and staff are
invited to attend a short address and
participate in a question answer session
with:

Dr.
Paul S. Holbo
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

t.5 (,)"
eP
C

Academic Vice President
Candidate
April 28, BC 309

UNRIttli
int

2:00-3:00

FREE SPEECH!

THE KETTLES

*
*

Veteran Reporter
Lyle Denniston
Washington Star and Baltimore Sun.

Tonight 8-11

PETE-N-UNISON
Wednesday 8-11

MITE CRY

Master of Science in
International Business.
You can earn a Master of Science dew ee in International Business at Saint Mary’s College of California
in 12 months of full-time study. The curriculum of this
highly regarded program includes study in economics,
finance, marketing, law and business strategy. Students
can expect small classes, a highly qualified faculty, and
a practical approach to business education. Graduates
of this program have gone on to a wide variety of
management positions in international and domestii
businesses.
Saint Mary’s College is 21 miles east of San
Francisco, making the cultural, social, and economi(
opportunities of the San Francisco Bay Area easily
accessible to students. Admission to the program is
competitive, but qualified candidates with degrees in
any academic discipline are encouraged to apply.
Classes start in October,1987. For information, write
to the Graduate School of Business, Saint Mary’s
College, P.O. Box M. Moraga, CA 94575 U.S.A. Or call
(415) 376-3840.

Saint Mary’s College
;Fithian. sell, 11111ff Business

Distinguished business education since 1868

*

*
*

PRESENTS

A world of
opportunities.
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null ike
tough iLspoi,a,ilay
lisik at him and say You’re l’hil Niek
rim’s son, you’re supposed to he a
pitcher.’
"Tliat, it anything. pi. a,
hint away from pitching
IICS proven lyiniselt peopl,
. .
as John Niekro. not l’hil tilekros soit.
Shiloh Coach (Henn (iciirge
that’s not the v.o he looked at the
Niekro at first.
"I must admit. sullen I t
.1.
the school MO
Ni.
that I had
thought. Vvell.
have a good pot...lieu
Ills, I
that he has] never pitched beton..."
"I had to talk him into it." t
said I his year I sat dow n
told him that he s’ouls1 best hi,l’
as a pushier lie’s the kind
is ill do is hat he thinks
the team Am’ since
a.m. pitching I), appeal,

sionally tire a pass in Coffee’s dires
Iii n.
’In our game against ’Vali, the
quaterback threw tour long passes in
my area.’’ Coffee said. ’I cleric., .!
all of them away ..
More confidence came from
himself.
’It a player call believe in him
self. he’ll then get ))))) c confidence...
Perry said.
The choice to change C’offee’s
position paid off as he was named alt
Central Valley Conference first team
and all
California first
team. Coffee studied the cornerback
spot from Perry who was an All -Pro
defensive hack for the Los Angeles
Rams
"I is as e Scited to play for him
because lie played in the NFL" Coffee said. "In the process. he taught
me flu iii ti play the corner position."
Coffee learned how to use his
height (6-.1i to his advantage.
"lie was able to tower over the
5 -Ill wide receivers... said
Perry . now an assistant coach at
Fresno Stale "With that, he could
pat a pass .1w.iy at the last MOM/MI.
iiist like i limner SJSU and current
Den, ei Bronco) Louie Wright or
i I iis .Viigeles Raider) Mike Haynes.
I lie learning process has continue.’ tor Coffee at SJSU during sprint.
practice.
’Ile is vet) fluid in
movement... said tarry Pettit’. S111
defensive backfield coach. "Ile
lot like Wright. hut John is taller
With his height and aidlat:, ard
its Penall feels that (
sery good come rbac .
"His technique is getting better
and better... l’etrill said -With the
NI I pis king wide receivers with
height. they need defensive hacks
with si/e "
Cottee is looking toruard ti
playing with the Spartans this season.
and improving on his technique.
"I know that I’m goixl. hut I
have a hot of l’Otrni for imprineme111.’ Coffee said.

’We had a few chances to
win. . .but we just didn’t
play well at crucial
points.’
Mary Visser.

University of Oregon

Young Niekro wins
without knuckleball
I
\Pi
Ilieli
school pus hei loin Vekiii is taking the
first steps down the load as lather took
to 300 111.1101 Is.artic
tillt hie is
doing it is allow the pitch that made Phil
famous
Niekro
"Fier s hods thinks I know how to
throw the Islitle kid-ult.’. said the 6- hiiit-6
senior. who is s ii in his hist season
hool
pitching tot Shiloh I ligh
"I really ean’t throw the knuckle ball. never have thniw it Dad has toed
lough pitch to
hi teach it to me. hill
tnastei.’ Nick i said
\let, i. .45. ii ui, has not seen
his sim push. made a s’areer ssith the
Braves. then pitched two years with the
Nevi. York
maces and now is in his
second Se:04111 a utli the Cleveland Indians.
Ile calls Cs cry morning alter his Vail
has pitched
’ ’I le ’II ask about what problems
.’ Niekrii said. "If I go up Ito
Eni has
Cleveland) I ii see 111111. sue hi go to the
ballpark eddy and he’ll try to teach me
some things
Nick ii’. an oultielder brought to the
mound this season. "has got a great
eurveball. great movement on his pitclx,
said
and tic hide. the hall st:
former Atlanta Bras es shortstop Darrel
Chacte . president ol Shiloh lily!,
School’s biiiister club and fluni..! Nie4.
ro’s coach last !.ear in a summer lei
lie said he understands why h.
teammate’s son nutted to play the iii
field
’’(ii’,cnuho John’s father is. it’s

fly Jeff t;oularte
Daily staff writer
SJS1.1 women’s tennis team
hustled tor five hours, but came up shim
against the University ot Washington 6-3
Monday at South Campus.
Trailing 2-4 heading into the doubles matches. the Spartans had to win all
three to win the match Fad’ doubles
match was exciting and hotly contested,
hut &NU didn’t quite have enough.
-Washington played well.- SiS11.1
coach Maly Visscm said "We had a tea
chances to win
some singles and both
doubles
hut we just didn’t play well
at crucial
Visser changed her doubles line up
hat the non-conference match And while
she was encouraged by the results of
Shelly Stockman and Kristen Hildebrand’s match, a hard-tought 7-5. 5-7.
6-4 win over Erin Majury and Becky
her. she thought certain players lacked a
killer instinct
"It takes time ill play well together." Visser said. "They played
well. but they could have done better.
When sonwhody starts pushing, you’ve
got to push hack
In singles plus. Stockman. the top
seed. heat Majury in a tight match the
senior from Seattle, Wash lost the tirst
set 6-2. Undaunted by Marjury
quick
start. Stockman came back to win the
next two sets 6-0 and 6-2.
Jeannie l’asley-Miller. SJSU’s No.4
seed, earned the other singles victory. a
7-5. 6-4 decision over knnifer Mead.
Although she didn’t win. Spartan
Pat Vultee battled her Husky opponent
hyr over MO hours before losing 6-7.

*
*

His beat: The U.S. Supreme Court
24 Years

*
*
*
*

*
421.4(41444-4

His Speech: "The Fate of the
First Amendment in the Rehnquist Court.

*421.4-tR;t1;Li;14
*
*
*
*
Sponsored by the Departments of History and
*
*
Journalism & Mass Communications as part of the
of
Bicentennial
the
on
University series of public lectures
the Constitution.
*
*

THURSDAY, APRIL 30-7:30 p.m.
*
*
*

LOMA PRIETA ROOM
STUDENT UNION

*
Don’t miss this Golden * *
No Admission Charge
*
Opportunity to help the Department of
*
celebrate
Communications
Journalism & Mass
*
its 50th Anniversary.
*
*
* *
*
* *

*
*
* *
* *

*

*

(Advertisement -Paid tor by Dept 01 Journalism & Mass Comm )
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Lack of visibility raises safety
issue in Seventh Street Garage
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EXPLORE THE
POSSIBILITIES WITH
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY.
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Today, Applied Technology is exploring an exciting new product
arena which includes Integrated Threat Warning Systems, 031,
Space and Strategic Defense Systems, and Test, Training and
Simulation Systems. Our major business areas include threat warning systems. support equipment, minicomputers, optical signal processors. optical spectrum analyzers. and reconnaissance systems.
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Over the last 20 years. Applied Technology has become the premier developer of advanced warning systems designs that have
revolutionized modern electronic warfare. Its earned us a solid
reputation for creativity, state-of-the-art design and quality
production.
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Garcia suspects transients set two of
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The most
deinanding,
challengirig,
enljghtening
rigprops,
sa
difficult,
rewarding
motivating and
exciting course
you can take
in college.
AIM’)

IR5 TRAININk_

And, with the backing of Litton, we’ve invested over $40 million in a
new. ultramodern 355.000 + square foot facility with well-equipped
laboratories and offices, and complete fitness, recreation and dining
facilities. This centralized facility provides an atmosphere conducive
to technical innovation and excellence.
If you’re a student about to graduate in Electrical Engineering,
Computer Engineering. Computer Science or Physics, come talk to
the Applied Technology employment representatives about all we
have to offer.

We’ll be on campus:

May 5, 1987
Check with your Pldcement Office to find out more, or send your
resume to: Applied Technology. College Relations, 4747 Hellyer
Avenue, San Jose. CA 95150-7012. An equal opportunity
employer, mf h v US citizenship is required.
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At SJSU
See Captain Geortge Jicha
MacQuarrie Hall 309 277-2985
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Cochran. an academic vice president candidate. addressed higher education issues in an open fiwuni .1.hursday
The 30-minute brunt attracted 20 SJSU faculty members
and administrators, and allowed time for questions from the audience.

Educational Opportunity Programs I.Oli throughout Ow
stare of California are in dire financial difficult) Particularly .11
SJS. the funding of FOP has been labeled a "hip priority prof,
lem" by 1>r. David Harry, acting executive vice president
Hoth adnunistrators and students on this campus are ex
newly concerned user state funding.
"We’ve got to move now or we’ll he in real trouble ."
Han-y said. "Summer program funding is already late "
To partially counterat-I the delay of FOP tunding bills currently befiwe the legislature. Student Council. in a special
meeting Friday morning, funded the program 540.000.
The money will he put in a reserve fund to be held until
actual state funding is known.The allocation will then be reviewed by the Special Allocations Committee of council and its
recommendations will then he forwarded to council for final
action.
Currently. there about a half do/en bills before both side,
of the state legislature that deal with both 1-OP tunding and
general university, state college and junior college funding.
Two bills appear to have reasonable chances of passim
their respec Ilse houses. according to political authorities

i.cslic

CH2M Hill Company is scheduled to begin an investigation for the state health department Friday to discover the best
way to clean up contamination ot 1114.41 groundwater and soil at
lament, Harrel and I kum Co
The job is expected to take as long as two years and cost as
much as S4 million to complete. said Howard Hatay:mut.
health department supervisor ter the I orent, site, which is adjacent to Spartan Stadium.
University police arrested Ken Westenskow. 22, during a
party at Allen Hall Thursday night.
Westenkow was taken to Santa Clara County Jail Thursday night and booked on one count of disturbing the peace. He
was released at 5 p.m. Friday and is scheduled to appear in
court Mm 27
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fast.

positions are available &
some flexibility Is allowed during
final exams in addition. It you
qualify. corporete scholarships
sr* awarded, internships are pos.
5101,, 8 you may earn 7,34 creel.
its qtr or semester During your

services. edmIn dt processing.
public awareness tund-ralsing,
etc BS & mono.linguel, all 0.e
ors. grad & undamped Experi-

winter. spring & especially summer breaks full time work 15 nail
Call today for Info & en interview.
or cell Mon Fri between roam 8

ence from clerical to p051 -grad.
Introlo-eitrovert WE NEED YOU
Near cernpus

ICEF PO Box
952. S J 95108, call 280-5055
JOIN THE a I GROUP on campus
More nout GREEK lit. Come to
seminar on Tues. April 28th at
liprn in ALL EN HALL lounge For
more information cell 777-2191
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S Office or
cell (408)371-8811
Will YOU GET A share of $12 billon
student aid fund in 87 or MP
Find out where, when. and how to
apply, DANA REPORT, 55 Stu.
dent Information Center, P0 Roe
3463. Sents Clara. Ca 95051

COMPUTERS
WE

SELL

IBM COMPATIBLE comXT complete System for

puter

5570. AT complete System for
S1195 PC.COM, computer 8 accessories 404 S 3rd Sr . corner of
San Salvador, 795.1606 We an crept Vise or MC

FOR SALE
FUTONS" CREATE YOUR own living
& sleeping space with our futons.
pillows. & frames Customs Futons & Pillows Plus. 900 S Winchester Blvd (betwn Moorpark &
WilliarniuSan Jon 296-6161 10..
Discount on futons w ad
YOU

.1.1

end

ABUSE TREATMENT PRO
GRAM Ft-thence personal 8 pro
’onions’ growth Os Volunteer in
torn in world renowned locei
program
Counnung, support

CAN
DELTA

OWN

A NEW GRAND
10speed for less than

MISC Bicycle Sales offers
low-cost transportstion needs for
the student All sales final 30 day
guarantee Days 947-7736 Eves
293-4780 ask for Joe

HELP WANTED
AIRLINES

CRUISEL INFO

HIRING’
P.O
Good

Summer
Caren,
Travel Cell for guide. cassette,
nwssenalce. (916)944-4444 520
DAY

CARE RESPITE
WORKERS
needed to work w disabled chi
Oren Fete required Mary Kate
551.9591

DRIVERS POSITIONS" Part time-Avls
Rent A Car Is now eccepting op.
pications at ii. San Jose Airport
location Please apply el 1455
Airport Blvd between Rem
and ipm. Monday through Friday
N E

EARN 5100 to 5500 and more weekly
Horneworkers needed for cons
pony protect Work in your spare
time For further information rush
stamped self addressed envelope
to JBK Melicompeny. P 0 Box 75,
Cestalc. Cs 91310
EARN 5i00 to $500 end more wanly
Horneworkers needed for corn.
pony protect Work in your spare
time For further Information rush
stamped self addressed envelope
to JBK Melicornpeny, P0 Hoe 24,
Caelsic. Ca 91310
ENCYCLOPEDIA SALES’ Map your
$240 per
prosperity -earn
own
sells plus additional incentive
payment We offer a complete line
of educational products We offer
Mee video training For an Inter
clew call Mr Mead at 241.3295
EULIPIA RESTAURANT is accepting
and
applications
for
busier
welter, lunch and dinner Good
student NO Call 280-8161. 374 S
1st St

2pm 927-0666 It the line is busy
please be patient & try nth. An
equal opportunity company
PART TIME JOBS," We market auto
club memberships for the maw
oil companies Perlin& easy
hours, weekly paychecks 57 to
$15 hourly commission, complete
training provided Greet expertnce for your resume R C SMITH
CORP 247-0570
PART TIME SALES. Resume and writing service. excellent commis.
Mons Bey Area s most expert.
enced Student discounts Ca ee
Center 01 243-4070
PHOTOGRAPHER
PROMOTER
looking for young adults who
want career in the MODE I ING
profession CO Howard for fur
Met info 723-1096
RESIDENTIAI

COUNSELORS.
rm 6 be Lice in
$1750 mo
SJSU dorms 6 wks, high school
students 3 yrs college rqd
WARD BOUND, 277-3120

pus $475 mo has nits cm (stu

STUDIO APT AVAILABLE 575.6 24.
$365 mo 5 bilis from campus. oft
siren perking. eecellent condition, kitchen & bath, laundry
room. quiet Coll 294-0163
SUMMER RATES NOW’ Large 2 bed
apt with 7 big baths Campus one
block $850 mo Snugly bldg Call
287-5316 867-0647 Make Fall reservation now also’
UNFURNISHED

BUS in ithr home,
quiet Campbell neighborhood or
PRuNE Y ARO Washer -dryer Atoll
privileges
5775 mo

Nonsmokers
only
share utils 377-1654

3-BDRM HOUSE 1-1 2 bik to SJSU.
pertfurn Students garages, park.
nonsmokers only. $750 mo 1st 8
last
deposit Call 297-7679 tor
appointment
DECORATOR

APARTMENT"
CONDO style. 1 bedroom Avail.
able for motor* person I. ong ter rn
preferred Must be financially re-

sponalble, clean, quiet and sober
only 551-553 5 6th St. 2930909 7672077 atter Sprn 4450
SINGI F OCCUPANC V

PERSONALS

UP-

San Jose s finest athletic club has
ft pi openings tor desk. resleurant
and fitness positions Call Mike 2
at 267-37fi
OFFICERS.",
SECURITY
Full
time part time. all shifts We will
train Apply In person Mon
9am4prn, 260 Meddler, Ave . San

-Fri

Jose. call 2116.5880
SHERWIN Wit I IAM PAINT CO hiring
10-70 hrs NOW. Increasing in the
summer
Internship
program
available Working paint, blinds.
wallcovering
8
floorcovering
sales 3058 Almaden Fop. can
723.7787
STUDENTS, MANY LONG term 8
short term 8 pl time lobs nail irn.
mediate needs tor word processors.

secretaries, receptionists. data entry 8 clerks Pay
ranges vary, $8412. call NOW!
7384822
TELEMARKETING
MI peg tIme
$4111 to start

START TODAY,
Fiaeibie hOurS
commlnion &
bonus A national carpet cleaning
company is looking for enthusiastic persons to help expand Hs Bay
area operation Call now 9880770

EXPLORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE.
First-class metaphysical counseling Is excellent for finding life direction and purpose, vocational
guidance, deep ng-knowinge,
clarifying
life
transitions.
relationship compatibility, end
profound insights Into Me dynamics and your soul a nth 1 hen
nen In private practice as Professional Psychic Consults...1 end
Astrologer since 1970 and use a
vast luny of techniques In serving you A single session does
the lob.ameringly rapid. nintho
and prectIcel 575 hr 545 30 min
References Carol Willis, M A Cali
14013) 7344110 tor appointment or
to be placed on the mailing list for

,)

FEMA5E COMPANION WANTED to
ilve wIth sincere handicapped
man Went to establish a lasting
relationship, Please call Brion at
298-2308
FLOTATION RELAXATION
Stressed
out777 Come to the only ?Int.
gum In Northern California inuth
ice yOunieff floating on 30.. se
floe solution your body forgets
the wider
The muscles that
usually hold you against grevity
can now Lel Go. The ewperience
IS like floating In space Results,
Total muscular retention You
come away from the experience
feeling you ye been vecidloning

Fern $5 25 hour plus bonuses
end nightly Incentives We went
motivated enthusiastic people
Monday through Friday from 4 30-

for a week In Maui Cell now for Information or better still. as first
time floater, call for on appointment and bring this ed for 75.

ipn, end Saturday 10 to 3pm With
right person, hours can be Hell.
Ole Cell 378-3382. ask for KIM

dlacounl
NW for 530 TRANOUILITY PLACE, 445 Washington

ing wailer asses 8 line cooks
Apply In person btwn 2-4 nays
10343 N Wolfe Rd Cupertino
WAITRESS WANTED port limo at MINATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
Call Mac at 998-9711 for details
617 N 13th SI Sam Jose
WHEREHOUSE POSITIONS AVAIL
ABLE in parcel delivery company
Piethltrne la-F, 5p rn

9 p m , or 3
m 9 rn 55 2545 50 per hour
Must be In good phyalcI condition for loading and unloading
and pulling packges from conveyor belt Conducting Interviews
MAY 1st Sign up el Career Plan.
rang and Placement Center BC.
13 Deadline 4 30 p m

Aprli 30th

WORK STUDY ONLY for FALL 87 in

IF YOU ARE PREGNANT end consid.
ering adoption we are happily
married childless couple Call
anytime (415)447-3793, keep try
ing All calls confidential ex
penes related to onto/Inc y tube
discussed
INSTANT CREDIT" NO credit chant.
No Interest charges You are eligible’ unlimited Credit line with full
color catalog. VCR’s tewelry and
more FREE InformetIon please
write National Home Shoppers,
Box 90359.5.5 Jost, Cs 95109

WORK STUDY POSITION In ORIENTATION SERVICES Assist In design

am not your SUGAR LIPS My
phone Is for my use Why not be

and implementation of summer
f 540
orientation
Program
hrs wk. $4 5044 90 hr
finiteie
hours with extended hours In
summer Must qualify for Woes

REM EUROPEAN BREAKTHROUGH
hair skin care Is sun & neglect

technical orients
citizenship.
lion and good record keeping
shills Call Lie at 1415) 493.1800,
e xt 445
GENERAL OFFICE CLERK varied duties flex hrs. nftes & wirnds Call
Debby Janet of 796.7393
IT TAXES A special parson to become
professional clown & maul al loon deliveries Call vs now. Bel.
loons to Wasps. 378-8259
JDBS, JOBS’ JOBS’ Ideal for sic
dents Jog, our marketing sten
Ton new and renewal magsztne
orders by phone Mon Weds 6
Set & Sun Outstanding earning
potential Call 370-9090
PAINT

AMERICA,

Student pInters
Cell

full-time, greet opporlunny
Peuls1110-4900 7771164

TIME RETAIL 801 P’
Piligionel grin prepering for Spring
Summer worli if accepted you
Int earn Sri 75 manfi. P7 1201

PAINT & FULl

een, per vry squat 5235 FT 140)
eernings per vek noel $470 NO
cop Is mined tenths of our In
Wein on the lob training pro.
gown Good math 8 reading skills
an plus

Some evening I week.

Study Apply now el Student Ac
tivItles 8 Services Office, CAE

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING’ War San
Jose Stale for students Don’t
hassle parking. walk to school
free utilities. monthly disc Fully
furnished

color TV VCR end
houseireepIng service Shared or
single morn avallobie (Mice 77
N 5th St . call 998-0234
FEMAt Serge
RENT
room In Victorian house across
Inn SJSU Avail NOW. $730 rno.u

ROOM

ROOM FOR RENT hewn Condo Ca.
lemmas 680 Milpilas Non.smokes
7
bth
washer dryer
drinker
5300 mo inci utli Judy 748-1010
77(0 or 259-7136 eves
ROOMMATE WNTO to share 4 bean,
house is 3 glgs Large rrn coon
[glum walk in closet. eeperete oiliranOa Has washer cellar nice
mud & garage $325 mo, ca41 days
4371727 5253, ens 293-3507
SJSU AREA 75r the new carp’s, petnt
clean remodld 555 S 8th Si
$810 trio
down 415-364.1259
STUDIO PT. 2 miles Walla of cam-

SERVICES
RE -writing
Thesis development preparation
Stetleilcs All gelds Catalog Bet
keny (4151526-4957. 841-5036

roti
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EE 1E4 Is that
ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN PROJECT due and you have
no resources for ideas or what to
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ACTUAL& Y

Box WI t90. Milpitas. Ca 95035
SUS-I SMII F in think of the smiths
pine, and columbine
our AUGUST happiness AB

Mg needs tot the student Call
days 947-7736. Eves 293,4780
ask for Joe
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at

RARE IT 61 1’ Stop shoving. wining.
tweezing or using chemical depth tone let me permanentry remove your unwanted hair (chin
tenni. tummy moustache. etc)
15 percent discount to students
and tensity Cell before June
1887 .60 910 your thst spot et
price

t’

_
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. . .4:

e.

Unwanted Heir Disappears
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lial

IA

Bill Lukas
Pq/CP,ffic17’,’"’9’71,74,0

Home On The Range

ELECTROLYSIS
CL URIC."
UN
WANTED HAIR removed forever
Baywood
Confidential
335 S
Ave San Jose. cell 241,7486 tor
appointment

BOY MOSE kurAAA)S
ARE A (RUEL.
’TREAT VOL) LIKE A rur..a.

KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened rekeying. locks 6 dr:unbolts in
stalled. master keyIng Call 900

IA It

THEY STAB

114E4
-THE

MEI GIVE You A NKE
PtACe To -r-AHR Roar,

Pill’ vox)
ZUST
pa) THE Pear.) DiNNER
TABLE II
TO

Oa, PRotECT YOO
yoor4 ENEreis-s -

NUaroaE
FROM

ear

4,40 War FOR?

SACK./

IV 600 Mon thru Set (Sun by
spot only) licensed-bonded-mo.
bile 1CM. discount on labor with
this sci Speciel rates for senior
citizens. SJSU students. slag 6
FREE estimates EMER
Cell Ron
ANYTIME’
Hughes. Evergreen Locksmith &
Snugly Services. 270-3277 San
faculty

GENCIES

einilifiaNg

Jose All work guaranteed
PROFESSIONA1

DISC JOCKEY by
Insiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
You’ve gol the party we on got
the music, Michel Productions
provides a wide variety of music
for your wedding. party. or dance

Classified
Sun... office overflow. mailings
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min -

at reasonable rates Cell Desiree
or Phil at 249-2820 132-5333
PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOG
RAPHY by. SJSU grad Cherish
your priceless memories forever
B udget and deluxe packages
avsilable Complimentary 8 x 10
when you mention this ad For
FREE
appointment
cab
Paul
Smith Photography at 758 1129
RESUMES." Distinctive and Professional We write and print your re.
some, presenting your qualifications In e way that gets you the
lob Letter quelity laser printing
Cover Inters and envelopes also
nail Reasonable rates Student
discounts Cell us’ Dion Business
Communications et 988-1602
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUIIRIAN Distinctive portraiture
nth a sensitive touch A variety
of packages to choose from, all

TYPING
ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACKNOWl
EDGEABLE in typing that’s tops
trust Tony 296-7087
Thanks
Sr 50 per page double spaced

ales from campus Words and
More (Penni.) 923,7810
A

BEST’ PAPER when We’. word.
processed It’ Professional typing edging of your term papers,
theses. letters. whatever Guar
onion ncellence Experienced
word processors, errpeneeere.
fast and available N E San Jose
Call 251-0449

ACADEMIC
AND PROFESSIONAL
word processing PJ s Word Processing Service offers quality,
guernteed work Experienced In
term papers, thesis. group prowls, resumes, manuscripts end
inters Only minutes from campus Cell PJ 01 973.7309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCE SSING.9738481 20M. STUDENT DISCOUNT
All formats (APA, Mt A, Tursibian.
etc !and group protects welcome
Free spell check and disk storage
Experienced thesis and publication typist Standard and microcassette Irenscription Word pro.
ceasing instruction available 9 to
Ay
5
Mon -Fri
Chrystal 923-8461

appointment

ACCOMPLISHED,
ACCURATE.
AWARD WINNING typist 10 mln
Wes Mom SJSU 10 years expert once typing research papers.
manuscripts. tape transcription

seven den weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar
Nolen Thanks

and will meet ell deadlines Hourly
rates Work guaranteed Jane or
251-5942

AAAAM
PERFECTION.
LASER
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word processing al Its best line
done own master s thesis Expert.
enced in resumes. letters. Ineses.
professional backup & group

APA forme, term paper. thesis wet
corned 10 years typing word pro.
coning cep 1 eater quality print.
Ing Very conthelltive rates and
fest turn eround available Stu den. receive discount with ID
ask for
Access Dela 781 4982

projects No lob loo small or loo
large Reasoneble Cali Barn Si
926-4370 TODAY’
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Feperienced, professionl word propapers,
cessing
theses
re-

Teresa
A -PLUS TYPING 17 years nperience
1 2 block horn bus bide Repid
turnaround &electric 11 & Epson
minimum
$1 50 page.
0-800

Charge. 55 Available seven days
wen Cell Tumor 292-4096

let Legible copy please Students
and facutly welcome Willow Glen
Ina. easy to locate Cell Mrs

BEARABLE
WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, theses, book manu

Morton 766-9448

scripts, resumes. cover letters.

Nile

days a week Academic, business
and personal typing welcome
CO1365-1012

FREE SPEL CHEK. cOPY idft lit requested), proof, disc storage Stu.
dent faculty
discounts
Chan
746turnaround Santo Clara

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL’ Two
finger typing gol you down, Then
call Gall at A WORD OR TWO for

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic, business, legal word

WORD

PROFESSIONAL
PROCESSING Reports,

735-8845 (Sue) Sunnyvale

SERVICE at 264-4504

PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and students can rely on accurst*

51 60 page typing & spelling.dots
Ole space, Si 85 page typing &
full prool.reading Campbell ores

timely production or newsletters,
reports, resumes, pubikations.

campus Call 795.1806
WORD EXPERTISE Word Processing
thesis dissegetion manuecgpl
English French Swish
OM

Wow,

PROCESSING’ Term papers,
reports. etc Students. faculty
Fast neuron Convenleni loco
non on 17801 eigh Call l Inds lot
rates al 998-0764

punctuation For prompt. 7 day
response. leave message tor

SECRETARIAL

Proles
stone! student typist and skilled
word processor Dependable and
fast’ Perfect finished documents
from laser printer
no lYPda

WORD

PROCESSING. Students. In
structors, small business Term
pews. thesis, resumes. non
teals, dissertations mess malting.
spell check, etc
Ressoneble
rates Cell K A R Desktop Serv-

Pamela st 280.1821
PROFESSIONAL EDITING OF ierrn pa
pers. theses, and dIS.rtellOnS
Help with OrgianleetiOn grammar
and puncloallon Please call 554

whiteout. etc I 51 50 per pegs
Call Sharon at 358-7717 (To my
repeal clients call to reserve time
for your protects before endof
semen.. rush Is owl

ices al 274-7671

SUCCESS ENTERPRISES
SIONM
typing end

PROFFS.

business
services Fest, reasonable and
near university Call 14081 792
4047

764
9448 Former English riwor can
assist w grammar
voc aleatory,
Term renntenc
structure
search papers 1,11PA Turabian,

WORD PROCESSING tens papers
special projects. etc Chain turn
around. call 277-0414
7EF s TYPING

AND SECRETARIAL

SERVICES Fast, reccurstre work
available seven days week 10
aged In the Blossom 411 Santa

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROFFE
SIONAL typing & business wry
Ices Feet reasonable and near

resumes cover

L niter] pick up

delivery

81350

PROCESSING

also

compatible Wordstar word pro
caster and Inter quality printer
PC-COM. 4O4S 3rd St . corner ol
San Salvador One block Inn,

manuscripts,
correspondence.
etc Will aid in grommet spening

local pickup & dellvery 8664960

Campbell)

TYPING $200 page resume 55 & up
minimum charge 55 We use IBM

371.8220

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types of wipers, all lengths

EDITING WORD

Inn I Cover Letters
Envelopes
Photocopies
choice of pope,
Esperinced
Yet
Inexpensive

REASONARI F
RATES.
Santa Clara area Call Petri at 2465833

RL F RATES." Call Pam at 7472581 (Santa Clara) Further savings with refer,* dISCOunt S.

den Branner area Free disk storage
PROF
STENO
TYPING

DAYSTAR

Rd . State 024 San Jon

APA Free disk slor
formals
age, Sint CHF K. punctuelkan and
grammar assistance All work
guaranteed Professional. quock &
dependable service al AFFORDA-

theses, group protects. resumes
APA a specialty Oulck return on
ell ropers All work guaranteed
Per page end hourly rates Alma-

turn

TYPING, .

processing needs Term papers
reports resumes. cover letters,
group prowls manuals, theses,
dissertations. etc All academic

lINDA FOR

Guick

TERM PAPERS
RESUMES" Need
help, Call SOS’ Word Pro
ceasing Spell Check letter Cue’
my Printers Resumes ( tO coin.

5825

gratin typing of reports and
theses 787-8442. It no snswer
please leave message

nUR1 IC AT1ONS
offers
editing typing service’,
processing

around Reasonable rein Cali
257-4333 or visit at 4755 Willuns

Tumblers APA 3rd ad). screen.
ploys, resumes. cover 8 foilow-up
letters. manuscripts (books, am
tin. short StOrleS) thinscription

BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA lest, accurate typing and
word processing available seven

CAI I

word

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers research papers.
theses 8 diminutions ICiimpbeli.

mailing lists. etc Minor editing
avolleble Free disk storage Sat.
Isfection guaranteed Cell
(Nave messege) 747-2149

university Call 008)292-4047
SUN-RISF
quality

Teresa area CO 305.1012

Here

approvmately 30 letters and spaces for each hnel

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
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1

1111111111

Two
One
Days
Day
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Campus
San Jose train takes 1,200
to peace march in S.F.
t/414(1/. /tom puree /
because people are still out oil \Laket
march coordinator
Robbie Leeds said Referring to the movement of the ’Ms,
eeds asked "So. have %se done ii ’Is this a movement again?"
I he estimated cost of the man It a as Sta).01X1. paid for by
small donations from lahor unions. peace rpm/anon, and soiii’inane groups, Forman said
In %A Almelo!’ D C orgameers reported 100.000 people
stou al in the rain to hear Rev Jesse Jackson speak. said speaker
(Mils Ski alit. international secretary,ffeasurer of the International I ongshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s (!non
ouitliifetil of about 1.200 rode a special peace train
Jose. std Al Roosma. a former SIM. industrial studies maim and march organieer
the train was almost filled to its capacity of 2.200 atter
picking up more people in Sunnyvale. Palo Alto and San
Mateo. Roosma said.
I he Sunnyvale marchers carried blue balloons that read
"Mid Peninsulans for Peace with Justice."
We believe in the right 01 the people to gather.’ Roosma
A

nom San

"Marching has proven to he a formidable tactic in the
Ii it takes marching to stop star wars, we will
past. he said
dry it not lust today. hut anytime, anywhere
"I’m here to make a statement against tl.S. foreign p01 it’, (The t I S. government) conducts state terrorism in Central
America, Smith Africa. and Guatemala." said Rick Spencer.
alio is tvorking toward a teaching credential at SAG.
Juan Harrientos..147-year-old SJSU student in the School
01 So. iii Work, said he is putting into practice what he has
learned in SJSI ’ Pml. Jose Villas community organi/ing class.
Ile came a ith 30 people Imin the San Jose community
group R a/a Si it, support labor unions and the banning of apartheid
Si the rally in front ot San Franciwo City Hall. several
speakers urged protesters to register to vote and to be ’compreliensive and support each other’s groups.
" there t an he no peace anywhere it there is no peace in
the Middle Fast... said Arab- American speaker James loghy
the much a as organi/ed to show then: is massive oppota
non to ReagaiCs Conir.1 mil policy. 39-year-old coordinatoi
II
for protests. there wouldn’t
Ales lorman said
trait’ been a 0,11 whit hill passed."
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Daily stall photographer
Nancy Nadel
death mask march protesting U.S. intervention in
Central America u as part of a peace march and rails
at the San 1. nowise ( ’iv It ( ’enter on Saturday.
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Spi ii ill
The I )awn, and served
1., depict tat, vastly ditterent amid
phies through a fictitious Vietnamese liv tug room microcosm on the
day Saigon fell.
The scene showed a Vietnamese
Her Com%%Annan expecting a baby
Mumst husband. sensing the moment
,A.n. trial. I Ushell out to get a doctor.
’

them a dot tor delivering
’ionic, one
the baby and the other standing gliartt
111 the living rooln.

.111’, Ills

mined home to find two

..,1,11eis

\
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111S

A friend of the woman was in the
front room holding a grenade as the
woman went into labor.
The expectant father. holding a
rifle. wasn’t sure whether to believe
the soldiers when he heard the cries of
his wife in the next room.
As the woman wailed, he contor
templated killing the soldiers
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in eiridul he as het ds
that frin1.- the soklicis toltl Ole lins
hand as they at-re Incoming to flee
Saitsiii. "instead irl ii sill I

none of a hom vs ouhl state then name.
told a slightly different story
’We’ll be out here as long as it takes.’ (MC man declared.
When asked \shy they acre denionsti:iiing against the
company. Many ot the men ,ICiaorisnallirr is ci ... lint slur.: 55 hat
was going on or alio a as lilthair:
Others told stories about Cum, rcic I or ins (-111111114:10rs
**Any time there is a situation like this, ireople eel upset
and will make up any slor> ." Conti eras said
t on the
Price said Mondays demolish anon had riti
work being done
DC lllll nstrators.
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Whole or Slices of
Homestyle Pies.
Freshly Ground French
Roast Coffee and Other
Specialty Coffee Drinks.
Large Gourmet
Sandwiches
Delicious Homemade
Soups
Stuffed Baked Potatoes
and Quiches
Ice Cream Sundaes,
Milkshakes and
Homemade Cookies
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Manpower has the jobs!
Short and Long term
summer assignments available.
Manpower Temporary Services
185 Park Avenue #191
San Jose, CA 95113
(408) 998-4444
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CC,
"Ii ’trade a lot 4,1 ’,conk, really
happy, treating the atmosphere with the
residents and kids (’d hoped tor." she
said. "I he kids had,, great Imic and sev eral of them came up In Me and asked it
they
again next year

The residents tound they can still be
"wild and awry even SA itin kids
around."’ I ):I% us ’,lid

BERRY BASH SPLASH!
offered all week in the

student union

cafeteria
Check out all our
Berry Treats!
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Ifyou really want
to know how to
improve your grades,
your career, and
your life, there’s an
upcoming lecture
you shouldn’t miss.
And you’ll learn that a lot of the
research fnultrigs arc dowdy refs,
sant to ,vour ’,mom/ and ma
demtc development a, a gudeni
Here, for estample. is a partial list
ol the research results in the field
of education,
increased ’menisci,
improsed comprehension,
concentration. and mentors
increased learning :MOO
II increased speed in wilting
problems
increased demo ns
broader comptehension and
ahlus to losses attention
unprosed acadennv
performanse

population practices the I St pro
gram and as ashamed aspects, the
entire population becomes more
order Is . peaceful, and progress’,
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a result. I’m I:missing greater sus
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least attend the ledure1 II cum ten
PereCni of what I’s, said ahout
Psi process to he true, IhotA what
hi amid mean for ION, **sere
mem Ond flugynne, /of the mg or
one life

reduced stress and anstos
des -reused use ol drugs.
alcohol, and cigarettes

a

increased happiness

imported relationships he
tweets students and teashers
unprosed mind IMils
COONIII1a11011
unprosed mitten, per human,
Now, tin tale SOU’Ll like no
ha, some ill those qualit les grow
mg in VOIII life. well sou can
And the hcauttful thing os thal
these qualmes grim naturallt.
simply as a result svl prastiong the
I At iechntque

II,a "sum Radiansc i tic. t’’
has been dernonstrainl in common
toes. dors -csen entire nano’s.
Ihts brings great hope for the
tonne. hecause it means that the
age old prohlems of %odd pease
may at lag hasc .1 M11111011

It Works!
/ sou’re

wondering how oe
n
simple irshnique can hong
NO mails heaffilS 10 allad.
hod). hcluo ror. and een the world
as whole. I urge sou to attend the
lies twine !he esplanation you’ll
heat i al on, smirk, ...tennis...
and prsslosind

Free Lecture

.

date and time
The
of the lecture is
given helm*. I
hope you’ll he there, and
don’t hesitate to bring
your friends; you’ll be
doing a great thing for
them as yell!
Wishing you sUceess
in all that you do,

world Peace

3

,11 are concerned nuur rust with your
own future, hut also the
I uture of our nation and the
world, there’s even more reason
to attend the lecture
This is because the TM tavhmime dOeS11.1 lag help the indisidual. The coherence generated
who, people practice TM extends
to society as a whole. Research has
shown that when as little as the
square root of one percent of a
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Key in Blair
President, Student
Ciovernment
Maharishi International
LIM% ersity

Transcendental M editation
Free

Lecture

Stylish Food To Stay Or Goi

One E. San Fernando St.
Between 1st and 2nd
2 Blocks from Campus
MF 7:303m-6:3Cipm
971-4PIE

Dear Student,
here’s something
?

"We want to make it an annual
ev ent , she said
Dav is said the program ats a sue -

We are berry proua
to announce our

481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
295-5511

Pl. 1 ton.....n.rol .1n

.1 mc up." said AnIs k 5
gela Hailey . a mai itie biology freshman.
and Davis are
said
she
Kimbell
planning to organi/e the event again next
spring.

A Repot

kinkoss

MOT I

Sweetie Pies i
Has It All,

"My (resident adviser) and my psychology teacher both told time this %fluid
a
he good thing to do," said Hug Sister
Tammy Guilford, a psychology treshman .

Great copies. Great people.

[own ipwe I

It it were a strike. signs nolrld stilt S11114:11 mslhulip sinkers
were sided with. I-or example. the signs c,inied la Monday t.
s,
picketers would have read ’’l :11,010-s I 0, al .7 71 I.
"Jim Price called early this moming tind said there a as a
demonstration. hut it a as nothing to worry about." said Ron
Harrell, Student Ilmon Director.
"1 would not expect to see them picketing tomorrow. Shields said before the demonstration ended talc Aiolislit

277-3171

The six residence halls and the
Inter -Residence Hall Association donated a total oh 53500 to hind at-ti’, ities tor
the day, and the Dining 0,111111On, provided tumid thr the children and residents.
Davis said.
Residents involved said they became big brothers and sisters tor the day’
because of advertisements in the residence halls.

Open
24
Hours

Local laborers
demonstrate
dissatisfaction

Daily staff photographe
Craig Kohauss
Concrete uorker
Antillon leads an estimated
100 demonstrators outside the fence in front of the
SJS1 Kee Center construction.
-

in,

hildren involved ranged In age
tour to 13 years old, she said

Claillied as OW

oi tomnitinisni
cat Ii ream makint, him mote nth:1y
and the
I holding Ow yrcilsisls mots’

Smith

Ill/O!?! S.

But the representative was on
another call in Oakland and
wouldn’t have been able to make
it to campus for several hours. So
the service man told UPI) to call
Skyherg at home. said UPI) dis
patcher Paul Woo.
An officer was sent to check
on the couple. hut couldn’t do
anything to help at the scene. Woo
said.
Meanwhile,
the
couple
-talked and told jokes to each
other.. Simmons said ’’That ’5
all we had to do.
Students on the fifth floor
weren’t sympathetic to their
plight, Simmons said.
"So many people came up to
us hut showed no concern." Sim
trains said.
Th lllll as said he called UPD
tvor more
just to Ise sure
they weren’t forgotten.
Finally, an hour and 17 minutes later, Skyherg arrived on the
scene and freed the couple
"All I did was reset sonic
sw itches.’
Skyherg
said
"You’ve gotta know what you’re
during I had them out in ten min
utes "
1 he touple exited the library
on the lust than and departed Om
mediately Ica, mg the research
for another day.
"I’ll never use those cies a
tors ever again." SilliniOns es

Vietnamese students remember heritage
1 II 1

Event unites students
with foster children

Students
stranded

Student Union Montalvo Room
Thursday 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Wednesday 1-3 p.m.
Tueseay 7-9 p.m.
Sponsored by S.I.M.S. (Student’s International Meditation Society)
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Toward equity
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The 20-year struggle to bring
ethnic balance to a university
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ilwaukee, clearing the broken glass from its 21st
day of civil rights marches, prepared for its 22nd
.traight day of civil rights marches. On the western
edge of a weary continent, the flower children settled into the
Haight-Ashbury for a hallucinogenic hibernation. Sociologists
monitored the change in seasons for a change in behavior. They
reviewed the long, hot days of summer and tallied the scores
Race Riots: 100 dead, 2,000 injured, 12,000 arrested; Summer
of Love: 0.
On that cool September morning in 1967, graduate student
Alexander Phillips, the "big daddy" of a movement toward coed
quarters at San Jose State College, had other things on his mind.
As he trudged to his first class, Sparta Life magazine reported, a
profound platform statement began to take shape among the
sleepy cobwebs of his brain: "Students can’t really do their thing
until basic needs are satisfied. Besides a full belly and a
sheltering roof, a student needs someone to share a warm bed."
Meanwhile, a handful of black students prepared to assert
another basic need a basic right a right some said 20 years
later they had been willing to die for. And they might have died
during the turbulent week in September had things gone just a
little bit differently. Today a few SJSU administrators are
reminded of the black power struggle of 1967 as they dip into a
Continued on Page 2
The Bunzel Years

The Clark Years
THE black protest movement and threats
of violence marked the closing years of
Robert D Clark s tenure He maintained a
delicate balance between radical and
conservative elements
Pages 1-6

AMIDST popular support for affirmative
action. John Bunzel drew fire for his
opposition to quota systems Yet he began
admitting women into SJSU s upper
echelon, though minorities lagged behind
Pages 7-10

The Fullerton Years
CAUGHT between the backlash that says
too much attention is being paid to
minorities and the problem of a decreasing
pool of eligible minority students. Gail
Fullerton must approve a plan to increase
minority enrollment on campus
Pages 11- 20
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Toward Equity: The Clark Years

He was
a scary
figure
at 6’8"
continued from page 1
mountain of reports, a sea of numbers. and try to account for declining
black and stagnant Hispanic enroll ments. A struggle by
By David
blacks to overcome
Wenstrom prejudice and discrimination has given way to a struggle by SJSU administrators to overcomethe discouraging numbers:
Hispanics
74.
Blacks 0
A year ago California State University Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds
looked at the numbers and decided
they were not enough. Frain her office
in Long Reach Reynolds issued to
CSt campuses a term
Educational
Equity - and a command
achieve
it
Though it defies definition at this
point. Educational hinny means one
thing to SJSU adminstrators
a
game of catch-up with the burgeoning
minority populatton ot Caloorma.
enrollment has inMinorit
creased dramatically at SJSII in the
past 20 years. It has grown from less
than one tenth to more than one third
of total enrollment. But much of that
increase can be accounted for by a
quiet and steady increase in Asian
students. The number of black and
Hispanic students at the university
still falls short of reflecting their numbers in the general population.
Twenty years ago. when San
Jose State was still a college, a handful of black students made administrators take note of the numbers for the
first time. The black students’ protests
against widespread racial discrimination on campus were coupled with demands for increased minority enrollment. President Robert D. Clark
listened, and the numbers increased,
for blacks as well as Hispanics.
Above the shuffling of papers.
the crunching of numbers, the scratching of heads, pile drivers bang out the
physical progress of the university
with the regularity of a clock. If we

Ili Depth

turn the hands back 20 years, to a
week in September 1967, we can sec
the seeds of racial progress. We can
see Harry Edwards and Kenneth Noel,
who planted the seeds, and Robert I).
Clark and J. Benton White, who
helped them to grow. Some say it is
good to look back, to remember these
men, those times, that week in September.
"If we don’t remember what
we’re capable of. then we’re likely to
do it again when the appropriate circumstances arrive," White said recently as he thumbed through 20-year old newspaper clippings and press releases in his small Business Tower office.
Growing up in Birmingham,
Ala.. a place Martin Luther King Jr.
called "probably the most thoroughly
segregated city in the United States."
the professor of religious studies Sass
what a civilized nation was capable
of. And as a 36-year-old Methodist
minister in 1967, he saw it again -- in
San Jose.
"There were strong patterns of
discrimination around San Jose State
in terms of (off-campus) housing and
in terms of the Greek system." White
said. "It was more subtle here than in
the South.’’ he added. but "there iii’.
no question" that it evister I here
One college official in 1967 put
it more bluntly: " he incidence is
high enough to be brutal.’
White. now coordinator of
SJSLIs Religious Studies program,
was thrust into the national spotlight
in 1967 when nark appointed him the
country’s first collegiate ombudsman
to investigate racial discrimination.
Creation of an ombudsman post was
one of several swift and dramatic
moves Clark made that week in September to meet the demands of a fiery
sociology instructor and a handful of
black students.
"The whole nation had been
watching this thing unfold for the entire week." White said. "It was a
very, very important time --- the demands, the listening, the response.
Those things set a pattern. And I don’t
think people realize we set a pattern
for the rest of the country."
That pattern was best expressed
in 1967 by Harry Edwards. who. with
the help of Clark, created it: "It is a
matter of men sitting down as human
beings and dealing honestly and
openly with their problems.’’
One did not without trepidation
refuse to sit down with Harry Edwards, a 24-year-old sociology and
anthropology instructor at SJS in
1967. Built along the lines of a small
asteroid. the 6-foot, 8 -inch former
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President Clark talked to students as Harry Edwards, left, listened during The Week of ’67
SJS track and basketball star "scared
the Ii’. iiiii 1.ts lights out ot people." as
Vi’hitc al le,. tionateb put it.
,ti rt. still scares the Its ing
ki)*11)Itts iiiot people as an assoc-tare
protessot al the t imersib, ot California at Iterkele. lk here tic specialties
a disciin the sociology of sport
pline he dekelopcd. Rarely does a
On
his
views
month go by when
black/white relations do not grace the
media. Harry Edwards is good copy.
0
On a warm September afternoon
in 1967, when Edwards walked into
the office of Athletic Director Robert
T. Bronzan. few outside the college
knew who Harry Edwards was. They
would soon find OW.
Bronzan said he could tell something was "brewing" when Edwards
came into his office. The part-time instructor seemed uncomfortable. His
large hands fidgeted nervously, and
his dark eyes avoided Bronzan’s.
Several days before. Bronzan
had invited Edwards to accompany
the football team to Arizona State for
the opening game of the 1967 season.
Edwards told Bronzan he would think
about it.
"Harry (Edwards) came in about
two days or so before the game."
Bronzan said in a telephone interview.
"He sat down, put his elbows on his
knees and cupped his face in his
hands. I knew something was
wrong."
Bronzan asked Edwards if he had
decided to go. and Edwards answered
quietly. 1 don’t think I can."
Edwards did not go to that Arizona State game. Something was, indeed, brewing. Shortly after the
game, on the first day of the fall term.
it boiled over. One hundred years of
racial discrimination bubbled to the
surface of the college and burst forth
at a Seventh Street rally. Its fire
rushed through the veins of a handful
of black students who would no
longer tolerate it, and their fire unsettled the nerves of a few who would.

Edwards and Kenneth Noel ingited
the spark that fed that flame of prim.
’test,

Not long after his visit with
Bron7an. Edwards met Noel. a graduate ociology student, in the school
catch:via tor such. Noel and Edc, at/IS, both former SIN athletes. had
discussed racial problems in the athletic department many times beffire
that summer. During this lunch, three
days before the fall term began. they
decided to do something about them.
"We had been talking for some
time. discussing not just the fact. but
the depth of racism." Edwards said in
a telephone interview from the San
Francisco 49ers training camp where
he is a consultant. "At that point, we
determined it was . . . pervasive, not
just in the athletic department, but in
terms of housing, the fraternity systern and for the black staff and students."
Edwards and Noel carefully devised a plan to force the college administration into facing racism head
on. That night. at Omega Psi Phi.
SJS’s only black fraternity, they revealed the plan to about 40 black students.
This small group would grow to
59 members in the next few days. and
it would consolidate as the United
Black Students for Action, the college’s first, and probably most influential, black student organization.
The name well describes the aggressive nature the civil rights struggle assumed at SJS in fall 1967.
"There had been rumblings before." Noel said. "Things had been
tried before, hut not with the energy
and the organization of what we did."
The URSAs plan was this. On
Monday morning, black students
would picket the administration and
physical education buildings. Then at
noon, at a Seventh Street rally. Edwards would demand that SJS administrators act immediately to eliminate
racial discrimination in the college
If URSA demands
community.
weren’t met by week’s end, the group

and supporters it had gathered over
the weekend would use "any means
necessary’’ to prevent Saturday’s
football game against the University
of Texas at El Paso from being played
in Spartan Stadium.
Though the demonstration in
Spartan Stadium was planned as a
non-violent sit-in, Edwards, who had
recently joined the Black Panther
Party. told reporters shortly after
events transpired. "If we were attacked. sse would have defended ourselves."
Reminded of this 20 years later.
Tim Knowles, a founding member of
the URSA, reflected, "I guess we
were prepared to die.’
The 45-year-old assistant vice
chancellor at the University of Wisconsin at Whitewater paused, then
chuckled over the telephone, "My
God! We were just kids. If my mother
had known what I was doing, she
would have told me to come home.
Twenty-two thousand mothers
might have experienced similar
doubts had they read the Sept. 18 San
Jose Mercury headline that welcomed
their sons and daughters to the first
day of classes: "Fret Bias Charged,
SJS Hit By Negro Demands."
Monday dawned cool but clear
with the promise of warm sunshine.
The crowded SJS campus buzzed with
first-day-of-schrwl activity. Students
who had been to the 10th annual Monterey Jazz Festival on Saturday tapped
out /LB. King and Dizzy Gillespie
tunes on their notebooks. A bewildered Mercury reporter. who had also
been there, exclaimed in that morning’s paper that the big sounds of
Janis Joplin’s Big Brother & The
Holding Company were "regurgitated
by seven speakers, some the size of
coffins.** A few students wore flowers in their hair.
The noontime rally began quietly. But the crowd soon swelled to
more than 500, as students, faculty
and administrators trickled onto Sevcorgi ttttt on page 4
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Boycott!

"The whole trip we didn’t do anything together. You had the blacks
here and the whites there It might as
well have been Georgia. 1864...
The lack of cooperation carried
user into the game, and the Spartans
were demolished 66-0. The whopping
niargin of defeat. plus their minus
yards on the ground set school standards for futility that remain to this
day.

Blacks set precedent in 1968 BYU game
By David Rickard
..hk, most football

games. the
San Jose State -Brigham Young University contest on Nos . 30. 1968. will
be remembered more for what took
place off the field than on.
It was a game in which the two
squads and their coaching staffs
nearly equaled the number of spectators
and both were outnumbered by
the phalanx of armed policemen patrolling the stands.
The story of why a season -ending matchup between two lackluster
teams generated such a binirre turnout
is the story of a racially nugivated episode unparalleled in San Jose State
history.
Head coach Harry Anderson and
running back Frank Simon, two or the
principal figures in the drama that occurred that day, remember the scene.
Mere were about 250 police
officers, plus two teams and their
staffs in the stadium, and less than
RX) spectators," Anderson said recently from his home in Aphis. "It
was a very strange scene, to say the
least."
Slaton viewed the spectacle from
a different vantage point - and there
were plenty. "You had to use binoculars to see the other fans.’’ he said.
The junior was in the stands that
afternoon because he and the six other
black players on the team had chosen
to boycott the game. Their reason for
the protest could he traced directly
back 138 years. to the edict of an influential church leader following a
revelation from God.
Founding Mormon prophet Joseph Smith declared in 1830 that Negroes were branded with the mark of
Adam’s cursed son. Cain - black
skin
and thus were unworthy
enter Mormon temples or becomi.
priests. This was widely interpreted II,
mean that blacks were barred from entering the kingdom ot (iod. Actually
they could, although they supposedly
could not ascend to the highest level
this distinction %Va., lost in the
charged atmosphere of the late ’Ms.
The first public evidence that
blacks at San Jose State College were
phy
aware of the Mormon phil
v
came to light Wednesday. Nov.
group of black students viewed a 11,11
on Mormon beliefs in the school’s
chapel. then angrily removed the film
from the projector and carried it to the
office of the executive vice president.
where they lodged a complaint.
There was no indication then that
the incident in the chapel was a sign of
things to come. or that the drama
would center on the SJS football prospecifically on the game with
gram
the Mormon -hacked school in tIah.
In retrospect, though, it wasn’t
surprising. The athletic department
had been at the center of contniversy
since faculty member Harry V.& aid
labeled it as racist in 1967. Accii,a
lions had been made in mid -00,410
of illegal recruitment of blacks on the
freshman football team, just days before Tommie Smith and John (’ark’s
staged their Olympic Games protest.

On Noy . IN, Slaw’) iiPlri’ad"
Anderson in his office. Slaton was
then the leading rusher on the teani.
and one of seven black players.
"I told him that we had gotten
together and decided to boycott the
ID 1 game because of their views on
I e said. "He told me he Widerstitiul
In addition to Slatim, the black
contingent included Willie Riley.
Clarence Kelley, Dwight Tucker.
Conral Pharr. Mike Flemons and
Tony Jackson.
"We knew that if we didn’t live
up to our ( playing) comm itments there
was a chance that our scholarships
would he revoked... Slaton said.
"But Coach Anderson told us not to
won-y about it."
Simon knew there was ample
cause for concern, however. In 1967 a
group of blacks on the track team at
Texas Western University (now University of Texas at Fl Paso) boycotted
a meet with the Utah school. Acting
on the
manifest disobedience"
clause in the NCA A bylaws. the
school promptly canceled their scholarships.
Nearly 20 years later. Slaton said
he doesn’t recall who first suggested
boycotting the FlYll game. He does
remember, though, that the impetus
for some kind of protest began long
before he informed Anderson.
"The idea began to evolve in the
spring." he said. "That fall, things
got serious. I don’t remember who
lira mentioned it a boycott). Boycott
lust got to bean eyeryday word."
The response on campus was MI
mediate The Student Council an

it was the first
time any of us had
done anything
like that. We did
something, and
something
happened as a
result.’
Frank Slaton

nounced as support tot Me black athletes, and vowed that any punishment
by the Athletic Depanment or the administratii in would result in the withholding ot tunds I rout the department.
The council eyentually followed
through on this promise.
The response from the student
body was less positive. Slaton said he
receised over half a doren letters prior
to the game denouncing their action.
containing such racial epithets as.
"Hey nigger, go hack to Africa!"
It was reported in the school
newspaper that SJS President Robert
D. Clark initially declared there
would he no financial penalty for
players refusing to play in the game.
He said last week he doesn’t recall
making this statement, and suspects
that a breakdown in communications
was responsible for the nnsunderstanding.
On Thursday evening, Nov. 21,
two days before a road game against
powerful Arimna State, the players,
coaches and Athletic Director Robert
Broman met in the Men’s Gym to discuss the situation.
Anderson recalls the meeting.
"The white players were in sympathy
with what the blacks were going
through." he said. "They wanted to
share in the protest by wearing armbands or something like that.
"The blacks said they appreciated it, but they wanted to do it
alone.
A committee of four white players and two black players listened to a
series of proposals designed to produce a satisfactory solution to the impasse. These included having athletes
wear armbands during the game, directing the administration to issue a
public denunciation of the Mormon
philosophy and releasing a statement
urging other schools to protest their
games with BY t !.
But the black players refused to
back down on their boycott plans.
"Anything less than that would have
been incaningless. Slaton said. "We
had no second thoughts.
When it became es ident the
blacks were adamant, the white players decided to fight fire with fire. A
vote was held. and 35 of the 37 whites
present vowed dun would hoyeigt the
Arinina State game it Clark didn’t
take some son of action against the
blacks.
Anderson said the retaliatory
boycott threat by the white players
was not really intended to force punishment of the blacks. They felt the
welfare of the program was at stake,
he said.
’They felt that if we were going
to have a disciplined program we had
to be committed to the whole season. he said. "We could never have
continuity if players could unilaterally
decide nut to play at any given lime.
Following the vote, Broman
read a statement from Clark to the
players clanging his position Refusal to play, he announced, would result in the cancellation of their grantsin-aid, although provisions would be
made to meet their financial needs.

"We just weren’t into it." Slaton
said. "We weren’t real good. anyway."
Anderson said the expenence
had been "like an operation. We were
glad to get it over with
As if the trip hadn’t been dismal
enough already. the plane carrying
them home developed a compression
leak shortly after takeoff and had to
make an emergency return to Phoenix.

Sports information Department
As a junior halfback in 19611,
Frank Slaton was the Spartans’
not including
leading rusher
the boycott game with Hit’.
Clark, who left San Jose State
the following year to become president of the University of Oregon, recently referred to the boycott as "my
least satisfactory incident" at SJS.
Clark said he couldn’t accede to
the demand from some blacks that the
game be canceled. "I tell it was inappropriate for me to indict another institution for following their religious
convictions, even though I believe
those convictions were wrong.’’
The decision on how to deal with
the black players was more difficult,
he said.
"I anguished over them," he
said. ’’They were hurting. I hurt with
them. I did not want to take any action...Clark said that taking away their
scholarships without providing financial remuneration was indefensible.
"So I effectively took the symbolic
action of removing their scholarships
hut not putting them in financial
straits.’’
Nonetheless, the blacks stormed
out of the meeting alter Woman delivered the news. Anderson said he
thought they might not 10111 the team
for the flight to Tempe, but they all
showed up the next morning.
What fiillov,ed was the Spartans’
lost weekend.
For starters, a bomb threat
phoned in to the San Jose Airport
early Friday morning delayed the
flight by hours. FBI agents combed
the plane and runway while team officials spent the morning searching
through their gear.
Once the threat was proyed to be
a hoax the flight got under way, but
the lines had been fimily drawn, Anderson said.
"The tension was so thick you
could cut it with a knife." he said.
"There was no communication between the whites and the blacks. We
didn’t even know if they were going
to play or not’.
Slaton agreed with his assessment. "It got real bad." he said.

Rack in San Jose. the black players offered to practice with the team
the next week. but Anderson declined.
"In that situation I thought it
would be better if they didn’t." he
said. "But we appreciated the offer."
The week leading up to the season finale was marked by support of
the boycott by other black athletes.
Track star Lee Evans, a spokesman
for the newly formed Black Athletes
Federation, said the blacks on the
track team would turn in their scholarships if any of the football players
were penalimd. Four basketball players showed their support by sitting out
a game against Fresno State.
Their season now over, Slaton
and three of his black teammates attended the KW game that Saturday.
Given the recent tuning’, and the fact
that many of their best players didn’t
suit up. the Spartans’ 25-21 victory
was considered an upset.
The win was especially sweet for
Anderson, whose teams won just
eight games in three seasons after
going 5-5 in his first year. Just as they
had following his opening win in
1965. Anderson’s players carried him
off the field.
Slaton, today a mathematics teacher at Silver Creek High Sehool, also
looks hack on that day as a triumph.
"It was the first time any of us
had done anything like that" he said
’We did something, and something
happened as a result.’’
It did. indeed. In February 1969.
the Academic Council passed a resolution allowing students to refuse to
participate in certain college actisities
that conflict with their conscience
without being penali/ed.
One month later the administration restored the scholarships to four
of the sewn athletes. The other three
were
!Fucker . Riley and Kelley
graduating sent, us.
The most tar -reaching yictory.
however, was longer in coming and
impossible to link with certainty to a
specific event lit tact. Prof. J. Benton
White, SJSE coordinator of Religious
Studies. calls it a matter of pure speculation vi hethei the SJS protest and
others like it influenced the decision
from Salt I ake City.
Nonetheless, Mormon President
Spencer Kimball announced in 19714
that God had spoken to him in a revelation. After 148 years of depnvation.
blacks were at last permitted to enter
the priesthood.
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The plan:
Force
racial
issue
ontisrued from page 2
enth Street to hear what the huge
black man had to say.
It was impressive to have a 6foot, It -inch black man, balding hair.
red in the eyes." White said. "He
could sound angry. He could look
angry. And sometimes he was
angry."
Edwards sounded angry as he
shouted into a hand-held microphone.
He looked angry in black -roomed
glasses and a black. short -sleeved turtle -necked shirt that displayed his
massive arms. And he was angry.
We are determined to do something about this whole system or there
will be no system." he declared,
beads of perspiration forming on his
high, solid forehead. ’There’s no two
ways about it.
Expressionless
blacks
surrounded Edwards on the stage. Many
wore dark glasses. Some carried signs
proclaiming "U of Alabama. U of
Georgia. LI of Mississippi. San Jose
State.’’
lime and again, Edwards and
other black speakers told the crowd
that blacks would do "anything necessary to end campus discrimination.
Edwards demanded equal treatment of blacks with whites in athletics, off-campus housing and the
Greek system. He demanded that the
college recruit more minority students. (Fewer than 200 of S1S’s 22. (Kai students were black.) And Edmass
wards
a
threatened
demonstration at Saturday’s football
set forth
game if URSA demands
in an angry letter distributed to faculty
weren’t acted
and administrators
on immediately. The college administration had until II a.m. Friday to
come up with an acceptable plan.
"Eirst we picketed the administration buildings and the physical education department." Edwards told a
writer from The Nation magaine
shortly afterward. "Next, we would
have picketed fraternifi row, and then
camped on their lawns, If anyone
touched us, we would have sent them
to the cemetery...
After listening quietly for an
hour. Clark walked slowly onto the
stage and took the microphone. Edwards towered over the softspoken
president. who, as a boy, recited poetry to horses he passed on the rural
roads of Nebraska.

_

LI
In a calm voice. the 57-yearold
president announced his first decision:
he would not ignore Edwards and the
black students gathered around him.
He agreed with URSA "goals" and
called for public hearings each afternoon that week.
Clark returned the microphone to
Edwards, having set the tone for the
California Slate College system’s first
a tone of cooperation
racial crisis
a tone that did not
and negotiation
long
last
Meanwhile. SJS and University
of Texas officials began a series of urgent telephone calls. A proposal to

play Saturday
game in 1 e v as Vas
squelched by rumors that Spartan Stadium would be burned to the ground
by "outside agitators" if such a
c
was made. San Jose police, fearing a
large-scale not in Spartan Stadium
even if URSA demands were met,
canceled
all
weekend
leaves.
"Threats that fraternity row would be
a pile of ashes echoed about the campus.’ the Spartan Daily reported.
During the week. Edwards was
summoned to a mysterious meeting on
campus. Bay Area law enforcement
officials questioned his ties with the
Black Panther Party. Edwards said he
"disassociated" himself from the
Panthers shortly after the meeting.
’I joined the Black Panther Party
because 1 felt it represented a part of
society being ignored.’’ Edwards
said. "The (civil rights) movement
had been middle-class in terms of its
goals and means. I felt the grassroots
contact was being ignored.
Hut Edwards discovered that the
Panthers’ grassroots approach wasn’t
exactly a bunch of little old ladies
ringing doorbells.
"What I found when I got there
was a situation totally out of control,
in terms of leadership." he said. "I
mean, some of those people were flatout insane. I said to myself. ’I don’t
"
need
Edwards’ attack on the college
raised the ire of more than law enforcement officials. He and other
blacks received &inns of letters and
telephone calls suggesting that they
would not live out the week.
"When we were at Harry Edwards’ home, we stayed away from
the windows because we thought we
would gel shot at," Knowles said.
Several months later. after Edwards had organi7ed a proposed black
boycott of the 196X summer Olympic
Games, the threats hit closer to home.
Edwards returned to his apartment one
night to find blood splattered across
the living room and kitchen. He found
the butchered remains 01 his two dogs
in a small orchard acniss the street.
On Tuesday . a w idespread pattern if discrimination at SJS began to

cic,iSllllI

&scow aged (kW i0
practices in the areas it
1-raternit Sorority organilations and
near-campus housing."
1:T1111111.1h
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Temperatures climbed into the
90s on Tuesday. ’The air was heavy.
that afternoon in the small Engineering Building lecture hall where
more than 200 met to debate alleged
discrimination in the Greek system.
More revelations were forthcoming at
the emotion -charged hearing, which
erupted frequently into shouting
matches between blacks and members
of the Greek community.
Some fraternity and sorority
members admitted that the Greek s%
tem did, to an extent. exclude bla%
Others said their houses had alread
begun to integrate.
One black student said. "Sororities showed friendship toward me, but
then said, ’Sorry. but you understand .
Many in the audience did understand. Only one SJS fraternity. Kappa
Sigma, had pledged a black . Many
others had not because their national
chapters (usually located in the South)
frowned upon such a radical departure
from tradition.
Sigma,
Kappa
which
had
pledged a black student in the spring
(the student later withdrew), spent
"the whole semester fighting with our
national to get him through," a menibee of the fraternity said after Tuesday’s hearing.
Another problem raised in following weeks was that few blacks
rushed white houses. In fact. according to Edwards, most URSA members
had no intention of joining a white fraternity.
"It’s the principle!" he asserted
in a November 1967 Nation maga7ine
article. "Most of us don’t give a damn
about the damn white fraternities. But
if those fraternities stay on campus
and suck up student body funds paid
for by black students and use the facilities paid for by the tax money of
the black people of California. then
they have no right to tell us where we
can and cannot go. We do not a ant

‘The whole black community was seething
angry and the white community a
segment of it
likewise. It was a
tinderbox.’
Robert D. Clark

unfold as students and college officials came forward and conceded that
it did, indeed, exist here.
At a news conference, student
body President Vic Lee told reporters
he had "heard of instances of racial
discrimination** on campus and believed "that there is legitimacy to the
charges of the URSA.
F.arlier in the day, the ruling
body of the Academic Council held a
special meeting. A resolution calling
discrimination "reprehensible" was
quickly drawn and unanimously approved by the executive committee, of
which Clark was a member.
The resolution declared that SJS
"minority groups are becoming in

them telling us we are subhuman. I
personally don’t give a damn about integration or sitting on a toilet next to a
white man."
At a hearing on Wednesday. Edwards was sitting next to Athletic Director Robert T. Bronun, a white
man who "categorically" denied
"that any member of the athletic department" had ever practiced or condoned discrimination.
However, Bron7an. a 22 -year
veteran of SJS athletics, commended
"the Negro students for their courage
and action to seek equal human
rights" and proposed forming a committee to review department policies
and procedures.

IL’s!

‘If we don’t
remember what
we’re capable of,
then we’re likely
to do it again.’

d. Benton White

looking back, the recent Tower
Award winner still maintains that
SJS’s athletics department was not
discriminatory and was, in fact, progressive in light of the times
"The athletics programs at San
Jose State were more integrated than
virtually any other athletics programs
on the Pacific coast." Broman said in
a telephone interview.
Hronlan called the athletics department "the Achilles heel" of the
1967 protest. The UBSA thought it
could generate the greatest response
by focusing on the athletics department, he said. "If you’re going to
strike the math depanment or the history department. who cares
But 13ron7an. titt, now a planning
consultant for sports facilities, vi% idly
remembers the discrimination blacks
laced in "social areas" of campus
lite, in the Greek system and in offcampus housing.
"It you turn the clock hack 20
years, there was a lot of discrimination in housing," he recalled adding
that he "spent hours ringing doorbells
Mr black. and even Japanese. students.’
Landlords would tell Broman
that, yes, they had rooms available for
students. "Then I would say how
these young people moving in are
black students and, immediately, the
curtain would drop."
The curtain dropped for David
Fanner many times in the ’50s when
he was an SJS student and star football player.
A telephone call to the Sacrament() automobile body shop Fanner
owns opens a wound that has been
festering for more than three decades.
Fanner recalls an angry letter he wrote
to the Spartan Daily 32 years ago. He
does not remember the words, but he
remembers the anger and the frustration of a 23 -year-old black man trying
to find a place for himself and his Japanese wife to live in San Jose.
"Oh Christ! 1 tried many apartments. Fanner said. "I sat on the
phone for a long time. On the phone
they didn’t know whether I was black,
white or yellow. Hut when I showed
up. it was a different ball game."
Finally, after one woman told
him, "Oh. no. my other tenants will

,tiFp....tcd
1..111110
OM:
he
might ask the tenants it the would
mind a black living in the same building. She agreed.
"I talked to them
Fanner said. "It took me about two
days to catch everybody. I said, ’It’
you wouldn’t mind living with a
black, would it he permissible"’’
Fanner got the apartment.
Descrihed as "a great success"
by Broman, with whom he is friends.
Fanner has put all his five children
through college. Not one went to SJS.
"I didn’t want them to face the
same things I faced." Fanner said.
"My oldest daughter had a scholarship there. I wouldn’t let her accept

Fanner was bitter when he left
SJS in 1955 without a degree. bitter
over prejudice that "didnt just stop
with the townspeople (but) went
through the whole university.’ But he
"didn’t sit around and moan.
You must still wear clothes.
you must still eat, you must still
live," fanner said, adding on a lighter
note that he "didn’t come out half-ass
had."
Although he avoided San Jose
for 15 years after leaving it. Fanner
occasionally returns now. Vietnamese
and Hispanics have moved into many
of the white neighborhoixls he saw in
the ’50%. "I often wonder. Where do
they go? What opportunities do they
have?
The discrimination hearings on
’Tuesday and Wednesday marked the
first time that students. faculty and administrators had all met to openly discuss racial problems at SJS. Clark. remembered as "a sensitive man" by
two who knew him in 1967, must
have been pleased with the candor and
cooperation of the hearings. He deplored racial discrimination and felt
that "prejudice. bigotry . discrimination on the basis of race or creed are
insidious. subtle and pervasive.’
And he may have sympathind
with Harry Edwards and the URSA on
a more personal level. At a religious
school during his youth, according to
’Washington Square. a history’ of
SJS, Clark was "a rebellious student.
a heretic on the prayer list, and an outspoken critic of the institutional
dogma,"
But as Clark walked from
Wednesday’s hearing to his lower
Hall office. he felt uneasy. Earlier that
day. Bron7an had urged (lark to
cancel Saturday’s football game. And
during the hearing. Woman voiced
fears which reflected a paranoia that
had begun to grip much of the college
community. "In my opinion, Brim /an told the audience. "there are not
enough police officers in Santa Clara
California
County or in Northern
to quell an outbreak...
Would there be an outbreak of
violence at Saturday’s game? Clark
wondered. He knew FAJwards had recently joined the Black Panthers,
which tended to assert its black power
from behind the barrel of a gun.
Surely the Panthers and other militant
groups would support Edwards and
the URSA. But to what extent?
Clark found out that night. Edwards and Bron7an met Clark in his
home that evening. Edwards told the
president that in the past 24 hours he
had received numerous letters and
telephone calls from anonymous
"soul brothers" threatening violence
at SJS. ’’look, we’re with you and
your program." callers told Edwards.
"and we’re looking for something to
happen." The "stadium could go."
they said.
continued on page 6
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First EOP director tripled black enrollment
Moneer Educational Oppornmits
Program direuor Tim Knowles and his successor. Glen Toney, remember their 1968 and /969
days of "trailblwing" and "making historywhile ’eighths,: for
Moil viudent%.

By Andrew F. Hamm
mg back. liii K in st IC". a founding
membci ot the United Black Students for Action
that tought tor black rights at SJSt in the 1960..
acknowledges a certain amount ot nostalgia
creeping into his recollections of those otten turbulent times.
Knowles, SJSU’s first Educational Opportunity Program director at the age in 25 in 19614.
said the freshness of the cause. the "sense of tradhla/ing. (oft making history .- drove him and
others in the VBS.1 hi continue when setbacks
might have caused others to quit
Know les got students in FOP to sign t;011ii %01101 students agiecd to a certain
tralls
amount in study time and to keep all grades at a
C tete’ in :those.
I le arranged or the nglish Oepartment ii
schedule black 1-14111511 liter.iiitiet.1,t11,:s 101 Ilie
f11,4

tone

411,k,
V.4.‘ft:

III

II

t 96N and

stln

Ii

haSli

toi

st11111110.

r1-.1111111.11

taught
Rudolph (

and

reatill’W

a Mask ,ainselor at SIM
5151 Piesi
dem Robe’! Choi. w oh ail ikkvilcilt choicc when
Ire pis ked Kioss Its IOU the FOP program at
5151 . wet the lost ii he country .
( Ook said one ot his i Knots test first priorities St as ill dispel ;my notion among the nets
students that they were getting a tree ride.
Know les said he also started a program in
Santa Clara County high schools called the College Commitment Program to help change the
stereotype of blacks not being interested in college.
-These kids had a real hunger I’M education:. Know les said. "They the area high
schools I were simply not pushing minorities to
go to c ollege."
"55 e set up tutoring in high schools so kids
!he pas’ r’$

prep 1.1MrseS that 111.Als 111,111
aware of classes they needed to attend college..’
Knowles said
Criticisms from high schools calling
Knowles’ methods "unprofessional" and
wrongfully "getting students’ hopes up- were
subtle forms it racism and excuses for them not
to give the I701’ program support. Knowles said.
But in 1968, more than 2(10 black students
entered SJSU through EOP, tripling the 1967
black enrollment here. Knowles said.
Frustration over lack of support hir FOP
from SJSI.J., administration led Knowles to take
similiar job at t rnoersity of California at Irvine in 1469.
Cook said S.ISt I’s FOP success rate ’a as the
reason
me called Knowles s‘Stili111,11 Its
FOP program
Alter Icioing I 1.’-Irsine in 1072. Knowles
worked briefly at l’arlham College Ii Rish
mond. Ind . hitote obtaining his master’s degree in education at the Unisersity
lassos liii
in 11174 Ile went on to earn Ins
sell, ;II
doctorate degree there ti ocher education ad
ministration the nest year. while setting as the
director of academw set) ices tor mummy pio.
pains
Ile then moved to !erre I lame. Ind . to he Simile. Pro come director of
giant at Indiana State Tint ersity betore going to
the I. nit ersity in Wisconsin at \\lute, mei. in
1977 where he is now an assistant site chaneellin fin itcademic support seri, ices.
10141V, les said the black mot mem in the
19:40s is suffering Irom a lack oh identity and
common purpose
Education will he the key tor blacks and
other minorities gaming political power.
Knowles said
"Blacks and Hispanics need to get a coalition together.- K nowlo. said. "It’ they split
their tote, they will never gain a share of power.
"If you still hate the inajority of students
dropping out of school, fighting barrio wars,
doing coke, et cetera. California will be a war
/one." he said. "The future looks bleak unless

t,,I get that they are bla,
Knowles said blacks need to get into the,
mainstream of America in order to get their slice
in the American pie.
"I fully realue it is not in the interest of
white America to let blacks into higher positions, but we have to make them see it as being
necessary for the country Knowles said.
Knowles says if the schools would make a
commitment not to lower standards but to help
Lids get through and not give up on them, that
they could turn the country around. But
Knowles said that teachers wilt have to change
their attitudes first.
-There is an elitism among faculty
the>.
lose touch w ith their students.- Knowles said.
"Teachers don’t care about the black student.
hut I’ll tell you what
the) don’t care about the
white student either
’They start writing their hooks, doing their
e.carch . they don’t care about the students
11101,2

’These kids had a real
hunger for education.
They (the area high
schools) were simply
not pushing minorities
to go to college.’
Tim
inote

Knowles

-

11111101111e1 graduate trom college
Knowles says he feels that blacks who have
made it need to put something hack into the
black community.
"A good example is (Milwaukee Bucks)
Craig Hodges twho) helped end black gang
fighting in Milwaukee.- Knowles said. "But
sadly, he is an exception to the rule. Some

Knowles sat.. St 101 .1 SOP,’ ot sadness that
the end rights ino, einem has reached its peak
and is now .iiduir
’ Ills’ problems lii liaidei to identity’.
Knowles
oert instead ot ii,mt lit sm now
said ’P,opic learn t, get mound the discriminait hen a Chi, ant, is discouraged
tion laws
1111111
,11C1111,IT \
01.11 It institutional rat’.
1011
liii Ina IC. Mild,
kil,,Wit’s S.1111 0,11CgC Mack, are going
hack
d a, a people also
You can see it. agam the st inhids art:
small. hut they are there.- Knowles said. "For
instance, the guys with their gerry -curls is a
major step backwards . . trying to look like a
white man. ’Hie natural look was a rejection of
trying to look like a white man. Knowles. is a major adviser to blacks at
t1W-Whitewater and teels that being a leader
means setting a good example for black students
there.
"I love black people: we have a kit to
offer." Knowles said. "But it’s (still) hell being
black in America. el.en with a

Toney remembers a vital, frustrating era
By Brian Fedrow

’Let everyone
in and don’t
discriminate
against anyone.
Screen people out
not at the
entrance to
college but at the
exit.’
Glen Toney

Former FOP Director (den
Toney doesn’t usually dwell on the
past, but he said he wonders what became of the strong-willed SJSU students of the late 1960s.
"It was during the late period of
the civil rights movement and Vietnam and there was a questioning of
old established ways.- said Toney.
who is now vice president of human
resources at Applied Materials Inc. in
Santa Clara. He said students in his
day didn’t drive to school for their
classes alone.
"A lot of learning took place
outside the classroom.- he said.
’There was far more involvement in
community and student theater, social
activism and free press then.’’
When Toney became director in
1969, he took over the largest EOP
program in the state from original director Tim Knowles. Toney had volunteered under Knowles in the FOP
office while working toward a second
bachelor’s degree in mathematics and
a master’s in instructional technology.
"Colleges are one of those institutions that establish the mores and
folkway’s for the country, and both
blacks and whites were challenging
those ideas,- Timey said.
Toney said the sense of aCC1111plishment that FOP students gained
during his tenure kept him going during his turbulent Ill ’month stint.
"There were always problems

with having funds cut back." he said,
showing a gap-toothed smile.
Toney said haggling with school
officials was common. Some administrators and faculty complained that the
admittance of "unqualified" minority
EDP
iiiKt16through
students
’ weaken the school.’
He said that kind of closemindedness is what continues to keep
cultures and races separated.
"When 1 was leaving SJSU (in
19721. the entire validity of the Black
Studies program was being questMned." he said.
"One of the great things about
that program was that it was academic
and not a political statement. It looked
at economics and religion in the black
family and tried to find the reasons for
its destruction.
"When a program is in its incubation stages, you need to spend a
little extra money even if there’s a
lack of people (enrollment) at first."
Toney said.
Toney said he and then-SJSU
President John Bunzel -disagreed
philosophically on some issues" concerning affirmative action.
"Being bright and productive in
the work place doesn’t hinge on
grades alone." Toney said. "Many of
those FOP students (in the 1970s)
would never have got a chance.’
Another thrust of Toney’s FOP
tenure was to convince SJSU to hire
black instructors for areas other than

just the Black Studies Department.
Such urgings usually fell on deaf ears
of white administrators.
Nevertheless, Toney said he is
proud of what many young blacks
"could achieve with a chance." Since
1072, he has crossed paths with several graduates he personally admitted
had graduated
through EDP isiv
from medical school. another ran for
public office in Colorado and ittlOthcr
is a successful journalist.
Yet Toney thinks the entire FOP
concept and racial preference is unnecessary and he said that he has long
advocated the idea of open college.
"Who says someone with a 3.2
GPA is going to he any worse a doctor
than someone with a 3.8?." Toney
asked. throwing his hands up in the
air. "The schools should just say.
’We’ll let you in. but it’s up to you to
stay here’.
"Let everyone in and don’t discriminate against anyone. Screen people out not at the entrance to college
but at the exit. Toney has found the 1980s work
place to he far mine accepting than the
mactally torn college campuses of the
’611. and ’70s. He said that being
black may have helped Min to get
hired, hut it didn’t make him a % ice
president.
"I don’t think there’s a lot of
prejudice hem" he said, referring to
Applied Materials. "Someone on the
tile
floor might say it has been easy

to advance because I’m black...
’I say if you have the mimic,
you can make it if you’re black. I .at ino_or whatever,’’ he said.
Ironically, Toney was instrumental in getting approval for a SI million
grant from his company to the SJSU
School of Engineering for the purchase of new equipment helping
his alma mater again after 15 years.
Toney said he’s reluctant to look
back sun the -good ole. days" because
of painful experi,nces he had as a
black man in college in the ’50s and
’60s being barred from frateioity
rush and having few black peers. He
said he was even forced to have a nonblack friend rent an apartment for him
in San Jose in 1966 because he kept
being mysteriously told by landlords,
"Sorry, we just rented the last one.’’
Toney hopes his two teen-age
daughters will choose colleges with a
sizable black population so they can
avoid the frustration he faced at both
Chico State and SJSU.
"College is a place where you go
to get job skills and learn how to be an
adult," he said. "It’s also where you
make most of your lifelong friends."
The former FOP head said the
pendulum that was swinging toward
blacks and Hispanics in the ’Nki and
’70s has turned toward the Asians
now, but he thinks It swing back.
’’We’ se eintic a long way.’’ he
said. "and there., ’till a long was to
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Clark chose not to gamble with lives
,-onlinned from page 4
Their threat to burn down Spartan Stadium "is an extremely serious
one," Edwards warned Clark And,
he continued, there is a good possibilviolence could spread from the stadium to the campus.
Shortly after that meeting. (lark
ameled Saturday’s football game
against the University of Texas at El
PasoIi lk a, the first time in this counIry that a threat of racial violence had
iesulted in cancellation of a majorliege football game. It meant the
loss of tens of thousands of dollars in
It:Willa! for SJS. And it signaled the
beginning of a campaign by conservative groups and politicians to oust
Clark from office.
1. 1
A nation turned from Burlington
County, N.J., where county workers
were ordered to stop wearing miniskirts in the office, and focused on the
sottspiiken president of an inconspicuous college in an obscure city south of
San Francisco. What right did he have
to cancel a football game?, many
asked. It is football.
Because I did "not have the right
to take chances with people’s lives,"
was Clark’s response.
It is still his response today. It is
important to remember, Clark said,
that the week unfolded against a backdrop of violence -- a siege of race
riots that had turned Detroit and Newark into battlefields that summer.
"Nineteen sixty-seven, the summer and early fall, was the peak of
urban riots." Clark said in a telephone
interview from his Eugene. Ore..
whole black community
home.
was seething angry and the white
community -- a segment of it likewise. It was a tinderbox."
The URSA sit-in was not to be,
however. Nor was the torching of
Spartan Stadium, or an outbreak of racial violence on campus.
On Thursday, after three days of
hearings, telephone calls and late’
night meetings, after what Clark
called a week that "should have
pricked our conscience." the president was ready to answer the URSA.
Clark announced to 1.200 students and college officials in Concert
Hall that afternoon that the entire
Greek system was on probation.
Clark rebuked the system for
being "the focus of discrimination
and prejudice and somgnines bigotry. Although all campus organizations are required to sign anti -discriminatory
pledges.
Clark
said,
fraternities and sororities often "do
not follow their word when it comes
to the pledging of black Minorities."
Clark’s startling announcement
was followed by criticism from members of the Greek community. Many
complained that Clark had not consulted them and was too swift in taking
action. Others directed their anger at
Harry Edwards and the URSA.
Clark gave the Greek system
until Nov. I "to present a plan of action to implement their declaration
they do not discriminate." These
plans would have to be approved by
the national parent organizations of
SJS fraternities and sororities, he said.
Until then. SJS Greek houses could
not hold formal rush.
Other terms of the probation required that fraternities and sororities
immediately begin recruiting minori-

ties and create a board to review discrimination cases.
The Greek system complied with
Clark’s demands, and probation was
lifted in early December
Other plans Clark announced that
Thursday afternoon were less controversial and were generally approved
by the campus community.
Though he mentioned no specifics. Clark told the large crowd in Concert Hall that the college would work
to recruit more ethnic minorities.
Exact figures were not kept in 1967.
but a random survey that yc,ir estimated that 7.42 percent of SJS’s
22.00() students were black. Asian or
Hispanic. Estimates for the black population ranged from 70 to 200 students, less than 1 percent in either
case.
Clark also announced to the assembly that he would create the posi
of ombudsman to help minorities find
housing and to "expose" landlords
and campus groups that discriminate.
The position was the first of its kind in
this country among an institution of
higher education. Nine months later.
CSC’ trustees encouraged other campuses in the system to create
ombudsman posts to combat a growing unrest on college campuses.
On Friday. Clark asked campus
minister J. Renton White to fill the
post.
White had spent much of his
adult life fighting the racism he first
encountered in his Alabama home.
Immediately before coming to SJS in
1961 as a campus minister. White was
on the Mayor’s Human Relations
Council in Lincoln. Neb.. working to
eliminate housing discrimination near
the University of Nebraska.
’twenty years later, White is still
somewhat amazed by the attention his
appointment created.
"When I got home the night I
was made ombudsman. there were
telephone calls to my home from all
over the United States," he marvelled. "It was on the front page of the
New York Fines. It was in the Chicago Tribune. It was everywhere.
Rumors were everywhere. too,
Thurday night. By placing all fraternities and sororities on probation. Clark
had, in the ayes of some, announced
to the world that SJS’s Greek system
was guilty of racism. The burn -baby burn militants of Oakland and San
Francisco had been watching the evening news as closely as anyone.
Panhellenic met in a special session that night and advised all sororities to evacuate.
At school Friday morning, nary a
pledge pin or a Greek letter could be
found among the faces that jammed
into Concert Hall to hear Edward’s response to Clark’s proposals.
At a meeting the night before.
the URSA had voted 56-3 in favor of
accepting the president’s plans to
campus discrimination.
eliminate
There would be no demonstration,
Edwards told the overflowing crowd
of 2.600. Fraternity row was safe. Edwards made this clear in a warning to
black students and overzealous outsiders who might have been listening:
"If any of you flip a cigarette
butt in the wrong direction or even
light a gum wrapper on this campus,
you better make sure the authorities
get to you before we do."

the week ended quickly, but
politicians kept it alive as they reaffirmed their liberal or conservative alliances in the media.
’nos! mutably . Gov.
Critb:s
Ronald Reagan. Superintendent of
Public Instruction Max Rafferty and
lashed
State Sen. Clark Rradlei.
out at Clark’s decision to cancel the
football game. Rafferty declared to
the press. "Ill had to call in the U.S.
Marine (’orps. that game would have
been played. Reagan said he, too,
would have employed "the necessary
force and law enforcement" to ensure
that the game wen) on. The governor
accused Clark of "yielding’ to the
black protesters.
But White maintained that Clark
was "a tough nut. He didn’t give in to
unreasonable kinds of things. He did
things out of principle, and he was
highly principled.’’
Clark had his share of supporters
in 1967, including the CSC Board of
Trustees. the SJS chapter of the
American Federation of Teachers.
student organizations and religious
and civil rights organizations.
"Clark was a well -respected
president." said English Professor
John Galm, who was All president
in 1967. "People just thought. It’
that’s what Clark thought had to be
done, he probably had good reason to
do it.’ "
Clark, who described himself as
"very sensitive and very uneasy"
about racial discrimination, said minority students gained substantial
ground from the URSA protest.
The most noticeable changes
were in off-campus housing and in the
administration’s efforts to recruit
more ethnic minority students and
staff.
White said.
"Within a year.
"we were not having the same pattern
The landdiscrimination.
cif (housing)
lords knew that if they. indeed. did
discriminate, then it was not going to
be a private matter: it was going to be
a public affair."
But the concept of equality in
housing was not viewed by everybody
as a posinsv step. "I had a file about
this thick with hate mail," White
said, indicating about three inches

with his fingers. "tremendous. horrible kinds of hate ;nail
Clark established an Fducational
Opportunity Program. one of the first
in the countr). The program, designed
to recruit disadvantaged students,
largely blacks and Hispanics. more
than tripled the college’s black population in tall 1968.
Another reverberation of the
September URSA protest began to
take shape almost immediately . The
black power movement had spawned
a movement of a different color.
"Harry ilf.dwardfd protested and
raised the issues of the blacks,"
White said "Immediately alter that.
the Chicanos said. .00k . pay attention to us as well. We, too. hase complaints. We. too, have concerns..
Within weeks of the URSA protest, the fledging Mexican-American
Student Confederation objected to the
faculty produced film "A Day ot
Concern,’’ a series of interviews with
ethnic minority students. In a letter to
administrators, MASC called the film
"a clear-cut case of discrimination"
because. of 15 people interviewed, 11
were black and only four were Hispanic, despite the large Hispanic population in San Jose. MASC threatened
to disrupt the scheduled showing of
the film if changes were not made.
The threat, the negotiations and
the late -night meetings that followed,
mirrored the events of just a few
weeks before. At the last minute.
Clark canceled the film’s showing.
and the producers agreed to rework it.
was tinally
"A Day of Concern
shown about a month atter Hispanic
students first raised objections.
"The truth of the matter is, the
film didn’t change a great deal."
White said. "But the Chicano community telt tin had been listened to."
During the next two years. Hispanic students shouted louder and
louder. And the college listened. Hispanic’s demanded a column in the
Spartan Daily. and got it. They demanded more Hispanic faculty, and
got them. ’they demanded Mexican American courses, and got them.
Above all. they demanded that the
college recognize their Hispanic cul-

ture.
lki/ens of such wolf:sr. made up
the years 1967, 1968 and 1969. inc i
dents that former SJS toothall coach
Harry Anderson f. al led ’ growing
pains. They were trustrating times
im White, ,A Ili, resigned alter a year
because "1 ne%er really telt I got the
confidence of the Chicano community
.And they were frustrating times
tor Clark. As Hispanic students began
to flex their muscles, blacks continued
to flex theirs. At the saute time. student and faculty protests against the
war in Vietnam otten took on the aspects of war themselves.
’There weren’t very many presidents who had a %cry long tenure in
that time. Galin said. San Francisco
State College, which was rocked by
violent student and faculty protests in
the late ’Ms. Weill through seven
presidents in eight years,
A disturbing teachers’ strike
dogged Clark’s heels in the last days
of his tenure at SJS. The strike got out
of hand when the AFT allowed the
radical group Students for a Democratic Society into its meeting. Galin
said.
Galni suggested that the strike
made it easier for Clark to leave SJS
when the University of Oregon offered him the presidency there.
"It’s very possible that that did
make it easier for me to go." said
Clark, who was a teacher and administrator at Oregon before assuming the
SJS presidency. in 1965. "I also realized that in times of great tension,
one’s ability to contribute may be
somewhat less than in normal times."
When Clark announced that he
had accepted the Oregon post in May
1969. 1,500 students gathered in Morris Dailey Auditorium to show their
support for the president. "Should I
say I love you?’ Clark asked. A thunderous standing ovation followed
Clark as he walked off the stage, ending the first chapter of a racial struggle
for equality at SJS.
"It’s a chapter in the evolution of
our society," Bronzan said. "And I
know there are a million miles to go.
but it’s at least a first step."

The changing of the guard. . .
By Jeni Uyeda
Working under three SJS1.1 presidents. Hobert Burns has seen the
school’s changing colors.
"From 1966 to 1983 there has
been an increasing growth of ethnic
changes within San Jose State University . . (The growth) is not just seen
in one minority group but all the minority groups." said Burns. retired
academic vice president.
In his early years at San Jose
State. Hispanics comprised about 7
percent of the student population. and
blacks less than I percent. Now 4 percent of the university population is
black. and Burns has seen a shift toward greater Asian representation.
Burns served as academic vice
president for 17 years. During this
time, he served under presidents Robert Clark, John Bunn! and Gail Fullerton. He said he was responsible for

curriculum instructions and research
for faculty appointment. hiring, promotions and tenure.
At the beginning of Burns’ term.
Clark was creating a new position for
the first
the post of ombudsman
such administrative designation in the
country, Clark appointed a local minister. J. Benton White. to the position.
power
He said the black
movement was in full swing during
Clark’s term in office. In the fall of
1967. sociology instructor Harry Edwards and the Black Student Asmicia[ion demanded the elimination of discrimination in three areas: off-campus
housing. the Greek system and the
athletic department. (lark canceled
the San Jose State -University of Texas
at El Paso football game because of
threats of violence .
’I think he handled the situation
very well . . He did the only thing
possible.’ Burns said. "He made the

decision for fear of people getting
hurt.
"I remember one meeting with
Edwards, President Clark and Athletic
Director Robert Bronzan. Harry told
us that he would try to ensure that
there would he no violence and nobody hurt, but that tempers were high
and he couldn’t guarantee it." Burns
said.
He said Clark asked F.dwards if
he should cancel the game. "and to
the best of my memory. Harry replied, ’Well, that’s up to you. its
your
responsibility’
President
Clark.’ ’
Burns said he discussed the situation with Clark and Bran/an and they
decided to cancel the game even
though it meant paying a $25.1)(X)
guarantee to irrEy.
.At one time Clark was ready to
’do in’ the Greek system if they didn’t
come around on the discrimination
issue," he said. "I think it was this
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John Buntel discusses not being
intimidated by student groups. the Bakke
decision. affirmative action, and his years at
San Francisco State University and SJS1’.
Kenneth K Lam

Hiring practices
benefit women,
not minorities
By Margo Joesten
In his opening addics. to NMI

ta. tin> 111,10k:is in tall 1972.
President John Bun7e1 said, "Governmental encouragement ot
preferential hiring based solely on racial classification can only increase the importance of race in our already race -ridden society.’’
Twelve years later, in a speech before the Commonwealth
Club. Bunzel said. "I do not favor allimiative action when it becomes, in practice. a policy
for racially preferential hiring." Quota systems are a
form of prejudice because
preferential
require
they
treatment of minority groups.
Untel said.
Last month in a conference room at the Hoover Institution at Stanford University, where he is now a
research fellow.. the 63 -yearold Nunn! said. "I was called racist all the time. A lot of people
don’t like to get into situations which can lead to being called a
racist - -that got:, right to the gonads.’’ Bunn’ said.
As university president. Bunzel resisted the initiation of affirmative action, contending that he was "opposed to the use of
any form of quota sy stem that would move to the concept of race
or sex as an exclusise or predominant criterion for faculty hiring.’’
But in 1974, he founded SJSLI’s affirmative action office and
appointed its first coordinator.
And when Stephen Faustma, accepted the position as the affirmative action coordinator at SJSU in September 1974, he did so
with his ’% C’. vs ide open.
In an article in the Spartan Daily. soon after he was hired.

Faustina was quoted as saying. "Some of the things he I Buniel
said are true. Affirmative action guidelines are a matter of interpretation. Some people wish to interpret ’goals’ as being quotas
and nii amount of argument will convince them.
Bunnl spent his last four years at SJSU defending his stance
against his self-appointed adversary. Faustina and others. A

’I was called racist all the time. A lot of people don’t
like to get into situations which can lead to being
called a racist that goes right to the gonads.’
John Bunzel

stance that at one time led the Associated Students to seek his resignation.
As far back as 1946, Butwel fought quota systems.
Bunn!, SJSU president from 1970-78, said that as a Princeton University student in the 1940s he formed a liberal student
union to get the school to drop their quota system and accept students based "on merit and potential with backgraound, color and
race unimportant," Runny! said.
INTIM objected to the use of quota systems in reaching affirmative action goals for hiring and university enrollment, then as
well as now. However, during his tenure. Bunlel made many.
hires which today would he considered affirmative action. And
Bun/el was proud of those appointments.
I ’niter his direction in the ’70s, the uniersit impro%cd op.

portunifies for women. He appointed Dr. Gail Fullerton as graduate studies dean, making her the first woman academic dean in
SJSU history. He recalled, "She was delighted to accept this appointment because she knew I was not appointing her because she
was a woman."
In addition to Fullerton’s appointment. Bunn’ proinoted
many women in his administration. According to Runlet these appointments were not token ones, nor were they filled to meet any
predetermined quotas. They were appointments with honor and
the results of genuine searches for the best qualified nubs ’duals
said Rutuel.
1B. Charles Burdick. dean of the School of Social Sciences
alleges, "We have three levels of society. White males, one,
white females, two and minorities. three. Affirmative action has
benefited white women, considerably. It has not addressed the minority issue at all."
Burdick respects liun/el’s views, nut he believes Buniel is
unrealistic about society. "He stands on the image of excellence.
I have no trouble with that because that’s what we all stand on, hut
’
it doesn’t meet the social economic
Buniel opposes the use of quotas hut for Burdick that appears to he the only way to provide employment for minority
members in a society that is controlled by "male and female white
who have the system.’’
"For me quotas are really the only way they can do that. Hut
that confounds me and my dedication to excellence. Do you want
a policeman who is given a gun because he or she is a minority but
isn’t capable of being a policeman? That’s where I don’t know,"
Burdick said
Faustina. 46, who left SJSU in 1980 and recently took a posiWe page N

. .and the university’s changing colors
lasting effect which IS SCCII today." he
said." Whether people want to believe
it or not, there was a great deal of racism at San Jose State. I really think it
was unconscious tor the most pail. but
it was there.
"Since I was the chief academic
lhe tootbal I team was scheduled officer in the university . I was inIii play Brigham Young University volved in all of this. and I was conand this raised the ire of the the United cerned, he said.
Black Students for Action. The group
Burns served as interim president
demanded the removal of the athletic in 1969-1970. He said his main goal
director in favor ot a black replace- that year was to keep the campus
ment. Several black members of the functioning and move it toward unifootball team boycotted the game.
versity status.
’1 don’t think I was as successful
Burns said everylvdy supported
in this as I could have been.’ he said.
(’lark’s decisions on the issue of racThere are a thousand things I would
ism on campus. "Clark started by trydo differently...
ing to desegregate the campus fraterBums said his term was relanities and sororities and went on from
tively peaceful.
there .
’’ We had only $30 worth of dam"There is no doubt in my mind
that, as a result of President Clark’s age on campus and that was because
body broke a plate glass winactions, it definitely has had a longfn. nleiit that w .IN he cause ot ii
In 196a. White resigned from his
position. Ralph Pohlano was then appointed as the new ombudsman, and
he immediately faced another sticky
situation.

the
dow." he said. "That was u
whole year.’’
Harm
Edward.;
He recalls that
brother. James, was student hotly
president that year. ’Both Harry and
James Edwards were positive influences, in my opinion. Roth hal great
leadership qualities.’
Burns said you have to step carefully when it comes to implementing
affirmative action programs.
"I think that every university, including ours, has an obligation to go
out and try and get more minorities in
our student hotly." he said. "But we
have to he careful when we do this
that we don’t accept students who
really aren’t going to make it.**
The minority population in the
student body has increased tremendously, largely because of an influx of
Asians in the Bay Area. "There are
more Asians by far now than there
were before. I wouldn’t be surprised if

we haii
man) Asians on campus
now as Anglos.’ he said.
Burns said there wasn’t a iii
difference in serving as aCatIcil,
president under the three presidents
But he said every president musi
respond to the changing times.
’Under President Clark there
w as tremendous pressure within the
student hodx and it was the upset
years with the S’ietnaiii war 111,11 unit
wasn’t the case under presidents Ituimid and Fullerton,’’Burns said.
faculty,
by -and-large.
liked President Clark almost to a man,
but they weren’t too excited about
President litin/el.’ he said. "My impression was that they didn’t like the
standard of scholarship that Buniel
wanted them to accept tim . promotion.
retention, tenure and so on."

’Whether people
want to believe it
or not, there was
a great deal of
racism at San
Jose State.’
liobcrt

Burns
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Toward Equity: The Bunzel Years
’When minorities
are not seen in
positions of
authority . . . it is
seen as a subtle
way of
saying,’You don’t
fit in.’ ’

Hiring practices
benefit women,
not minorities
from page 7
non with the city of Oakland, said, When I first arrived. yes.
there was opposition. San Jose State was one of the last campuses
to hire an affirmative action officer. Bunnl resisted the position.
’ Most of the opposition was against the belief that affirmative action set up preferential treatments or set up different sets of
standards. but that wasn’t true."
Affirmative action was begun by President Johnson in 1967
to increase the number of minorities and women in the work
force. It also applies to disabled persons (Rehabilitation Act of
19731 and veterans (Veterans Readjustment Act).
Higher education was asked to comply with thei.e guidelines
in 1972.
Faustina’s first task was to make the university community
aware of affifmative action.
a voice
to tell the cam"I used the media as an organ
pus what affirmative action was," said Faustina.
Both flunzel and Faustina used the media to air their disparate sews. And Bunzel not only expressed his opinions on campus hut before U.S. Senate committeesand in local newspapers
and professional journals.
"My major achievement at SJSU was to develop certain policies and procedures where there were none," Faustina said.
Today’s SJSU equal employment opportunity/affirmative action director. Dr. Sam Henry. 39, who began in April 19111. would
consider a major achievement to be a noticeable increase in the
number of minority faculty members.
Affirmative action has been effective, according to Noble, in
allowing the university to diversify its faculty. "It looks to me.
just from a very superficial observation of what’s been coming in
already in hires for next year, that we are continuing to diversify
the faculty.
At SJSU. females have benefited from affirmative action.
This is evidenced by the recent appointment by Fullerton of Dr.
Rose Tscng as dean of the School of Applied Arts and Sciences.
The current university administration includes as female
leaders Fullerton. interim Academic Vice President Dr. Arlene
Okerlund. Noble, Dr. Serena Stanford. associate academic vice
president/graduate studies and research. Connie Sauer, associate
executive vice president/business affairs. Dr. Ruth Hither, library
director and many other women as associate deans and department
chairpersons.

Samuel Henry

The California State University Chancellor’s Office has also
recognized the shortage of available applicants with doctorates
and is initiating a new program.
The "CSU Forgivable I xianiDoctoral Incentive Program foi
Minorities and Women" is designed to increase the minority and
female faculty representation in the CM.’ by offering financial as
sistance to female or ethnic minority graduate students pursuinc
doctoral degrees of value to the (’St "lbe CSU is interested iii
candidates from the fields of life and physical sciences, math
ematics, statistics. computer science and engineering.
This three-year pilot project will begin in fall IWO.
"I think it’s one of the most exciting things we’ve seen be- .
-cause it makes it possible for us to do something about the problem and something other than an immediate short term solution,"
Noble said.
Noble behest, that ethnic minority faculty members ’genui
nely provide us vs ith role models appropriate for the kind of student body that we have."
Henry agrees
"When minorities are not seen in positions of authority or in
career fields it is seen as a subtle way of saying ’you don’t fit
in’." Henry said.
Noble also believes that "by having as teachers people who
have different kinds of backgrounds we are exposed to ideas and
perspectives that we would not have otherwise."
And being exposed to different cultures and experiences can
help people unlearn prejudice Henry said.
During the early years of affirmative action, Noble, acting
chairman of the political science department, remembered that the
faculty was concerned about the new program.
"I think faculty have generally felt that they did not discriminate against people along racial, ethnic or sexual lines and therefore perhaps felt unduly accused with the advent of programs,
having as at least part of their premise, that past discrimination
had occurred on campuses.
"Faculty had generally perceived themselves as open and
fair and considered implications to the contrary as insulting."
Noble said.
"Our prejudices are learned from our cultural groups. Wc
carry a knapsack that tells us ’our" way is right. Henry said
"It’s always a you -know -how -they -arc attitude."
Prejudices can be unlearned by becoming aware of what piejudice is, what our own prejudices are and how our prejudices alfeet other people. Henry said.
"Hiring minorities is crucial if we are to improve minority
student enrollment." Henry said. ’"I’he faculty are the people six
dents have the most contact with.
"When minorities aren’t visible in teaching positions. what
we’re doing is giving the minority
student a clear message that says.
’You don’t fit.’ "

’We have three
levels of society:
White males, one,
white females,
two, and
minorities, three.’
Charles Burdick

Statistics from his office indicate
that current faculty minority representation is 12 percent. In I9116. out
of 1.49K faculty positions. 36 were
held by blacks. St by Hispanics, 92
by Asian -Americans and none by
American Indians. this is an increase
of 19 minority representatives over
19115 statistics.
Henry visited more than 1100
campus recruitment committees Iasi
tqll, encouraging them to hire more
minorities and outlining ways to find
qualified minority candidates, but
only K percent of the new faculis
members hired were minority.

Broadcaster
credits FOP
for opportunity
By Lynn Louie
Hey, you! Are you a broadcast major ’Surprises], Manuel Ramos turned to fax.,
who addressed him with an expression of "Who in,
Ramos was in the journalism building seek ine
information about a minor in journalism. ’lin.
ultimately made him change his major and he h,,, heen
the broadcasting field lin 14 years now.
Ramos. 35. who has been K PI X -Channel S’s South
Ray bureau chief tor six years. entered San Jose State as part
of an active fshicational t tpportunity Program in tall 1971
While in high school, some &IS Hispanic students visited his school trying to encourage kids to attend college.
(hese students, who were working in conjunction with
If 11’. showed Ramos and some friends they could aspire to
go into higher education.
"Had it not been for FOP, I would’ve never made it
through .’ he said.
In his neighborhixxi in Fast Salinas, graduating from
high school was an achievement. Ramos said. Boys in
Salinas usually followed in their fathers footsteps and went
into agriculture or mechanical work, he said. College was
not an expected future reality for him or his friends.
Ramos had taken some police science courses at
Hartnett College in Salinas, which he continued at &NU.
Ramos said many Hispanics thought the only fields
open to them were teaching, social work and other similar
fields. But he wasn’t interested in those fields.
"I decided I wanted to be a police officer. Ramos
said. "I never saw a I.atin on TV or even a I.atin reporter. ’
Luckily. Ramos got a break with the FOP deal. Among
other things, requirements such as taking college
preparatory classes and the Scholastic Achievement Test
were waived. But he and other Hispanics had to write the
mandatory essays. receis ing help with grammar and
structure.
’Upperclassmen took us under their w ings. Ramos
said. They tutored and helped Ramos and others.
In addition, the new students received state grants and
federal loans which helped subsidi/e their education.
’Some people and outsiders didn’t think we could cut
it,’’ he said. Not included in this group were students and
faculty, who Ramos said were friendly and supportive.
"We were breaking stereotypes we came to college
with." Ramos said.
Ramos enrolled in a course in broadcasting because of
the incident in the journalism building and because he
needed a minor. The $1,000 minority scholarship offered
KIN-IN -Channel II may have been an incentive too.
A lingering interest in journalism, starting in high
school, resurfaced after taking the course, and he
subsequently changed his mind and his major.
"I knew I’d like (journalism) a lot more than being a
police officer. Ramos said. "I loved journalism in high
school and thought I was good but it never occurred to me to
pursue it (as a majoth
"It helped having someone tell you you could do it."
Neither of Ramos’ two broadcast professors. Rik
Whitaker and Gordon Greb. recollect asking the question
that would ultimately change his career, hut both remember
him as a promising student.
The department got some very good mmonty students.
including Ramos. said Whitaker, now chairman of the
Department of Journalism. Broadcast and Speech at Buffalo
State University in New York.
Greb, the other professor who may have asked Ramos
that all-important question said he has been involved with
minority recruitment since he joined the twulty in 19.5b.
’’I’ve always had my door open... he said, adding that
young people need encouragement and he wanted to help.
( ireb was a member of the minority scholarship
committee of judges for K MA/ for several years. He said
it’s quite possible he asked Ramos the memorable question
"I was interested in getting good candidates.’
’thirteen years after Ramos’ graduation. Greb said.
"I’m glad he (Ra
is in the field."
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Toward Equity: The Bunzel Years
By Andrew F. Hamm

Whites
feel
affirmative
action
backlash

Attionative Action. the federal government’s
policy of correcting past discrimination by encouraging the hiring of minorities and women, has some
white college students complaining that in the real
to help minorities succeed, they are being left to
fend for themselves.
For minorities, affirmative action is a signal
from Congress that discrimination is officially illegal. More importantly, it says talent is an arbitrary
thing and that people from different cultural background can become qualifiable for most jobs, if
given the chance. said John Jacobs. president of the
National Urban league.
In u column published Feb. b in the Spartan
Daily, City Editor Paula Christiansen said she has
seen fellow students receive scholarships and internships under various minority endowment programs
and is unhappy with what she sees.
"With affirmative action, equal opportunity is
not equal. I don’t want any special treatment, but
scholarships. internships and things like that should
Ix. judged on quality alone. I’m being discriminated

against becauw .oineinic said I didn’t suffer
enough." Chrisiniscn said.
Gary B. Wesley. 33, a San Jose civil rights attorney, says that people who can’t find jobs begin to
look for excuses and that affirmative action is a
handy one .
"People are still actively being held down, not
by everybody in the white majority of society but it
is there." Wesley said. "We must be aware that minorities are faced with discrimination at all levels of
education and this is reflected in things like test
scores for jobs and schools."
Wesley said it is possible for people that don’t
have the best test scores to possess the ability
needed to perform well in school or the work place.
"We have to consider what contributions people from diverse backgrounds can give to a university, and what these people can give to sociert once
they graduate." he said.
Christiansen does not dispute that more minorities are needed in school and in positions of authority, just that minorities should have to meet the
same qualifications as anybody else.

"There are many ways to go about getting
what they want.’ Christiansen said. "I believe that,
if someone wants something bad enough. he will
find a way to qualify for it."
But Jacobs cites an article by Ed Jones in the
Harvard Business Review titled "Black Managers:
black
the Dream Deferred" which states that ".
managers continue to encounter discriminatory attitudes that impose double standards and soul-destroying pressures."
Wesley said that discrimination nowadays is
more subtle and therefore harder to fight.
"We ought to be suspicious of people at all
levels of the decision-making process whose
mindset excludes minorities and women." Wesley
said.
Jacobs said that unequal opportunio produces
unequal results. Christiansen, and others like her,
see "unequal results" meaning that the must lose
so that others may gain.
"We need to come up with a test that treats everyone equal." Christiansen said. "I don’t see how
giving someone special advantages solves anything."

Demand for ethnic studies declines;
school dean combines departments
By Divya Jhala

41

perience of minorities, he said.
Twenty years ago. student vio"It was a racist interpretation of
lence
and
community
protests history and society." Lou said.
prompted universities all over the naPeople of color were considered
tion to introduce ethnic studies into as somehow being biologically, mentheir curriculums.
tally or culturally deficient. Lou said.
But today the demand for ethnic
Using the example of the world
studies at SJSU isn’t strong enough civiliration courses that usually focus
for Mexican -American. Asian Ameri- on western civilirations. I.ou said. "it
can and Afro-American studies to sur- is only the exotic courses that look at
vive as individual departments.
areas other than Eurrtpe, such as Asia
Recently, the SJSU’s administra- and India."
tion approved an action to reclassify
Protests toward this attitude
all 11 departments and 8 programs started with the Third World students’
Social
Sciences.
within the School of
strike at San Francisco State Univerthe school’s dean. Charles Burdick. sity that started a national interest
said in the March 3 issue of the Spar- throughout the nation’s universities
tan Daily this year.
for the establishment of ethnic studies
As part of this reclassification, or Third World studies, I.ou said.
these three previously inentioned ethnic studies departments will be consolidated into the general School of
Social Sciences department. along
with the Social Science Program and
Women’s Studies. They will all function under one chairman.
The restructuring of the school.
which was done because of low enrollment. will be implemented next
semester. Burdick said in the past
issue.
"It was an idea we reflected on .)
long time." Burdick said rec.:no.,
"This is not a minority unification
It’s a reorganintion of the School (it
Social Sciences."
Enrollment in social science has
declined precipitously in the past 10
years, he added and "we have not
been able to adjust to student needs."
Burdick added that most individuals resist change and that minorities
This dissatisfaction existed on
are bound to be suspicious because
they have been misused but some- other California university campuses
also, and it led to some violent incitimes it is necessary to make changes.
Raymond Lou. an associate pro- dents by students angry with current
fessor and program coordinator of academic offerings and the treatment
Asian American studies for nine of minorities. Lou said.
The idea of creating ethnic studyears, said. "Asian American studies
began in the late ’60s primarily by stu- ies departments wasn’t well received
dents who were dissatisfied with the by the university’s administration.
nature of instruction they were being 1.ou said.
"There was a great deal of oppooffered here."
The instruction was Euro-centric sition and resistance to teaching those
in the worst sense. Lou said. At its classes because this was a different
best, it excluded people of color in the model of interpreting society’ and hishistorical process and at its worst it in- tory.’I .ou said.
’And any time you challenge the
cluded a racist interpretation of the ex -

conventional wisdom of any vested
party, you’ll find resistance.
"The bottom line of these demands (in the early 60s) for ethnic
studies was the inclusion of people of
color in a meaningful manner into the
curriculum. Lou said
’’The most recent statistics say
that by 1992-95, the majority of student . in public schools from K-12 will
bc . on-Euro-Americans. " he said.
"California will be the first
World’ state in the U.S.. other
than Hawaii. It’s a changing, multicultural California,"
The department of Afro-American studies, which was also begun in
the 60s, will he classified as a program in fall of 1987.

’Looking at the
current statistics (of
hispanic enrollment), I
think they are low in
terms of the population
of the Hispanics in San
Jose which is greater
than the Asian American
population.’ Felix Garcia

"I have no comment about that
process it reclassification." said Steven Millner, chairman of Afro-American Studies.
The program was established in
the late ’60s as a consequence of students, faculty and community concerns and protests. Millner said.
In 1969. SJSU started the Mexican-American Studies Department for
the same reason as the other ethnic
studies departments, which was to satisfy’ students’ needs.
"Historically. the traditional departments did not meet the needs of
the Mexican -American students com-

munity." said Feliciano Riscra.
chairman of Mexican -American studies.
Mexican-American studies is
now a program (instead of a department). he said. The decision to reclassify it was entirely administrative.
"We have nothing to do with
what happened to the department. We
don’t run the department." Rivera
said.
According to Rivera, the low enrollment is a national trend that is
showing decline in enrollment in humanities and social sciences.
The only enrollment increase in
the ’70s has been in the schools of engineering and business, he said.
A professor and former chairman
of Hispanic-American studies. Felix
Garcia, commented on the enrollment
statistics.
"Looking at the current statistics
(of hispanic enrollment), I think thc
are low in tem% of the population of
the Hispanics in San Jose, which is
greater than the Asian American population." Garcia said.
Garcia’s main concern is the
dropout rate in high schools today, especially among the Hispanic -American population.
There is a possibility that some
of these students have to work to
make a living so they have to decide
whether to stay in the university and
get their degree or just go to work, he
said.
The important thing is how many
students get degrees.
In some areas, Hispanic -Americans are getting degrees, but in some
areas, particularly in San Jose, they’re
not.
Asian -Americans arc getting a
great percentage of the degrees in
terms of students who enroll in the
universities. Garcia said.
He added that if there is high percentage of Asian Americans on campus and a low percent get degrees,
then the university is in trouble.
But if there is a low number of
Hispanic -American students and
t
of them receive degrees. the university’s definitely doing its job. Garcia
said.
Students in Mexican -American

’There was a
great deal of
opposition and
resistance to
teaching those
classes because
this was a
different model of
interpreting
society and
history.’
Raymond Lou

studies are moistly Hispanics. but in
recent years, others have started taking an interest and participating.
Die main purpose of the department is to gain a perspective of
people who are different from you,
whether it’s in ethnicity or symbolic
culture.’ Garcia said.
Responding to a question on how
he felt about SJSU’s efforts to encourage minorities to continue their education. Garcia said. "An attitude by itself is not enough. It will contribute
toward helping out, but its not
enough.
"We have to build up their
skills,’’ he said.
"We have to create skills in high
schools that will increase their
chances of surviving
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Win, lose or draw?

rardetroezrriadst

By Brian Fedrow

What they say today. . .
’There’s a lot of intellectual smog being thrown over the issue (of
quotas).. . the whole key is whether or not you believe that preferential treatment should be given based on race, and that question is being decided always by courts and never politicians...’

Former &ISO President John Bunzel, March 1987

’The more I look at Bakke. the more I see
it as a road map on how to build a case and
win . . . when I want to come back to
SJSU. I’ll bring a court order to come back
-- Grad school applicant Bobbie Celestine

’Quotas have been used to increase some under-represented
minorities on campuses, but they’re also being covertly used now
to prevent disproportionate representation of specific
minorities.. .’ the group most victimized by these ’reverse quotas’
is Asian Americans, who lately have been outperforming most
other ethnic groups in academics . .
Wall

Street Journal. February 1987

I he man who set off heated campus debates,
spirited protests and nationwide charges of educational racism has remained silent since 1978
Allan Bakke, the quiet Ames Research Center engineer who charged the University of CalitOmia at Davis Medical School with reverse di,
crimination when he was rejected in favor ot
minority applicants, has refused to give interstews discussing the historic Supreme Court case
that bears his name. Bakke. 45. who was admitted to the school under the court’s 5-4 decision
in June 1978. graduated from UC-Davis four
years later and now works as an anesthesiologist
at the Olmstead Medical Group in Rochester.
Minn.
Bakke’s charges id reverse discrimination
cic based on line 22 id the Davis Medical
School Application which read: "Applicants from
economically and educationally disadvantaged
backgrounds are evaluated by a special suhcommince ol the admissions committee It you wish
your application ii, he considered by this group.
check this space " The medical school reser, ed
lb out of 1114) spaces in the entering class tor these
" I ask I ttfCe.. students and Bakke challenged and
defeated the regents of the Ilniversitt ill Calitoriita Ile said his excellent qualifications Were
t
crlooked in favor ot affirmative action and de, icier his personal goals were worth risking the ire
,i1 every minority group in the country.
Though the West Coast battleground for
Bakke was an hour north in Davis. SJSU was the
site of numerous Bare -ups between then-President
john Bunyel and vociferous anti -Bakke students.
"I came hack from lunch one day and found
70 students on the first floor ot Tower Hall waiting to confront inc for my stand on the Bakke
case." Flun7c1 recalled in a recent interview.
"We had a lively discussion. I made my points
and they made theirs."
Members of the SJSU campus community

hotly debated the Bakke question for months betore the decision. A.S
ice President Edna
Campbell lamented the prospect ol a pro-Bakke
Its difficult
outcome at the time. saying,
enough for minorities to make it here at SJSU
even with affirmative action . Just weeks before
the June 197/I Supreme Court ruling. the Spartan
Daily called the Bakke case "a rallying cry for
college students the likes ,it which has not been
heard since the ins i.I11111 Oi Cambodia in April
1970.’’
Bunzel said he suspects the decision actually
"has had little affect at SJSI I." because while it
admitted Bakke to CC -Davis. it upheld the right
of um, ersities to consider race in admissions,
though not in rigid quotas. Ile said that I C -Davis
made the mistake ot publicly setting aside an
exact percentage ot spots based on race. which Ile
calls "satistv mg the shim -term numbers game.’
011 C:111.( make equality like you make in slant piitat,,es... ltijn,eI said "Most Americans
one should get a chance, hut would
"ill 1
drav, a solid line at preterential treatment or quotas. Numbers shouldn’t he the engine to drive the
machine "
Niter being iciected by several medical
schooIs. Bakke decided his numbers - a 3.51
N I scores that ho, ered in the ,/Oth
(WA and
were too good to he denied again.
percentiles
scores
don’t tell the entire story id a med1 -hough
ical school hopeful. Bakke contended that Task
Force students w iii GPAs below 2.5 were taking
up precious spots in school that he deserved.
Bobbie Celestine. a IMO Si St journalism
graduate who is black. thinks that grades, scores
tests continue to weigh unfairly against
biased
and
"disadvantaged" minorities applying for master’s candidacy He has heen rejected admission
to the SJSU graduate mass communications program several times and is contemplating legal action against the school, even though Celestine’s
overall GPA does not qualify him for the pro -

Counselor uses past ordeals to help students
"firing back rhar bit -in’ feeling
’caul,. if v gone, Cu iii’. g
anti

On

The Righteous Brothers

By Suzanne Espinosa
Peter Michel V.
washing dishes in the
kitchen of a crowded .1st San Jose bar and grill
the evening the Righteous Brothers performed
some 20 years ago. ahout the time Michel began
thinking he could he something more.
A waitress had come into the kitchen through
a swing door and for a brief moment Michel was
able to catch a glimpse of the two-man rock hand
doing its thing on stage. The waitress unloaded an
armful of dirty dishes, splattering some uneaten
remains onto Michel’s shirt. "I wasn’t feeling
very good about myself," said Michel, recalling
that one of the Righteous Brothers walked into the
kitchen later during a break. He had been looking
for a soda and began talking with Michel. "He
asked me. ’How’s it going?’ and I told him, ’I’m
just working.’
"He made me feel good just talking to me
like a normal person, especially after someone
just threw food at me, Michel said, his tone low.
Today. Michel has cause to remember the
significance of self-esteem as the Mexican -American associate director of the Educational Opportunity Program at SJSU. He sat hack against his
chair’s high backrest in his office at Wahlquist Ii ’nary Central in a gray tweed jacket and burgundy
tic.
Michel’s work involves attracting and admitting low income and minority students to SJSU.

Ile reviews tiles of people who have been denied
admission to the university through FOP, which
admits both students who do not meet regular admission criteria and students who qualify for regular admission but need financial and academic
assistance to succeed.
Those appealing the admission denial see
Michel.
There was one girl who was denied admission through EOP." he recalled, "but the instant
she walked into this loom with her mother. you
could tell she was very bright.’’
In reviewing her file. Michel saw that she
had D’s and Ws throughout high school and that
her grade point average was 1.8. Her mother
explained to Michel
who spoke only Spanish
that the family supported itself through farm work
in the fields and the daughter was often pulled out
of school to help. After hearing their appeal.
Michel arranged for her acceptance to the university through F.OP. That was about 5 years ago.
last year. Michel received a phone call from
the young woman.
"You don’t remember me do you?" asked
the voice on the other end of the line.
He couldn’t recall the name.
She explained. "Remember. I came in with
my mother .
She graduated last year and began studying
psychology at the University of California.
"If I hadn’t had the experiences I had."
Michel said. 1 would’ve thrown her out. I
wouldn’t have given her a chance.’
Born in San Jose, Michel was the youngest
of 10 child ’n. His parents immigrated to the
United State- from Mexico in the 1920s and sup-

ported the family by picking fruits and vegetables
for farmers. The family often moved to and from
Santa Maria and San Jose in search of farm work.
At the age of ft. Michel began attending a two-teacher school in Santa Maria. His teacher’s class
had about 50 children between grades kindergarten and nine.
"I had a hard time," Michel said. "My
basic language was Spanish and in those days.
you couldn’t speak Spanish in school." But during the six years he spent at that school he met one
teacher who became interested in hiin and made
time to tutor him. "Her name was Mrs. Bu77etta.
She was somebody I could look up to. She made
learning fun although it was a negative experience.
Because his parents were often on the move.
Michel attended numerous schools before they finally settled in San Jose. By that time. Michel
was in the I I th grade. He transferred from a
school in Santa Maria to Sunnyvale High School.
"Al the beginning of my senior year. I quit
school. I just wanted to work." He worked several low -paying jobs
as a stock clerk, a busboy.
a field worker picking prunes. and as a dishwasher. But he was dissatisfied.
"I started looking around thinking, ’what
could I do with myself?’
"When I was in high school, everyone was
talking about either going into the service or
going to college. I didn’t think about college. Obviously, there was no money at home. My family
couldn’t support me. There were times when I
was just plain hungry I remember not having
money for lunch and just sitting around watching
everyone else eat.

"And, there uu us something unsaid in
family: if I went to work. I would be able to
by not asking for anything."
About 5 years after dropping out of
school, Michel passed a ( iTI) test and recebe
diploma. He went to waiter school for w I
and later trained to become a machinist. "1
i/ed education was the key. hut I felt really
combinable doing that (waiter and machm
kind ol work.
tie decided to go to college after taking
interest test that pointed out his strong areas a.
Oat work and counseling.
"I was really scared," Michel said
thought that college was not for MexiCall, It
for smart people." He commended Assembh
Jfir:rhcne.Vasconcellits’s idea for a self-esteem

Michel recalled that his mother tried to
courage him from leaving his job as a dishwa,
"She said I would be losing money and remit
me that with my job. I didn’t have to worry at
the rain. It wasn’t a seasonal job. I could work
doors and get lunch. But. I kept telling Ji
didn’t want that. She thought I was nuts.’’
She lived long enough to see hint reeei
bachelor’s degree in political science from Si!
but even then she was still skeptical, Michel
called.
Michel is the only member in his family
a college education. Of his nine brothers and
ters, two graduated from high school.
He received his master’s degree front 5
in 19/10 and has been working in the F.OP ol
since 1975. "It’s another world. Whenever I
around my family. I have to shift gears."
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imination suit
precedent
tin.
"Does a score really reflect ability?" asked
lestine. "You should have some reflz..tion it
ink groups at all levels of degree programs.
:en blacks who have Ph.D.s make less than
tir white counterparts.’
Celestine, 44, said a key argument that was
out of Bakke was the definition of disadvan(ed." Fle said troubles in English and philos,,
y classes combined with a rugged work svbcd
t led to the 2.0 GPA that he thinks is keeping
ii from being admitted. He also thinks that two
ars as a reporter in Lake Charles. I.a.. and
gged research he has done for a pending petnal income tax lawsuit show that he has the perfence needed to perform in graduate school.
liunzel said problems like Celestine’s, the
ikke decision and affirmative action stem from
.ing to quickly rectify racial inequality, and he
intends that a lot of effort has been put into
urking at the wrong end ot the pipe.’’
-We should start by tapping young minds in
tde school, the impoverished, the culturally deed." he said "IMisersities have a greater re.
,iosibility to schools than they re giv ing in help!. underprivileged students become further
uipped.’
Eor Celestine. it is too late for adolescent
dance Ile is currently unemployed, but he is
nsidering working as a paralegal while contemaing what to do about SJSU.
"I’ve always broken rank." claims Celese. "and I always will because if we had continto go along with the segregation laws, we’d
the in bondage."
The only bondage faced by a determined
’el named Allan Bakke was being barred from a
dession he desperately wanted to be a part of,
id though his original fears at being rejected
re based on age and not race. Bakke made the
rase "reverse discrimination’. a rallying cry for
me and a racist vulgarity. to lothers.

Kenneth K. LamInDEPTH pholograpi,
S.ISti President Gail Fullerton is pushing for educational equity at the same time the pool of eligible minorities is dwindling.

SJSU learns about equity
By Suzanne Espinosa
(.1)1v Aim’s: the process
developing knowledge. skili and chai
acter
d.,
EQUITY: fairness:
!’iiIorapmi
Ice

’I was really
scared. I thought
that college was
not for Mexicans.
It was for smart
people.’
Peter Michel

EDUCATION Al EDI I I
im.11
lie dictionary does,
One explanation 01 it ma) dine(
from the next
Remo:it 19141 and 1986. (h.state of California gave (’Ski approxi
mately $70 million fOr it. and more re
cently CSU Chancellor W. Ann Rey
nolds referred to a report on it as the
states "most important educational
blueprint.**
Educational equity could Mei
mine whether the state, and con,:
intently the nation, will suffer social Is
and economically.
It could determine whether a nu
especially black
malty student
Hispanic
is attracted to. kept in and
graduated trim, a college or university
"Educational equiiy. means different things to different people."
said Benjamin McKendall. SAWs associate dean ta student services.
"According to (Reynolds). it means
learning hoar to educate effectively in
a multicultural siiciety."
Educational equity is the concept
that each person should have access to
as much education as he or she could
benefit from, said Charles W. I andahl. CS( dean of educational support services and institutional relations.
Consuelo Rodriguei. associate
dean of educational equity. had to
think about it for a while. .....or provide opportunities . . for students

The enrollment breakdown
The most recent San Jose State University enrollment figures, for the fall semester of 1986, show that minority students now make up 33. 7% of the total.
The Asian category below includes Vietnamese. Koreans. Cambodians and
Thais. as well as Chinese. Japanese, Filipinos and Pacific Islanders. Hispanic
includes Mexican-Americans and Other Hispanics The Unknown category represents those students who chose not to give their ethnic origin.
While

58.9%

Asian
Hispanic

209%
7 1%

Black 40%
Indian Alaskan I I 7%
Unknown

7400

Scarce Office of Insteutionai Research

who historically have been severely
underrepresented in higher education . .
And the Reynolds -appointed Educational Equity Advisory Council
put it this way: ". . . as applied in the
CSI . i it) means justice, equal opportunity . fairness and impartiality in the
educational processes affecting underrepresented minorities . .
George Moore, SISLI Academic
Senate chairman, said, "The implication is in all of our great doctrines: Everyone should have a fair opportunity
Most people are in agreement that the
university should be fair, but what is
lair ’
"’llie problems come when you
have disadvantaged students. Do you
lower the entrance requirements"
The university established erne-

na iii .11.1111It only students u hi, a omit
hem benefit Iron, the instruction.
Moore said. "There’s no point in
coining to a university it you can’t
read. So, do you set up programs to
help the disadvantaged?"
While explanations of educational equity vary from one person to another. the significance of educational
equity was captured in the words of
’roma. A. Areiniega. president of
CSU Bakersfield, who emphasiled
the state’s changing population: Calitrimia will he the first U.S. mainland
state where the white majority will become the minority. as the Asian.
black and Hispanic populations increase.
Dmographic changs
"Although not sufficiently apparent yet to everyone, it is becoming

increasingly clear that everyone in
America has to stake in improving the
participation and achievement rates of
minorities in education." Areiniega
said.
During a speech at SIM! in
Man:h, he noted that U.S. birth rates
of minorities were surpassing those of
the white majority. which is not reproducing at a high enough rate to maintam itself.
"What makes these new demographic realities so problematic is that
they are occurring at the same time
that the U.S. population is growing
older," Arciniega said. "In 1983, just
four years ago, for the first time in
America’s history, we had more people over 65 than teen-age Americans."
After the retirement of the baby
hoom generation in about 2010, an estimated two taxpayers will be working
for every person on retirement
as
opposed to three taxpayers per retired
person today.
But, one of those two taxpayers
in 2010 will be non-white. he said.
The need to educate more minorities is occurring at the same time
there is a need to upgrade the quality
of education, because technologicid
advancement requires skilled and educated workers, Areiniega said.
"We will have it, improve the
caliber of the people we graduate. e) pecially in certain fields." he said.
noting that the U.S. economy is suf
fering as foreign competitors succeed,
"It is important to keep in min
the fact that the U.S. place in the ect mimic world order is no longer what it
once was. The new competitors arc
Continued on Page 12
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Educational equity

Teaching a university to cope
1,111111111’,ip,m

not just Japan . . and West Germany
.
but include many, many more
real and potent players such as Korea,
Singapore. China and Latin America."
Arciniega said the changing demographics should be viewed as an
opportunity because linguistic and
cultural diversity can be utilized to
uplift the economy. "We need leadership that is multilingual and multicultural. but also leaders who are confident of their own culture and
respectful of others . ’
American society is considered
by other nations as ethnocentric and
English -only oriented. Arciniega said.
noting that U.S. citizens historically
have been undereducated in other languages and cultures.
"Never has a university education been so fundamentally important,
both in determining a person’s future
at the individual level and in determining the future of that individual’s
soc iety . he said.
CSU Dean I .indahl said if educat onal equity efforts were not pursued
in California, the enrollment figures
if the state’s universities and colleges
would decline. "If you have fewer in
colleges, you’ll have fewer graduates.
If you have fewer graduates, youl
have fewer well-prepared people k
assume leadership positions in tilt.
state’s social, economic, piditical and

An education
in demographics
Here is a demographic checklist
showing how pluralism is affecting
life
and especially education
in California as well as other
Darts of the United States
Minorities will reach a majority
in California sometime during the
first decade of the 21st century
The 1984 Hispanic birth rate
nationally was 86 births per 1.000
females, for blacks. 72, for
whites. 64 The white population
is not reproducing at a rate fast
enough to maintain itself
In 22 states. including California, 15 or more of all births are
Hispanic Because the average
age of Hispanics is 22. many Hispanic women are now in the
prime child-bearing age By contrast. the average age of whites is
31 and of blacks. 25
di In California. 48c of all children
in the public schools are nonwhite. and more than 60. of
Mose are Hispanic
By the year 2030, Asians will
make up more than 25% of the
population in the San Francisco
Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area,
Sources U S Census Bureau
and Tomas A Arciniega. president, Cal State Bakersfield

cduxational I mechanisms i
The problem of attracting, retaining and graduating more minorities is
nationwide. In February. representatives from 28 liberal -arts colleges and
universities across the nation met in
Pennsylvania to discuss strategies on
how to increase the dwindling pilot of
eligible minority students from which
they draw. Many drop out before
graduating from high school, according to the Chronicle of Higher Education. The concern was that by the turn
of the century, one of every three possible students would be a minority
who would be poorer and less academically prepared than other students.
The representatives agreed on a set of
recommendations that were similar to
those suggested last year by CSU’s
Educational Equity Advisory Council.
which Chancellor Reynolds appointed
in 1985.
"There has been some form of
educational equity for close to 20
years," I.indahl said. "The Legislature has given us a considerable
amount of money to pursue educational equity, and it was time to sit down
and take a good hard look at whether
we were getting as much as we should
for the dollar and whether there were
ways we could do it better.
Wanted: Minorities
The council, in a 1986 report on
educational equity, stated that there
arc ways to do it better.
Despite the $70 million of state
funds given to CSU between 1981 and
1986 for educational equity, the council concluded that:
CSU is failing to attract Hispanics and blacks into freshman
classes in percentages commensurate
with their high school graduation
rates.
More than two-thirds of new
black students and one-half of new
Hispanic students entering the CSU
system do not qualify for regular admission criteria and are admitted as
"special admits. The Educational
Opportunity Program, which admits
some students through lower admission standards, can take an amount of
"special admits" that amounts to no
more than 10 percent of the total enrollment at the university.
New community college transfer rates for blacks and Hispanics are
somewhat below their respective high
school graduation rates.
Five-year graduation rates for
blacks and Hispanics, whether admitted to CSU through regular or special admission criteria, arc substantially lower than such rates for Asian
and white students.
The way to increase the involvement of minorities within CSU is by
increasing high school graduation
rates and community college transfer
rates, the council noted. "In the interim, however, this system as well as
other post -secondary educational institutions, public and private, must
take all feasible steps to stop the decline of higher education participation
rates for ethnic minorities,’’ the council stated.
If equity is not pursued. American society would he characterized by

cational Opportunity Program and
Student Affirmative Action, which
are specifically geared to increase minority participation in higher education.
CSU effort
Chancellor key nolds issued a directive last year x ailing for each of the
19 CSU campuses to strengthen its educational equity efforts based on the
council’s recommendations.
"My initial response to it when I
read it was to note that they were
asking us to do that which we had already done, for the most part." SJSU
President Gail Fullerton said. "There
were, however, directives to go further than we have. One of their concerns was that faculty take some specific responsibility (in educational
equity)."
According to deans at the chancellor’s office, the success of educational equity depends upon the involvement of faculty, staff and
administrators.
"You’ve got to get the entire
university to feel the accountability
for achieving educational equity.
Lindahl said. "What we’ve called for
is for each campus to spread the responsibility. not just confine it to programs such as Student Affirmative
Action.
"What the council concluded
Arlene Okerlund
was that it is too easy for the institution to shuffle off the educational equity responsibility to these programs."
Bert Rivas, CSU director of rea pattern of highly educated upper-and
tention
services and a consultant to the
middle-class whites and a permanent
undereducated class which is mostly council, said one problem with
spreading responsibility from specialminority, the council noted. ’Such a
consequence, in the minds of many, ized programs to professors, counselcould only lead to educational and ors and administrators is that not evuniversity
within
the
economic apartheid in the state of Cal- eryone
understands the difficulties or imporifornia."
CSU asks the stair for money to tance of attracting and retaining miexpand or stall nes% educational equity nority students.
Getting faculty participation will
programs every year, Lindahl said.
This year, however. Gov. George be one of the most difficult goals to
achieve.
Rivas said. "The most diffiDeukmejian has not budgeted any
money for CSU educational equity. cult thing is to have the total univerCSU asked for $2.5 million to expand sity understand what the problem is. I
a current program and start a new one. think there are some well-meaning
CSU wants to expand a program faculty that just don’t know some of
in which college students tutor col- the problems we have in terms of aclege-bound minority students in mid- cess and retention of minority studle schools. The program. called dents. If they knew more about it. I
"College Readiness." was started think they would join the effort,"
He said the success of educatiothis year. SJSU is one of four CSU
campuses with a College Readiness nal equity depended upon each camwho "must be actively
president,
pus
program.
The new program not yet started involved and supportive.’’
would recruit minority students to be- Faculty involvement
"hicuit). need to hecome aware
come teachers. "With the changing
population in California, there’s going of how minority students think and reto he a critical need for minority tea- spond in ways that are different from
the traditional (white) student." said
chers, I indahl said.
The Educational Equity Advi- Arlene Okerlund. SJSU Academic
sory Council, however, noted that Vice President.
Most faculty do not understand
CSU’s past approach to educational
equity was at best ad hoc and at worst the perspective of some minority students. said Fullerton during an interdysfunctional.
The council devised a set of 24 view earlier this month. "Look at it
recommendations on how CSU could this way, most faculty grew up in a
attract, retain and graduate more eth- home where at least their parents or
nic minorities efficiently The recom- their older brothers and sisters were
mendations pointed to one goal: The college graduates and where it was
responsibility of bringing, keeping simply taken for granted that you
and graduating ethnic minorities must would he taking college prep courses
be shared by the entire university
- in high school. Somebody in the tam not only by programs such as the EduContinued on Page 15

’Faculty need to
become aware of
how minority
students think
and respond in
ways that are
different from the
traditional (white)
student.’

Leventhal:
Indian
students
defecting
By Lynn Louie
A lack of educational programs relevant to American Indians at SJSU has driven some
students away, said a former
Native American Studies instructor.
Students tell others that
there is nothing here for them
and they go elsewhere for programs that better address
American Indian issues. said
Alan Leventhal. who taught
Native American classes in the
Anthropology Department.
"They go to places such
as the University of California
at Davis. Humboldt State, Cal
State Northridge and Stanford
(where degree programs are
available)." he said. SJSU
only offers a minor in Native
American Studies.
American Indians are better represented in SJSU statistics than in 1980 Census Bureau figures for California.
Although this may be true, the
figures
aren’t
encouraging
compared to other ethnic
groups.
Information gathered by
Admissions and Records from
volunteer respondents with admission applications and graduation forms. indicates American
Indians and
Alaskan
natives in fall 1986 made up
1.7 percent of the student population, compared to slightly
less than 1 percent in the state.
University
information
may not be precise because voluntary
respondents
choose
which category they feel is appropriate, regardless of its accuracy.
"The information is only
as accurate as students give
us." said Marilyn Radisch, director of Records. Radisch said
she thinks the statistics are
fairly representative of campus
ethnic groups.
Leventhal, now an equipment technician in the Anthropology Department, said about
seven American Indians on
campus asked him to become
the adviser of their group. In
1980, the Native American
Student Organization formed
and ultimately created the
minor program.
The group also organized
many activities including public performances and powwows. It interacted with many
Native American groups in the
community. Leventhal said.
Currently there is only one
active member from the group
left on campus, he said.
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Student fights family tradition
By Julie Tilsner
mow Ciancti’s

’I’m a lot more
comfortable in
California, and
maybe that’s why
I’m more liberal
than my mom,
dad and brothers.’
Jolene Garrett

parents %ken:WI
happy when she told them they were
going to be grandparents. It was had
enough that their daughter had married a white man. and now to be producing a child
- a half-breed.
Chinese and Anglo-Saxon
just
added insult to injury.
Garrett.% family, the Woos, are a
close-knit, traditional Chinese family.
Garren’s father had come to America
from a small s Wage near Canton in
1929. ’Die
s ed in Ohio and ran
a Chinese laiundr
sear -old
advertising
major is the halw 10’ her tamil). her
next-obleq brother being 11 years her
senior t3 the time Garrett got hi
school age, her family s old less is!)
neighborhood had gone downhill "I
was sent to a school that is as all white. mostly Polish and Catholic."
she said. "Everyone was fair
plected with blue eyes. and 1 shiod out
like a sore thumb.
She remembers becoming friends
with one girl, and going over to her

house after school to play. The girl’s
parents refused to let her into the
house.
Terror played a big part in her
schooling. "I used to pray not to get
tangled up with the bullies." she said.
There were constant threats. She
would be singled out by her teachers
and lauded for good work while her
classmates glared.
Not that her parents had it any
easier. The Housing, Department once
demanded that the Woos remove the
strange looking plants growing in
their backyard garden because the
were possibly "dangerous
"We
had winter melon growing back
there." smirked Garrett.
’I he Woos mined to Sunnyvale
si hen Garrett was I 1 ) ears old It was
a welcome change "I still didn’t tit
she said. "Hut it iv as a hut better
than Ohio. I’m a lot moie comfortable
in California. and ina)be that’s why
I’m more liberal than in) mom, dad
and brothers. My brothers and sister
were a lot closer to my parents and to
the Chinese tradition. .

At age 14, Garrett announced
that she wanted to become an artist.
Her parents, however, had other
plans. They had already decided she
would be an engineer. One of her
brothers is a senior flight tester at
1.(x:kheed, while the other has a graduate degree in physics. Her sister is a
computer scientist.
Garrett said her parents steered
her through the science and math
courses in high school to prepare her
for her designated career, and though
she was able to pass them with little
difficulty, she found them too di- 10
stomach.
"Who were the kidding’?" she
And calcusaid. "Calculus killed
lus is essential to business and engifinally
were
Her
parents
neering:.
able to compromise with advertising.
’I’ve always been the creative one in
my family,’’ said Garrett.
As a result of her childhood experiences, Garrett is very cautious of
people now, though she’s by no
means timid. She is perhaps the most
"American" one in her family in that

she chose her own life over that chosen for her by her parents. She chose
her course of study, she chose to
marry outside her race, going against
her family in both decisions. It hasn’t
been easy for her, she said. When she
was pregnant with her son, one
brother told her blatantly to get an
abortion. The rest of her family remained stony silent on the issue. Only
her husband supported her. Despite
this, she’s confident she’s made the
right choices, and her family is slowly
softening up.
The other day she said she saw
her brother playing with her son.
"Make him eat lots of soup."
said her mother. "It still make him
more Chinese." She is proud of her
grandson.
Her husband said he never saw
her as "Chinese." He loves her for
her.
If only the Garrett% could set the
example for the rest of the world.

’Model Minority’ not a model term
By Julie Tilsner
Harry Reasoner beams. He’s
iiiking to a group of wunderkind at a
Bay Area high school with last names
like Hua and Nguyen: kids who are
hard working. respectful and brighteyed. These kids are going places.
At the end of the "60 Minutes"
segment. Reasoner proclaims these
Asian students and thousands like
them to he the "Model Minority "
And why, he says America wants to
know, can’t other minority groups be
just like them’?
Professor Ron Takaki of UC Berkeley’s ethnic studies department is
hardly beaming. He has a big problem
with the term "Model Minority."
"The title is worse than a misnomer." he said. "It homogenins
us.The image of all Asian people
being successful hurts those of us who
aren’t."
"A lot of it is the media. It tends
to simplify reality.’’
Takaki is among many Asian American activists working to stop the
spread of what they refer to as. "the
myth," that is, the misconception that
all Asian-Americans are successful
and so don’t need the help of programs designed to help other minorities such as affirmative action and
public assistance.
And there are other reasons the
term irritates them, the most blatant oh
which is the simple tact that by trumpeting the success sit certain Asian American group... The media has undermined the success of others.
The Asian -American population
has gone nova. According to the Census Bureau, it grew an astonishing
125 percent between 1970 and 1980,
and in 1985 stood at 1.4 million, or
1.11 percent of all Americans. Most ot
the increase is the result of immigration and the political situation in the
East.
Hut the very term "Asian-American" is about as ambiguous as using

oropean-American to describe those
Irish, German. Spanish.
Russian or Danish descent. It encompasses 900.000 Chinese from all parts
of China. 800.000 Filipinos. 700.000
Japanese. 500.000 Koreans. 400.0(10
East Indians and thousands of Indochinese. It can mean an illiterate Laotian tribesman or a Sansei (third generation Japanese -American) with an
MBA from Stanford and a caucasian
husband.
Given the past success of Jewish
immigrants and the similar success of
Asian immigrants, comparing the two
is irresistible. As Arthur Rosen, the
chairman of the National Committee
on United States-China Relations.
told the New York Times recently.
l’Iliere are the same kind of strong
family ties and the same sacrificial
drive on the part of immigrant parents
who couldn’t get a college education
to see that their children do."
According to an article in the
New Republic, the historical parallels
between the two groups are also striking. For example, when the brunt oh
Russian and Polish Jews came to this
country in the late 19th and early 20th
century. 60 percent of those who went
into industry worked in the garment
trade. Today, thousands of Asian American women fill sweatshops on
both coast.
The until ieal "ceilings" suspected ot being placed on Asian enI.eague schools
rollment in Is
of similar quotas
smacks Ilea%
placed on less ish students in the ’40s
and 50.
But culturally, it is easy to take
the comparisons too far. American
Jews are, in general. a homogenous
group with a common religion and
history. Not so with Asian -Americans, with whom even the tenn
"Chinese-American" can mean any
of druens of languages. religions and
histories.
Also, not all Asian immigrants

are doing as well as the Vietnamese
students shown (in "60 Minutes."
There are different groups of Indochinese immigrating to the United
States, said James Freeman, an SJSU
anthropologist. The educated elite
who have some family in the United
States adjust the easiest. The Vietnamese students on "60 Minutes" fell
into this group, he said. However, the
camp refugees have been far less successful and the Cambodians have it

water tabs.
Freeman and Takaki agree that
there is what appears to be an Asian
underclass emerging. In San Jose.
Freeman works with the Hmong and
and the lumien tribes, refugees from
isolated mountain areas in Cambodia
and Laos. They are not able to survive
in Silicon Valley. They are mostly illiterate in their own language, which
makes it even more difficult for them
to learn English,

mg years here. After they reach 18
years of age, they can no longer receive public assistance. With no oh
skills and little English. tho join
street gangs, and prey upon their own
people.
And of those Asian-Americans
who do go through school. Asian
groups accuse affirmative action of
turning their backs on them, of no
longer considering them "minorities...

’The title is worse than a misnomer. It
homogenizes us.The image of all Asian
people being successful hurts those of us
who aren’t. A lot of it is the media. It tends
to simplify reality.’

Professor Ron Takaki
UC-Berkeley

even harder.
According to Freeman, these
people have had to deal with the total
disruption of their culture v ia the murderous Pol Pot regime, the communist
dictatorship that seimd power with the
fall of Saigon in 1975. Almost ever)
immigrant family lost at least one
member to the slaughter. %lost ot the
urban dwellers were killed oft first, as
were the intelligentsia. leaving the
rural people laced with imminent
slaughter. They understandably fled.
if they could, first to refugee camps
where they may have spent a few disoriented years, and then on to the Buy
Area with its lifestyle light years away
from their own. From sheep herders to

Freeman and a Vietnamese social
worker has e des eloped a program to
make learning Fug lisli easier while
also starting a ioh training program.
They have had sonic success, but the
tribal culture dictates that the group
stay together as a t11111, and this hinders lob opportunities for indiviudals.
In Fresno, a regain with ii large
concentration of rural Wilting tribesmen. 80 percent are on welfare. -takaki said.
So there is a sr/able group of
Asian-Americans who don’t tit the
"Model Minority" tag. Freeman said
that many of the rural immigrant children, not used to school in their own
culture. drop out after a few frustrat-

Takaki tells of one doctoral candidate at (IC-Berkeley who, because
he was Asian. wasn’t allowed to compete tor a minority scholarship that he
desperately needed to complete his
studies. He was basically told that he
didn’t qualify as a "minonty.’ and he
left without taking Ins degree.
What inade this shay worse. Takaki said, is that the young man was a
sociology student. 1. akaki worries
about the underrepresentation of
Asian -Americans in the social sciences and the arts, tie questions who
will he the journalists, political scientists, community leaders and artists
for the Asian -American Community in
10 years.
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Center aids minority engineering students
ByCrlsWanek
While SJSU is just beginning to
actively recruit minority students and
professors, as part of CSU Chancellor
Ann Reynolds’ educational equity
program, the School of Engineering is
already ahead of the game with its
four-year-old Minority Engineering
Program (MEP).
"Without the Minority Engineering Program, I would have
dropped out of SJSU in my first or
second semester," said Diana Falconer, a black sophomore majoring in
industrial engineering.
Although while students still
dominate the School of Engineering,
which annually turns away hundreds
of applicants. under-represented min )) fity groups are in the race to catch
up.
Its frightening that so many
minorities like yourselves are not
making it into college.- said It ichard
Najar. SJSU student :airman% e action representative to a group of hatch High School students in East Side
San Jose recently.
"Just walk onto the SJSU campus and you won’t see the representation. You’ll see a lot of Vietnamese
and Caucasians. But what about you
peopleT
Asians are already the majority
among the students in SJSU’s Computer and Electrical Engineering departments
For SJSU’s School of Engineering as a whole, minority enrollment figures for the fall of 1986 show
18 percent Asian. 7.5 percent Hispanic. 4.8 percent black and 1.7 percent American Indian.
Falconer is one of more than 160
black. Hispanic and American Indian
students in SJSU’s Engineering program.
The aim of the industry and statesupported MEP, established at 11 California universities in the past ten
sears, is to expand the rates of retention and graduation of competent and
qualified minority engineering students. The program Was started at
SJS1.1 in 1983.
MEP is the college arm of Mathematics. Engineering & Science
.Nr-Inexement (MESA), which is also
iiirluslr and state-supported. MESA
was .t program initiated in 1970 that
encourages and helps prepare minority high school students for college.
The college MEP program provides future engineers with role models by inviting guest speakers from the
industry. It also works closely with
Career Planning and Placement to
help secure internships with promi
nent companies such as International
Business Machine,. Hewlett-Packard
and I.ockheed Missiles & Space Co.
"We raise their professional
skills, which in turn raises their selfesteem; said Duenes.
The 24-hour MEP center located
on the third floor of the Engineering
Building, houses six computers and
four drafting tables for student use.
"Almost everything has been donated
by industry, including new carpeting
and furniture." said Duenes. "It provides a home base where students can
meet and study.
"When Project 88 (the new
School of Engineering under construction) is completed. we will occupy a room on the fourth floor in the
new building.
"MEP shows students there is a

’Without the
Minority in
Engineering
Program (MEP). I
would have
dropped out of
SJSU in my first
or second
semester.’
Diana Falconer

light at the end of the tunnel, and th5
light gets brighter as more emhusiasn
is generated," said Duenes. who’s
also a former college EOP and financial aid officer.
1)uenes said that scholarship support for MEP students can be obtained
from the industry.
"We have $30.0(X) in funds, and
students must meet at least a 2.5
grade-point average and attain certain
test scores to qualify."
Falconer was one of those students eligible for a scholarship because of her classes through MESA.
’If anyone thinks they are qual
it
for this program and not participating. then they are really missing
out on a lot of help,- she said
V rag in la strella. associate dock!Or of MEP. said. "In addition to
basic tutoring. we provide cluster
is
for chemistry and physics
these workshops try to emulate the
stay

’AIM\

Vhcreas Linder -represented minorities usualb quib. alone. Asians
place high pi iiirux on group study .
according to research studies done by
Dr I 11 IIVIII1,111, .1 math protessot ii
California di Berke
the t my ei say
ley
"Cluster workshops hate hakl an
enormous impact on minorities in engineering." said Estrella.
Statistics sfioa that more MEP
participants continue in engineering
than non -participants.
MF.P follows a model developed
at the California State University at
Northridge 10 years ago.
Files are required on MEP students to monitor their progress.
Duenes said. "We get the minority
engineering students’ grades from the
records office and also interact with
the faculty about the students’ progress.
"If a student is on probation in
one of his classes, we send a letter
saying we would like him to come in
to see if we can help, him out."

Ducnes said. "Wc hasc a set) good
rapport with the faculty."
Dr. Jim Freeman, chairman of
the Electrical Engineering Depadment, has been MEP’s faculty adviser
for the past four years. He was previously involved with a similar program
at a small, private university in Detroit for 10 years.
"I’d like to see more minorities
in MEP graduating from the program." he said. "In terms of recruiting and retention of minorities, Hispanics are the primary target at SJS1.1.
In Detroit, black students were the
predominate minority group serviced.’’
Both Hispanic MEP directors
noted a steady decline in black enrollment at colleges nat1011WIlle SIM IS
also reflecting this decrease
In 1981. the Engineering St tool
had 140 black students. four sears
later, onlx 70 Hacks %sere listed I.nrollment continues to drop, with 63
black engineering students registered
in 1986.
’’Ni, (Inc has been able to assess
What the problem is." said Estrella,
who previously worked with ASPIRE, a campus tutorial program. and
as an outreach adviser with SAA. or
Student Affirmative Action.
One of the groups addressing the
problem itt recruiting blacks at the
university leyel is BASE, or Black Alliance of Scientists and Engineers.
Ibis student orgamrntion is tor:using
its attention on what it can do to encourage blacks to enter engineering
fields. SOLES, or the Society for IA no Engineers and Scientists, does the
same fin’ Hispanics.
Joseph Slater, an electrical engineering senior. said MEP made a big
impact on hini. "The center helped
Me a hit, especially when I was taking
thermodynamic,. I went from the bottom to the top
’"there Is something up here for
everyone." said Maurice Stevens.
electrical engineering senior. "I got
exposed to this program because I had
a friend in MEP.- he said. "Initially I
came to sociali/e, and by coming up
here I saw what they had to otter .
lutonng, support groups, the facilities. People were going through the
same thing I was.’’
Mist’ has helped me a kit because 1 ha,e met people who have
helped me with my academic studies." said I uis O. Mejia, an industrial
engineering minor
"I’m also inxolved with 501 ES.
1 he meetings have given me a lot of
support and information concerning

the &Herein brandies oh engineering

open to I.atinos." he said.
"The MEP program should be
better publicized." said Edwin Sancher, a civil engineering senior. "If I
had known about it my first semester
here at SJSU. I think it would have
helped me immensely."
Engineering Dean Jay Pinson
was acting MEP adviser before Freeman took over Although he is no
longer actively limits ed, he supports
the program in its ,:ninets
’’We 11.1e .111 ohlq,aholl to \Mice and expand the eduration of the
minorities in the School of Engineering.- Pinson said "In terms ot
achiet ing ’Sr goals in graduating minorities from engineering, we have
solid foundation and are off to a good
start...
Pinson emphasved that mans
minority students are very conipetiti, e
and do not require the retention set’s ices pro’. shed Is, MEP. However. he
pointed out there is a relatixely small
number of minorities in graduate
schools. .....he educational demands
of minorities outueigh the facilities
pnwided for these underrepresented
students.
SJSU, which started its MESA
program in 1976, is bridging the transition between high school and college for students in the San Jose East
Side Union High School District.
’This includes an intensive summer school held annually at SJSU."
said Roberto Chavez, seten-year director of SJSU’s MESA program.

’MEP shows
students there is a
light at the end of
the tunnel, and
the light gets
brighter as more
enthusiasm is
generated.’
Ysidoro

Duenes

’We Cover four to five y cars Ot
math and science in summer school,
so they can compete with other students applying to the engineering
schools.
"The summer institute has been
one of the primary impacts MESA has

had on junnn and Selillil high school
students." Chave7 said.
Its enrollment has exceeded
1,100 students since 1979. Some of
the students start in the sixth grade.
Ninety percent of the summer school
students arc from San Jose’s East Side
Union High School District.
Financial contributions from industry have exceeded $150.000 since
198(1. and the federal departments of
Defense and Energy have provided
grants of $179.500 since 1978. More
than 5400,000 has been raised fir students’ services. Westinghouse, IBM.
PG&E and other minor employers
provide summer lobs tor high school
and college students
Hit hard Najar. SJSU student attirinai e action representative. inal..es
yy eekly y isits to Overfelt High School
to ads Ise students about entering cole.ce
e want to start grooming you
guys early toward your success in colege.- said Najar to 25 MESA members at Overfelt High School recently..
Its MESA program has accelerated in
the last few years, and its student enrollment at SJSU has doubled.
Jose Valde7, niath instructor at
Andrew Hill and the school’s MESA
consultant for the past seven years.
said. "Most MESA students enter engineering. ’
"A while back, people thought
the reason minorities weren’t so successful was because of the socioeconomic background." Valde7 said.
"Others advocated Stanford University’s William Shockleys theory and
blamed genetics instead of trying to
find out what the problem was."
Statistics have shown Shockley’s
inferior -race theory to be false. Eighty
percent of MESA high school graduates attending college are enrolled in
four-year universities, compared with
only 35 percent of non -MESA high
school graduates," Valde7 said. adding that female MESA members are
al.,’ entering engineering at a rate
that’s almost six times higher than
their mum -MESA counterparts.
Andrew Hill’s MESA pmgram
has a support division from HewlettPackard.
"Next %seek we are having a
’shadow’ day at which time students
will litiy e Cispostire to the engineers at
their stork sites."’ Vulde7 said.
Bill I list cit. H -I’s co-founder.
said. "Only through the combined efforts of all ot us, both on and off the
job, can we expect to See any meaningful gains made in its ercoming the
inequalities of our times

Derick Reid, a
senior
majoring in
Electrical
Engineering.
uses resources
In the Minority
Engineering
Program
Center on the
SJSU campus.
Kenneth K. Lam
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SJSU
develops
equity
plans
’,manned from Po’i’ /2
was able iii say . ’l ley . RI should
see an ads iser before you sign up lot
your first semester ’Sly aunt told ins’
as a first -semester freshman that you
should not take aul mad.
"Well, not all, hut many ot the
students from minority and especially
more deprived backgrounds do not
have that at home. They may be the
first member of their family to get a
college education.. she Said
She said most Mork% members
acting as advisers assume their students had advice within the family to
guide them through college.
"Faculty members need to real lee when they are either leaching or
advising the student who is the first in
the family to go to college that they
have to he both the major adviser and
that uncle or aunt or older brother or
sister.’’ Fullerton said.
Okerlund. who was the first in
her family to attend college, said it
was difficult 1101 to have expectations
or role models within her family.
which is of German descent. Okerlund. who was horn in Maryland. described her East Coast hometown as
"hill country" where higher education was not normally possible.
"It was a traumatic experience to
go from hill country to urban Baltimore, and it’s scary when you walk
into a group of very sophisticated
peers," she said. "We need to understand and appreciate each culture.
That’s what makes the richness of this
country so rich
Executive Vice President J.
Handel Evans, raised in England, also
was the first in his family to attend
ci Mee,. ’’Imanine what it must hi.
Hiiiion like this.
is

Just go to the
first and second
grades and look
at who our future
students will be.
It’s absolutely
essential that the
university address
this issue as a
whole.’
Leon

and halt RI llilC 4 lit:, 11115’ In],
things must be done. It you’re the first
to go to college in your family and
also unique in your peer group, just
think about how difficult that could
be.
"We had different sons of equity
problems in England. It was based on
class. 1 Call1C from a working-class
taunt)
fie said students need to be
lold there are certain do’s and don’t’s
assiulated a ith attending college. "In
my area, admissions and records, we
must figure out how to catch students
as an monitor and watch before they
do something destructive to themset% es."
A student, for example, might
stop attending classes during his first
semester aithout oft lc MIR a ithdrav,ing. then he ina% later try apply mg
to the unoersity a second time a ’M out realizing he inight not be accepted. because Ins records would
show that he pre% musty tailed. "It’s a
problem that tranacnds all students.
hut I think the uniyersity is try mg to
help a particular group Ads ice and
monitoring are important to survival.One of the council’s recommendations involves de%eloping at each
campus a computer data base to monitor students who either are admitted
through lower admission criteria or
who may have potential problems.
Students falling into these groups include ethnic minorities, immigrants.
refugees and student athletes, the
council noted.
But while It ans stressed the significance of student ads Ice and numcost the
Miring. he al SO said 9 at
university.
more individual
relationships that occur between lac
ulty and student, the more expensise
it becomes, and unfortunately ae arc
not funded at a level where we can
provide the types of services I’d like
to see. We have 25.000 to 21,000
young souls. Wouldn’t it be nice if everybody could walk over and sec a
counselor?"
Said Fullerton, "It’s a matter of
taking away from A to focus on H. If
you have someone instead of teaching
four classes, teaching three classes
and doing more advisement, it also
means there ale tewer opportunities
for students to enroll in classes: either
that, or you have a larger number of
students in each class.’
SJSU’s method of getting faculty
involved is embodied in awareness
programs that teach faculty’ members
about minorities. hullerion said. Each
,if the eight schools within SJSU must
develop a task force supported by the
Educational Enhancement component
of Student Affirmative Action, like
those task forces operating at both the
School of Education and the School of
Applied Arts and Sciences, she said.
Educational Enhancement helps
departments develop programs to educate faculty and administrators about
the needs of underrepresented students in higher education.
The task forces are part of
SJSI. ’’s educational equity plan.
which this semester is undergoing its
third re’s isum Each of the 19 CSU
campuses must develop its own plan
in response to the chancellor’s 198h
directi%e. Starting in 191(5. those
plans will be reviewed biannually by a
committee at the chancellor’s office.
"Each campus must meet its
own goals and objectives," said CSL’
Director Rivas, a member of the C’SI’
Educational Equity Group, which w ill
review the plans. "If they’re not net,

Dorosz
Canfinued on Page 17

Kenneth K Lam
SJSI, accounting senior Roy Hui finds time betocen work and school to play

computer baseball.

Old World values inspire
student’s push to excel
By Brian Fedrow
He reads th, Wall Street Journal
and any business magazine he can
find. He has 53,000 worth of Apple
Computer equipment and a compact
disc player on his desk. He frequents
the top men’s clothing stores - Banana Republic, Nordstrom. Macy’s,
Lauren
and he dresses like the
young successful businessman he
hopes to soon become.
As a first -generation ChineseAmerican, Rin lhuii says he has been
conditioned by Ins I null It to he even
more aggresso e. myelin se and independent than the a% crag.: person.
The 21-year-iild SJSt :secounting student thinks that this drive to succeed
stems from Asian values that are actually making him more " Americanized...
"Sly father came to the I Inited
States from mainland China in 19(ys
with 520 in his pocket.- tlin says
’EY en then, he knew he wanted his
chiklren to go to college to become
successful and self-sufficient.’’
Hui says the Chinese culture
places a high value on education and
the gaining of knowledge. In the
United States, college degrees usually
translate to greater opportunity and
more money. But Hui said his father
gave him some advice one day that
sounds like an ancient Chinese proverb
a man could he the richest in
the world, but it he’s ignorant, the
mines would do hint no good.
"The drive is in me to become
rich and successful . sass HUI, who
hopes to latch on a ith a CPA firm
right out ill college. "I know from my
parents that hard work will get me
there.’"
His father, a waiter, and his
mother, a bank teller, still speak
Chinese most of the time and his 71,

’(Asian clubs)
might be good for
people with a
language problem
who need friends
to help them with
it or their
homework.’
- Hoy I Itii

year-old grandmother in San Francisco has never learned English. Hui
says he is proud that they raised a
family, bought a house and achieved
an "Ameriean" lifestyle as immigrants alio started a ith nothing Part
ot loin %%anis to pay them hack
"I think the real reason I want to
he independently wealthy is so I can
say I did it myself," he says "Rut I
also feel I should support its parents
for all they % c done because they
shouldn’t has e to work for the rest ot
their lives to support themselves. Hui says ties to his Chinese heritage are not sery strong and that he
doesn’t think of himself as an Asian
rather lust an accounting
student
major. Being an American college
student has kept him busy enough so
that he hasn’t been able to explore his
lie
roots as much as he would
says he has more white friends than
Chinese ones and has never seriously

considered joining an Asian club.
"For some people (Asian clubs
like the Chinese Students Association)
are worth it," says Hui with a shrug.
"It might he good for people with a
language problem who need friends to
help them with it or their homework. I
just don’t need that type of support
group."
Hui has found support and
friends as a member of SJSt I’s Kappa
Sigma fraternity. He likes the fraternity system better than the Asian clubs
because students who are different
culturally are actually the same.
"It doesn’t matter whether one
fraternity has no Chinese guys or three
or another has no black guys or five:*
he says "V% hiuie tsr Is there, we’re all
equal, all brothers
Hui has a heeling that many
Asian students shy assay from rushing
fraternities due to pressure from their
parents and the " Animal House"
image the Greek sy stem has been burdened with.
However, he does tee that Asian
students take a more serious, special
approach to college because of the intense cultural emphasis on education
-- which leads to an abundance of
university -prepared students coming
from high school. Hui maintained a
3.3 (IPA at Hillsdale High in San
Mateo but is near the top of his class
at SJSU working more than 20 hours a
week at a computer outlet. for the
past two summers. Hui held down two
jobs to save l’or the upcoming school
year.
Hui has no doubts that he will
pursue his MBA in a few years and
head his own consulting firm shortly
after he hits 3(1. Unlike the white
American Yuppie. though. Hui has
gained his drive from a culture he
barely knows.
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Fraternities
gradually
integrating,
say officers
By Oscar Guerra
Fraternities on the SJSt "’lupus has,: a racially mixed environment that is estimated at between 25 and 30 percent minorities. according to
the Inter-Fraternity Council president.
Jim Knoll. president of I klta Sigma Phi
and of the Greek’s governing body on campus.
estimated the percentage of nit
nornies in fraternities to be
’between 25 to 30 percent.’
’’fhai’s what’s unique and
great about this (Greek) sys
tern,’ said Nada Houston.
adviser for SJSU. from what
I can see, there is a fairly good
percentage of Asians. there are
many limp:into. and some
blacks. Fs identis, there isn’t a
problem here "
The system was not alw as I,
late ’151k. all campus -related ltd
rations. mmmc lading fraternities and soronties,
were required to sign an agreen eta pledging
non-discrimination in admitting my inlx-rs.
Thes were given until Sept. I , 1964 to
comply w ith what became klIOWn as the " ’64
1959. four fraternities at SJSU still
Rule
had discriminatory- clauses in their constitutions .
All fraternities evellitially complied before
the deadline, but in 1967. racial tensions were
high as black groups on campus called for an
end to discrimination in the membership practices of fraternities and all other groups.
In one turbulent week in September of
1967. the United Black Students for Action with
about 75 blacks led by a black SJSU sociology
professor Harry Edwards, held a rally on Monday and demanded the president of the university at that time. Robert D. Clark, end racism in
athletics, fraternities and sororities. They threatened to disrupt campus activities and picket fraternities if no progress was made.
Fraternity representatives, who open’s admitted that discrimination was practiced in their
organizations. pleaded for more time, saying.
"We arc integrating.’
On Friday. 2N fraternities and s (((( nines on
campus were put on probation by Clark for "alleged racial discrimination." and described
them as ’’the most sensitive of the problem
areas.*’
Clark set a deadline for Nov. I of that year
for the Greeks to submit proposals for integrating minorities into their organisations.
Then. on Nov. 10, Clark suspended Sigma
Chi fraternity from campus because of "a policy
of review permitting the national organisation to
deny membership based on race, religion or national origin," a statement by SJSU Executive
Vice President William J. Dusel said.
Fraternity representatives looked back on
those tense times of charges and countercharges
of racism, but said attitudes have come a long
way in 20 years.
Mitchell Wilson, the acting executive director of the national chapter of Kappa Sigma
Fraternity in Charlottesville, Va said his organitation’s, as well as the whole fraternity system’s, racist practices are something that went
out with the civil rights movement ot the I960s.
"We have individuals in our fraternities
from evy walk of life, and it’s probably becoming more and more that way each day. Wilson said
"It’s helping to establish more of a learning
experience because our brothers have the opportunity to work with different individuals from
different backgrounds and learn where they’re

Rom. It’s helping us out tremendously.’
"In 1964, the fraternities. like America,
were growing up quite a bit, opening doors to
people and putting the past behind its, Iliat issue
is far in our past now:* Wilson said "It’s a part
of the history of the fraternity system and as far
as membership is concerned, race being a factor,
that is not a pan of our organisation today. Our
doors are open to people of all origins, and ifs
been that way since the sixties."
Knoll said, "Our house is very integrated.
We have a lot of diverse personalities and races.
It helps us better understand each other:*
"As far as blacks, there would he more tin
IF( -recognised fraternities), but many are in
fraternities that aren’t recognised by the IFC."
Knoll said
An indication that the Greeks don’t consider race tithe a factor in choosing members as
they once did is the little attention they gave to
an incident that occurred on March 17, 1986, in
which anti-sernitic slogans that said "It’s National Jew Week" and swastikas were painted

’Our house is very
integrated. We have a lot of
diverse personalities and
races. It helps us better
understand each other.’
-

Knoll

tratei mis
Die incident was apparently similar to an
e%ent that occurred in front ot the SAM house at
the University of Southern California on March
If,, 19$6.
In that incident. the Kappa Sigma fraternity
chapter there apparently got upset when they lost
Greek Week competition to the SAM), and re
sponded by allegedly painting anti-semitic slo
gans in front of the SAM house.
president of the SAM% at SJSU. Bill
Delgado. shrugged off the incident here, which
he said happened a day after the occurrence at
1.ISC.
"I don’t think it’s that big a deal:’ Iklgado said. "Me and some of the other actives
weM out and painted over it before the new
pledges saw it . "
But it was a big deal at USC, where Kappa
Sigma fraternity and Pi Beta Psi sorority, whose
members also participated, were suspended
from all campus -related activities, a representative of the Greek life office at USC said.
The fraternity at USC was suspended for
two years. effective in April of 1986. said Ken
Taylor. director of Greek affairs at USC.
"I don’t think it was a racial thing." Delgado said.
Knoll. who attended the IFC meeting along
with Delgado after the incident, said they focused their anger more on the individuals responsible than any house as a whole.
"We discussed that if we found the people
responsible, they would be kicked out of the
Greeks,’ Knoll said.
In discussing the issue of racial bias in the
fraternities. Delgado said he was not aware of
any.
"I can’t speak for other fraternities, but in
ours, there is none that is really serious." he
said. "The guys might tell an ethnic joke now
and then. hut it stops there."
Ken Smithfield. president of Kappa Sigma
fraternity at SJStl, said he wasn’t surprised by
the strong action of the university at USC.
"They have had trouble there forever.
They’ve always had trouble there.
"We have always prided ourselves in being
diverse," Smithfield said.
All fraternity officials here agreed that
SJSU has one of the most racially diverse systems among colleges in Northern California.

Sororities find unity
in separate houses
By Cindi Hansen
It has ones heel’

said that what’s white
is white and what’s black is black. Nowhere
is this ’mire true than with the soronties at
SJS1.1.
Of the seven sororities on campus
which belong to the nationally recognised
Panhellenic, two of them, Alpha Kappa
Alpha and Delta Sigma ’Meta arc black.
The other five, (’hi Omega. Kappa Delta,
Delta Zeta. !kith Gamma. and Alpha Phi
are made up of mostly wInte members
Sandra Owens. president ot Alpha
Kappa Alpha. said she feels Mere is no sin :de reason why the blacks stay w ’thin their
’nii sororities hum she thinks tradition might
have something to do %kith li.
0111fIlIC,
w here our tamilics
on campus because
came Rom.- Owens said
Owens said that although her mother
dul not attend college. her awn did and she
black sorority Owens
was a 111011111J 1/1
said she wanted to follow in that tradition.
"There is a certain pride in pledging a
black sorority because of the legacy behind
Owens said.
it
She explained that a lot of the %%omen
in Alpha Kappa Alpha come trom predominately black areas such as Oakland and were
more apt to pick a sorority . which people
they know can identify with.
"Even if I was accepted tin a white sorority) there is still sit much racism in America I might not be accepted elsewhere.- she
said.
Owens said that although Alpha Kappa
Alpha has only black members, there was a
white woman who rushed the sorority a few
semesters ago and who was easily accepted
by the other members.
Owens said the woman was simply,
looking for a sorority which suited her needs
and which made her feel comfortable. Because of illness, the woman was unable to
complete the rushing activities and could not
loin the sorority.
’’We were all disappointed." Owens
said. "We wanted her.’’
Owens said that Alpha Kappa Alpha is
proud that they earned the
highest Gl’A of any sorority on
campus the first semester they
were admitted to the Panhellenic.
"Academics are very important to us:’ Owens said
’We lose a lot of people because they don’t have the
grades.’’
Bonnie Broecker, %ice
president of Kappa Delta, said
that although there are no blacks in her h4.
member sorority, there are a lot of Filipino
and Japanese members. She said she remembers seeing only one black woman go
through rush in the four times she has participated in it. The girl only lasted one day.
"We wondered how she would feel
being the only black girl in the house,"
Broecker said.
Broecker said she thinks the fact that
blacks prefer their own sororities dates back
to the early attitudes in the South where
there was a lot of prejudice and where these
sororities first began.
She said she doesn’t feel there’s any
prejudice going on within the sorority system at SJSU hut she said she wonders how
the blacks feel about it.
"If I was black I would shy away front
the white sororities because there are black

ones and that’s where I would think I belonged. I would be afraid of what the Mho
black girls would think," liroecker said.
Broecker pointed out that since the fraternities have been around longer, they have
had more time to become racially mixed
She said she thinks the sororities will eventually follow suit,
"It’s gonna take us awhile." she said.
Susan Ruhne, president ot the Panhellenic and member (if Chi Omega, said out ot
the .51) ineinIvrs of her soronty there arc
Asians and Stexicans but there are again no
blacks She said there hat s. been blacks Mai
lime rushed her house lust alumni eyer
inestei
Rutin,’ said it is not ’,vs.’sse the blacks
hate holt treated ditlerentl us fisuse 11111
soionty hut it is by
II aLcepied hy
thicii own choice that thev do not loin the so
form
teel 1110 !list 14111.1 xxaiit ii. 11$
RLIIII/C Saki
She added Mete is so -excluslop,u>
\ tml the sororities
that
trots recruiting blacks .Dill that it is against
the national polls!. to discriminate in am
way . including the basis ot race
"Blacks that go through rush are
said
treated lust like anyhody else.’
I he black sotorities arc tree to he in
volved in my mt the Panhelleim act’, ities
hut sometimes it is hard for them to pan!.
pate because their numbers are so small I he
black sororities inay have about 20 members
while others may have 60 -plus. Ruhne said.
Aaryn Willis. who is a delegate in the
Panhellenic and represents Delta Sigma
Theta, said that the black sororities give the
community a chance to see minorities in a
positive role model. Willis teels that the
black sororities are more service oriented
than the white ones.
"I felt the white sororities were more
social than I cared to be involved with:*
Willis said.
Willis said she feels the blacks are more
attracted to their own sororities because
most of the programs are geared toward minority issues such as teenage pregnancy and

’We identify with the black
sororities on campus
because it’s where our
families came from.’
Sandra Owens
the Inimeless situation
You would feel isolated being black
in it white sorority unless you’ve grown up
in a culturally mixed area. I grew up in a
black neighborhixxl and it would be very
different for me,’ Willis said.
On the practical side. Willis said that it
is more expensive to join a white sorority
and many of the minority students on financial aid couldn’t afford it. But if it black
woman was set on joining a white sorority
Willis doesn’t see it being a problem.
"I haven’t heard of any blatant a, ,
discrimination in the sororities." she said
Willis said that although the black sow
rities tend ill be more service oriented the
white soronties are also heading in this di
rection.
’We are working together.’’
said.
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Program
helps
keep kids
in school
By Stew Hintz
Most educators and experts in Mvenile affairs agree that education is
the only way out of a vicious circle of
gang violence and unemployment for
minority youngsters. The challenge
lies in keeping these kids in school.
Thirty "hard to reach" dropouts
or students with other problems were
targeted for help at San Jose High
School this year and all but one have
remained enrolled through the efforts
of Oscar Gomale7. the school’s wrestling coach.
Gomale7 is a community school
worker with the Si Sc Puede project
and his wrestling program is only one
of a number of programs involving
students, administrators, and police.
carried on by the project.
Si Sc Puede. Spanish for "it can
be done.’ is a ’proteet centered from
the County Offiee ot Education that
essentially tries to change the attitude
and human performance in a neighborhood." said Rick Moore, project
training coordinator.
Si Se Puede was behind San
loses’ first Cambodian New Year festival held on April II at Yerba Buena
High School. Sovan Voun Thuy, Si
Se Puede worker at the high school.
organind the event utili7ing the vast
network of resources available to the
program.
Si Sc Puede staff members operate out of the sarious neighborhood
schools in the target area and verse as
counselors. median tr.. social workers
and community liaisons to the social
service hureatieracy .
Student interns from 5.151’ne
111%ithill 111 11 protects this semester
in schools in the San Jose I ’tutted ,ind
Frank I - Alt n ley school tiistrit is.
aCCOR11111! to Moore.
At the Sallie SCh001 site. SJSU
interns de, clop and run utter-school
achy tiles including a singing program. collage making and a Spanish
language play enough activities to
keep students busy every day after
school, he said.
The university’s primary involvement in the project is through
Community Concepts 157, a course
offered in the anthropology. education, humanities, recreation and leisure services and sociology depart-

ments. The class takes eight student.
and one instru. tor from SJS1.1 and
asks them to des e lop a program to address a need identified by a Si Se
Puede worker.
Si Se Puede has been faced with
some difficulties recently with the San
Jose Unified School District’s desegregation program and funding front
the state legislature.
The desegregation policy at San
Jose High School has hurt some indiduals. One of Gonzalez’s wrestlers,
in particular. was in school for wrestling and placed in tournaments, hut
when he was transferred to Pioneer
High School. he quit wrestling and
may have dropped out.
Si Sc Puede is phasing out its involvement in the San Jose Unified
School District for Franklin-McKinley School District. Desegregation is
partially to blame. Moore said.
Expansion to other areas may be
aided by a bill passed three years ago
by the California state legislature.
SB 65 provides $40,(XX) per site
for an outreach services coordinator
who would work to prevent students
front dropping out. Moore said Si Se
Puede has already prepared a program
for the use of Sfl 65 funds, but problems do exist.
"The Assembly forgot to include
the funding tor that particular position
in their budget." he said Ehe funding
may be available vsit,,,, a year. but
temporar5 plans are tieing worked on
with the school district to make up for
a possible lack of funding. Moore
said.
’Die project’s personnel will
change with all the full-time community school worker positions such as
Oscar Gonzalez’s at San Jose Digh
School being eliminated and interns
taking their place. Moore said efficiency is the cause since a school
worker. who is employed by the
county Office of Education and subiect to benefit and cost of living increases, costs the program $350X0
per year and an intern’s scholarship
stipend is considerably less.
Gonzalez indicated he may leave
Si Se Puede and start a wrestling program elsewhere.
Moore said Si Se Puede will have
’
from I 5 to Ul intern positions open to
&NI. students in the next year. Applications will Iv accepted May 7 for a
one-year position with the project as a
school site intern. Moore said the job
will require 21 to 23 hours 01 time per
week to develop and coordinate protects. provide lay counseling and do
some spot intervention.
’Me positions offer a stipend. but
the amount has not yet been decided
for this year. Last year’s stipends
to
1.4.thE
from
ranged
2.000. he said.

Spartan scholarship totals
indicate equal opportunity
By Ken Johnston
It Si St *s athletic depannici,1
an example of educational equity.11
work, it proves that equal opportunity
works in regard to scholarship distribution.
In the 1986-87 academic year,
the department spent 5480.000 in
scholarships for its two high -pr ’I
sports teams.
Of 102 football and basketball
scholarships, nearly 57 percent are
held by minority students That bre,i1...
down to 51 blacks. sis Hispanics
one Samoan.
Football takes the largest slice 01
the budget pie. with 5407,1510 iii
H
scholarship money for 86 players
attend Si St on full two-year or lour y ear scholarships.
hirty -eight players tin the football team. or 44 percent. are black.
This is in marked contrast with the
unix ersitywide percentage of 4. Hispanics make up about 7 percent of the
team. which mirrors their representation on campus. The remaining 42
players are white.
Minorities don’t fare as well in
low -budget sports such as track. so,
cer and gymnastics. For example. tile
soccer team has Ill players on partial
scholarship returning to next fall’s
squad, and all are white.
The story is much the same for
track and gymnast’. s I he track rea,,,
has 14 athletes on partial scholarship
Hex en are w rite And of the eight
prim:1st. receiving partial scholarships. six are white.
But basketball and football are
the
principal
money-generating
sports. They account for 80 percent of
the 5597, 100 scholarship budget
sic it
Spartan heal toothall
Claude Gilbert said race was not a factor in determining scholarships.
"We don’t award scholarships
on the basis of race, color or religion.- he said. "It is based on the
players’ ability on the field and in academics."’
Gilbert added that each student
must meet certain guidelines set by
the National Collegiate Athletic ASS11elation to play on the team.
"Each student must maintain a
grade point average of 2.0 and carry a
minimum of 12 units per semester."
he said. "Graduation requirements
and GPA are closely aligned by the
NCAA."
Gilbert downplayed the issue of
race in the selection process.
"It is an issue that we don’t pay

’If it’s a black dominated team
one year and the
next year it’s
white, that’s just
the way it is.’
Bill Berry

much attention to when we wenn
new playci’.
Gilbert said. "I’d esti
inate that kV,’ 11,I C a good balance o
black, wlai, and Ilt spank. players, bu
skin color is not the factor.
"(letting talented players is a
tactor ’
Gilbert said he has stressed to his
players that good study habits are important lie said some athletes have to
make up work in the summer, but that
the Spartan football team has lost very
few players due to academic problems.
"Our staff tries to provide the
proper counseling and direction for
those students having problems.- he
said. "Our main obleettve is to help
these athletes keep their grades up.’’
Spartan basketball coach Bill
Berry said his roam mom\ is to recruit the best players tor the tearn, regardless of skin color.
"I don’t look at the color of the
player. I look at ability," Berry said.
"We evaluate the players on personality, basketball ability, ability to get
along with others and academics

Nevertheless, there were 13
lihicks on the team. The remainder of
the squad was made up of three whites
and one Samoan.
"We did have more blacks on
the team this year, hut we are not
living biased." Berry said. "It it’s a
black -dominated team one year and
the next year it’s white, that’s just the
way it is."
Berry said other teams in the
NCAA and in the Pacific Coast Athletic AShiklation trx to balance their
teams on the basis of skin color.
"I don’t agree with that." he
said. "One year. they’ll have seven
blacks and six %%lutes, and the next
season it’s the opposite.
’"they the coaches) should pick
the players that are going to help their
team win, regardless of the color of
that player’’, skin."
Kerry also said he has not seen
any racial bias iii the SJSU athletic department.
"To the best ot my knowledge. I
have not seen any signs of that happening here,’ he said.
Former Spartan assistant football
coach and head baseball coach Gene
Menges spent 35 years working in the
&1St F athletic department.
He coached football from 1952
to 1969 before switching to baseball,
which he coached until retiring last
year I Ake Berry and Gilbert, he said
he was 1114M are of any racial bias in
the SJSL sports department.
’’I-sery body was treated the
same... Menges said. ’’There was no
racial preiudive that I know of
As the head baseball coach,
Menges said he lost the opportunity to
sign sonic talented black [Amer.. lie
said the lean) tailed to simmthe athlele,
’not because ot ito, possible bias, hut
because of a lack tit monex
’"the great black rimers would
struggle in our situation beyatise 1/41.,
didn’t have the ,none to otter full
scholarships... he explained ’’.1be
baseball team has never tittered full
scholarships.
"Many of the black athletes went
out for track to get a better scholarship."
Menges said the baseball scholarship money was raised by the team
and distributed on ability.
"We used tuition money to try
and recruit players." he said. "Most
of the players, black or white, got
part-time jobs to help pay for other
school expenses.
"Everybody was treated fair."

CSU campuses told to increase minority students
Continuedfrom Page /5
then the campus will have to develop
another means for developing those
goals."
It may take 10 years to rutin the
results of SJSU’s plan. said Leon Ii’
ruse, associate academic vice president of undergraduate studies. who
has been involved in the plan revisions. Dorosz oversees SJSU’s current equity programs: Student AffirEducational
Action,
mative
Upward
Program,
Opportunity
Bound, Relations With Schools and

ASPIRE.
Doros7 has been meeting with directors of equity programs to discuss
changes recommended by the Educational Equity Advisory Council. One
of those changes calls for the consolidation of equity efforts.

Consolidation
Student Affirmative Action and
the Educational Opportunity Program
run their own outreach and retention
services. The Educational Opportunity Program is targeted to help disaftmost of whom
vantagcd students

are minoritx, and low invoine. and
some who cannot meet regular admission standards. Student Affirmative
Action is targeted to help underrepremost of whom arc
sented students
black and Hispanic, but who can meet
regular admission criteria.
While thc two separate programs
have duplicate responsibilities, they
are funded specifically for those purwhich makes consolidation
poses
difficult.
Thus, staff members at the chancellor’s office have been trying to en-

able ,tinsolidation by changing the
policies that restrict the use of these
programs funds.
This has caused some tension
among Educational Opportunity Program and Student Affirmative Action
directors within the CSU system, who
believe the efforts and focus of their
programs may tic lost in the bureaucracy of the system.
Lewis Bundy, an associate director at SJSU’s Educational Opportunity
Program, said if the program eventually is dismantled, minority students

seeking counselors ill their own ethnic
group may not find access to them
easily, and might only be able to see a
counselor once a year.
"Students are more likely to
come to people who have some understanding of their backgrounds."
Bundy said.
All Educational Opportunity Program counselors are ethnic minorities,
he said, emphasi7ing the need for role
models. "What makes it different
from people who are non-ethnic miContinued on Page IN
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Who goes to San Jose State University
..,
’981 Students who do not choose to
SJSU minority enrollment figures wt.- t,
designate their ethnic origin are reported as Unknown. In the chart, the percentages in that category have declined steadily
in the past six years. Source’ Office of Institutional Research
1985
1986
1983
1982
1980
1981
4,614
4.023
3 413
Asian
3.608
3.066
2.446
1.080
1.054
1.176
1.134
1.108
Black
1.118
1.217
1.133
1.250
Mexican -American
1.088
1.057
1.030
597
583
639
497
664
673
Other Hispanic
613
684
805
Filipino
581
425
502
591
436
416
788
American Indian Alaskan
596
585
144
140
138
143
114
145
Pacific Islander
Total Minority
While
Unknown
Total

6280

7,127

7.487

8.011

8.312

8.941

11.817

13,800

14.530

14,148

14.993

15.601

6.908

4.500

3.064

2.684

2 174

1,965

24,945

25,427

25,081

24,843

25,479

26,507

Universitywide efforts
may be hard to achieve
Continued from Page /7
norities is not only the prescin.c. hut
there has to be a certain level of sensitivity and understanding of ethnic cultures to be effective. All counselors
should be required to be sensitive."
He said that while some people
think there no longer is a need for programs like the Educational Opportunity Program, he believes there needs
to he more programs like it because of
the changing demographics and the
low number of blacks and Hispanics
eligible for college.
Academic
Senate
Chairman
Moore said there is a need for 1111 minty faculty to serve as mentors and
role models. "No matter how free and
open I am, it’s probably hard for a
youth from the East Side to conic in
here for advice. But sooner or later,
they
that student has to be weaned
have to give up the EOP breast . ’
CSU Dean I .indahl said the equity programs would not he "dismantled.’ ’
"Nobody has called for dismantling anything:. I indahl said. "What
we’ve called for is tor each campus to
spread the responsibility "
kW the programs with the responsibility. the news of this change
is both good and had, Tindall’ said.
"The good news is they don’t have to
do it all by themselves anymore. The
bad news is that if you’re an FOP director . . you’d feel like you lost
control."
CSU Director Rivas said equity
programs should not he the only programs aiding minority students. "We
want all the prograins -- the learning
assistant centers, the counseling centers, the testing and placement centers
to join in the efforts."
Doros, said any change at the
university would be difficult.
"When you try" to change something, in effect, you’re telling people,
’You’re not doing a good enough
said. "We haw no
job.’ "
choice but to share the responsibility.
Just go to the first and second grades
and look at who our future students
will be. It’s absolutely essential that
the university address this issue as a
whole."
Dorm, said SJSU will probably
implement changes next year on a trial

’The white kids
get caught in
being the
minority, and in
that sense, they
are suffering the
same things
minorities have
suffered in the
past.’
Jose Villa

basis. hased on SJSI.l’s educational
equity plan.
’I don’t think we need to wait 15
or 20 years to then say, ’flops, we
didn’t meet our goals and we’re in
trouble,’’’ (’Ski director Rivas said.
"The intent here is to try and develop
a mechanism that can allow us to
make adjustments after a period of
two or three years if efforts are not
working."
But the implementation of a plan
is a slow process, said Moore. the
Academic Senate chairman. "It’s important to remember that this is a big
university, and as many physicists
would say, there’s a lot of inertia.
Things simply go on and on. Because
it’s big, it’s hard to move on. The
president can’t just sit there in her office and say. ’OK, university, from
now on. this is the way it’s going to

The chancellor’s intentions 1,
improve the participation of minor’
ties may be good. said Jose Villa, professor at the School of Social Work .
but what is more important is the
method by which those intentions are
implemented.
"Its a very complex problem.
Villa said. "It’s not going to be
solved by saying that we have a good
educational equity program on this
or any -- campus. The problem of educational equity is multifaceted."
He said poor people are less
likely to encourage their children to
pursue an education. "So that raises
another question: How can we raise
the consciousness of an uneducated
segment of society so that they do not
become a deficit to society --- so that
they become a credit to society’."’
Vita, whose family was profiled
1,0 years ago in a Newsweek article
.ihout the expense of a college education, has a daughter at the University
of California at Irvine, a daughter at
UC-Berkeley, a son at Stanfiird and a
son at the University of New Melina,.
His other four offspring: a daughter
with an M.D. from Stanford who is
c
plefing an internship, a son who
attended U(’-Davis and now works or
the Navy’ in a nuclear submarine, a
son who attended SJS1.1 and works for
an electronics (inn and a son who recently dropped out ot SJSU to help
support the family. "We have four
children in college and he needs to
help himself." Villa said. "We’s) got
to earn his way too.
Villa said one iit the must basic
needs is to make uneducated parents
understand the importance of education, so that they can encourage their
children to go to college they as
whether they are poor or
parents
uneducated - have ultimate responsibility in stating what is in the best interest of their children, and asking the
teachers why their children aren’t
learning to read and write.
’So lung as we keep doing sonic
of the same stuff that’s been done for
years and years and don’t get down to
the basic need of people, we’ll lust
keep reinforcing the status quo.’
He said white students suffer as a
result of underprepared minority Mu Continued on Page 20

March
Capitol
By Oscar Guerra
and Lynn Louie
Sollle

xiii I,sssiS i,il

pIllpt,jiS

from the governor pi miipted a scene
earlier this month in Sacramento that
was reminiscent of a 1960s’ demonstration.
About 5.500 marchers from all
over California descended on the Capitol steps April 6 for the "March on
Sacramento for Education." protesting Gov. George Deukmejian’s proposed cuts in education spending.
Joining the protesters were the
Rev. Jesse Jackson and State Assembly Speaker Willie Brown.
"the marchers banded together to
demand inure funding for a better education, rallying under the slogan "Education is a right. not a privilege."
"The well-being of the country
depends on a high quality education
for as many as possible." said Hattie
McConlogue. an SJSU sophomore in
drama.
McConlogue’s view was niu well
supported by other San Jose residents,
however, as only a total of about SO
students and community members
from the San Jose area rode to Sacramento in three Greyhound buses.
tilling little more than half the seats.
The buses, funded by SJSU’s
Associated Students, also carried
some University of Santa (’rue and
local Yerba Buena High School students.
Despite San Jose’s relatively
small showing. Brown said the gathering was thc largest seen on the Capitol steps in about a decade. Jackson
said that this is a good sign.
"Whenever the student generation comes alive." Jackson said.
"America has moved forward.’’
A mixture of the student generation and an older generation came
alive to protest the governor’s proposed 517 billion budget
Under the proposed budget, kindergarten through 12th grades next
year would see cuts totaling $600 million. Originally the cuts would have
threatened special programs for poor,
minority and gifted students but the
governor has since decided not to

make cuts in these areas.
Marchers listened as Jackson,
liniwn and a host of student leaders
and supporters sent Deukmejian a
strong message that if he intends to
make education cuts, he had better be
ready for a strong fight.
"We gather today to set the
agenda for our nation," Jackson said.
"We need a new course, a new coalition. We need new leadership."
Jackson called for the reinstatement of bilingual education. He said a
majority of Americans are not of an
English-speaking heritage. making
English -only education absurd.
Pats V illegas, an SJSU senior mx
liberal studies who also WOrks as a bit ingual education aid at an elementary
school in Gilroy, said she thinks bilingual education is a necessity, especially in this area.
"With a bilingual education."
Villegas said. "we encourage children to go to college. If these prograins are cut, these kids won’t have a
chance to gut.’’
Besides protesting the budget.
the marchers also proposed that ethnic
studies he made a requirement for colleges and universities.
"(State schools chief Bill) Honig
has already brought out the budget
issue." said Eva Martine, Geron.
member of the MEChA Statew isle
I. ask force for Educational Rights and
a senior at San Jose City College.
"The marchers were instrumental in
bringing up the issues of ethnic studies and bilingual education,"
Inside the C’apitol, state student
leaders, including four SJSU representatives, lobbied with legislators
and representatives for issues addressing college students’ needs.
the march was organued by the
African/Black Student Statewide Allithe Calikwnia
ance 1/VBSSA 1.
Statewide Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aftlan MEChAl. and the
Asian Pacific Student Union (APS1.11.
The three "Third World" groups
plan to meet Saturday at the University of California at Berkeley to decide what follow-up actions to take
during the summer and fall.
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Fighting for Education

Above, facing
page: Assembly
Speaker Willie Brown,
the Rev. Jesse Jackson
and former state
secretary of health and
welfare under Gov.
Jerry Brown, Mario
Obledo. Above:
Jackson speaks on the
Capitol steps. Above,
right: The young and
the old join together to
protest Gov. George
Deukmejian’s proposed
education cuts. Far
right: Jackson hugs 4year-old Rey Molina of
Sacramento. Right:
Molina stands quietly
amid all the hoopla.
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New hostility
stirs fears of
race conflict
By David Rickard
One night last fall. Kevin Nesmith was awakened
in the middle of the night by a frightening sight.
Five students dressed in Klan -style white robes
burst into the room of the 20-year-old black man, a
cadet at The Citadel military academy in Charleston.
S.C. Brandishing a burning paper cross, the students
shouted racial epithets at the startled Nesmith before
fleeing.
’Ilw school played down the incident as not indicative of the racial climate at the academy, but other black
cadets mion came forward with additional charges of
harassment. The Hil announced it was launching an investigation into the affair.
The incident might have
been written off as an isolated
occurrence, but reports of other
outbreaks of racially inspired violence have followed in all
parts of the country, both on and
off campus.
The nation was shocked
in December when a group ot
white youths in Howard Beach. a
predominantly white communit)
in New York City, assaulted
three blacks. One of the victims
was struck and killed by a car
while attempting to escape.
In Cumming. Ga.. black
marchers protesting the segregationist policy in Forsyth Counts.
were pelted with rocks and debris
by a crowd of white residents. In
a mass demonstration reminiscent of the ’60s, more than
20,000 protestors returned the
next week, and this time nearly.
1.(XX) whites turned out to voice
their opposition
1986
FM lowing
the
Id Series a brawl between
X lets and Red Sox fans at the
University. of Ntassachusetts at
.Xt»herst evolved into a black -white confrontation. One
black student was beaten unconscious and severel others were inured.
These incidents, and others at major universities in
’texas, Colorado. Michigan and New York have stirred
up fears that a decade of apparent harmony between
blacks and whites may be coming to an end.
The debate is already under way in Washington.
where the Reagan administration has taken heat for allegedly fostering an atmosphere in which racist behavior has been allowed to flourish. Critics claim Reagan’s
opposition to such programs as affirmative action and
busing has emboldened "closet’ racists.
Much of the scorn for not vigorously prosecuting
oil rights violators has been directed at the Justice lkpartment
specifically at William Bradford Reynolds.
the assistant attorney general in charge of the civil
rights division.
Former SJSU President John Flume!, who resigned in disgust from the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights in January, said Reynolds is "an honorable
man," who has, however, committed sonic "errors of
tactics and strategy from time to time."
"He believes in a color-blind society, and he can’t
reconcile that conviction with color consciousness,’’
Hamel said
Eva Sears, an administrative assistant at the The
Center for Democratic Renewal in Atlanta. disputed
Reynolds’ contention that the violence at Howard
Beach was an isolated incident. The center researches
racist activity in the country..
’The truth is. Howard Beach and Forsyth County
were not all that aberrant.’’ she said. ’’Then: are dozens
it Forsyth Counties in the nation. I’m afraid our (assistant) attorney general was wrong on that count .
Sociology instructor Flurry Edwards. whit spear-

headed a movement to expose alleged racial discrimination at San Jose State, said he is convinced that the recent wave ot overt violence against blacks is a sign of
things to come.
"We’re entering a new dimension of minority
struggle on campus." he said. "Blacks today face both
symbolic and actual racism. There is no way to get an
instant response. It’s toii subtle and difficult.’’
It has been suggested that a shortage of charismatic
black leaders has allowed inroads to be made into civil
rights gains. In the ’60s, blacks rallied behind Martin
Luther King Jr. and Medgar Evers, while other blacks
listened to the oratory of Malcolm X, Stokely Carmichael and Eldridge Cleaver.
Former SJSU sprinter Tommie Smith drew applause recently during a lecture on campus when he
gave his opinion on the subject Instead of looking for
leaders, he said, all black people should be leaders.
Charles Burdick. dean of the School of Social Science at SJSU, agreed with Edwards that racial tension is
building, but he said he thinks the problem will develop
along economic lines.
The socioeconomic dilemma for minorities is increasing:* he said. "It is a highly serious concern. As
they approach the (poverty)
boundary line, their anger has to
build."
Money, or rather the lack of
it. has also been fingered as a
major culprit in the recent decline in black college enrollment,
another development that has
been laid at the doorstep of the
Reagan White House.

’There’s no
question we’re
getting ready to
go through
another rise in

Spurred on by affirmative
action programs established in
the ’60% and ’70s, blacks flocked
to colleges in record numbers. At
the beginning of the 1980%, black
undergraduates made up II percent of all students.
By the 1984-85 school year.
however, the figure had fallen to
8.8 percent --- essentially a 20
percent drop in the proportion of
blacks on campus.
Not all observers are convinced an outbreak of racial violence is imminent. Hume, is reluctant about predicting the
future of race relations in the
country.

"I don’t know if there is increased racial tension,"
he said. "We don’t know enough to analre it yet.
There is certainly still racism in the land. though. You
can’t do away with it in a country of such diversity."
St Saffold, currently the SJSU ombudsman and a
former director of the black Equal Opportunity Program, questions whether the media have exaggerated
reports of racial violence.
"1 just wonder about the reporting of those incidents," he said. "I haven’t followed it closely. but I’m
not so sure that it’s as large scale as some accounts
would tend to indicate."
The Center for Democratic Renewal has followed
the situation closely. According to Scars. the number of
incidents of racial violence is not an accurate indicator
of today’s racial climate.
"The number of attacks is not really the issue."
she said. "The impact and behavior of racists is not so
easily measured by the numbers.
"Our assessment is this: There has not been any
sudden, unusual rise in the number of incidents." she
said. "But we do think the impact and influence of organind racism is spreading. We take this as a sign that
it is becotning acceptable.’’
Judging by the statements of some prominent
black leaders, the center’s conclusion goes without saying. Many wern to agree with Harry Edwards’ analysis.
"There’s no question that we’re getting ready to
go through another rise in black adamancy." he said.
"We’re looking at turbulent times.

Dean says equity
can be achieved
1"1/1/11/1 Ci

1’5

dents.
"If we don’t do a bolo job with
the minority kids at this campus and in
the schools out there, who suffers?
Well, not only the minority kids, but
actually society suffers, because the
white kids are not getting the recognition they need to be educated to their
fullest potential."
Villa said teachers with crowded
classrooms usually try to ensure that
students with language and cultural
barriers understand the instruction.
"The teaching processes have to be
geared down. The white kids get
caught in being the minonty, and in
that sense, they are suffering the same
things minorities have suffered in the
past. They are being discriminated
against in the sense of quality education. ’

Backlash
The feeling that the time has
come to concentrate on the white majority students and that its) much has
already been done on behalf of minorities is an unfortunate backlash.
said Cal State Bakersfield President
Arciniega. He said that both increased
quality and increased minority involvement in education are important.
Effective in the fall of 19811.
CSU applicant, will have to meet new
admission standards:
3 years of mathematics
I year of U.S. history or U.S.
history and government
I year of laboratory science
2 years of foreign language
I year in the visual or performing arts
3 years of appnived electives
Ifie chancellor has said that
new requirements are not for the
ii liitc middle-class kids," CSU Dean
1.intlahl said. "Those students have
always gotten into the institution and
always will. These requirements are
for the (underrepresented) students."
lic said CSU is sending letters to
all California eighth -graders and their
parents to alert them that if these
courses are completed in high school.
students will have more options after
their senior year, one of them being
enrollment at a CSU campus. ’"Ifie
message is not that everybody should
go to college, but that everyone
should take advantage of the high
school curriculum to open up options
after high school. If that doesn’t enhance educational equity, I don’t
know what will."
The courses have been recommended for the past 20 to 25 years,
but few students completed the
courses, I.indahl said. "Now they’re
going to be required, because people
didn’t pay attention to those recommendations.
The 1988 standards, if not handled -in a sensitive and responsible
manner, could further erode the limited progress" of educational equity,
according to the findings of the Educational Equity Advisory Council.
Chairman
Senate
Academic
Moore said he believes the new requirements will have an adverse effect
on the effort to increase minority participation in the CSt I.
"Our feeling is that there will be
fewer underrepresented students. It
will have an effect on the underprivi-
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will see people from the rich communities like Hillsborough and Saratoga.
No faculty member will say we
shouldn’t let minorities in, but they
will say that we need to increase the
quality of education."
Fullerton said the university us
trying to get grants to start a program
in which SJSU will cooperate with
middle and high schools in the San
Jose and East Side Union High School
district, to prepare students for college. "If we can help minority students from about the cighth or ninth
grade forth get the best possible preparation for college, that’s the hest
way when you get right down to it, to
have high retention rate, once they get
here." Fullerton said. "It’s the best
way to evolve past the revolving door
of ’bring them in only to fail,’ which
is not in anyone’s interest.’’
Interest in the protect, called
"Project Access," has been shown by
one foundation. Fullerton said. "We
are looking for a million dollars in
foundation grants and I am hoping
that maybe two or three foundations
will (provide) the money to implement Project Access."
McKendall, associate director of
student services, said the Educational
Equity Advisory Council’s recommendation to encourage students from
middle and high schools makes this
attempt different from past efforts.
"What’s really strong about this program is not just retaining the students
who are here, but trying to help those
who are in middle schools and high
schools."
Professor Villa said educational
equity efforts must make use of ideas
from minorities at or around the university. "One of the major goals in
the (F. -AC recommendations) that’s
lacking (in SJSU’s plan) is that it does
not spell out a planning process that
fully integrates the participation of
minority faculty, staff, students and
community.
Villa is a member of the Interminority Coalition, a group of minority
faculty members, students and community members that prepared a proposal addressing needs it felt the SJSU
plan failed to address. Pie proposal’s
recommendations are being considered by administrators, who are preparing a progress report on SJSU’s educational equity plan.
"(Educational equity) is not
something you create overnight."
Fullerton said. She refused to comment on the possible ousting of Chancellor Reynolds but said educational
equity plans would probably continue.
"We’ve been working for a long time
on this. 1 would envision that we will
continue to do so. We are already at a
point where tine out of every four of
our students is from a minority group
of some kind.’’
I.indahl sail that without the past
20 years of efforts, the situation today
would be worse than it is. "It’s not
that we’re satisfied with what we have
now, but we’d be worse off. I think
educational equity is within our grasp.
The question is, how long is it going
to take?’’

